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Publisher's Note on Spelling and 

Transliteration 
• 

By and large, transliteration of Russian names and terms pre
sented ·herein follows a ·transliteration system utilized ·by the OCLC 
database. With regard to the names ''Ezhov'' and l'Ezhovsl1china1'' -

which are integral to the volume at hand - we have utilized a 
scholarly transliteration, save for the not.eworthy exception of the 
title, w·hich utilizes the more commonly accepted spelling of 
''Yezhov.'' By using the latter transliteration in the book's title, we 
hope to make this book easier to locate for Western librarians and 
researchers who are more familiar with that spelling. 



Introduction. 

What It Was 
On February 25, 1956 Nikita S. Khrushchev delivered his famous 
''Closed Report'' inaccurately called, in English, '(Secret Speec·h,, 
- to the delegates at the XX Party Congress of the CPSU. Khrush
chev attacked Stalin (a11d Lavrentii Beria) for committing. a num~ 
ber of cri1nes against members of the Party. Khrushchev stated: 

It was <let.ermined that of the 13 9 members and 
candidates of the party's Central Committee who 
were elected at the 17th Congress, 98 persons, i.e., 
70 per cent, were arrested and shot (mostly in 
·19 3 7-19 38) .... Of 1, 966 delegates with either 
voting or advisory rights, 1,108 persons were 
arrested on charges of anti-revolutionary crimes, 
i.e., decidedly more than a majority . 

... Now, when the cases of some of these so-called 
''spies'' and ''saboteurs'' were examined, tt was 
found that a·11 their cases were fabricated. 
Confessions of guilt of many arrested and charged 
with enemy activity we1 .. e gai11ed with the help of 
cruel and inhuman tortures. 

Khrusl1chev claimed that .N.ikolai EzhovJ the Commissar of the 
NKVD from August 1936 until November 1938, must have acted 
under Stalin1s orders. 

It is clear that these matters were decided by Stalin, 
and that witl1011t ·his orders and his sanction Yezhov 
could not have done this. 

At the XXII Party Congress in October 1961 Khrushchev's men at~ 
tacked Stalin even more strongly. From this point until sometime 
after Khrushchev was ousted from power in October 1964 man.y 
books and articles appeared that amplified and elaborated 
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Khrushchev}s attack against Stalin. However, archi.v·al e.viclence in 
support of these attacks was not published. 

The ''Great Terror'' 
In 1968 Britisl1 \Vriter Robert Conquest published a book titled 
The Crea t Terror. Stalin )s Pur._ge of the Thirties. Conquest's sources 
were Khrushchev-era books and articles, and a hodgepodge of 
other accounts that alleged crimes by Stalin. Conquest cited all this 
material without source criticism, as though the claims made in it 
were unproblematically accurate, were ''evidence~'> 

To any careful student of history it was obvious from the outset 
that Conqt1es,t's book was without value as an attempt to establish 
histori.ca1· trutl1. But it proved to be of enormous value as anti
communist propaga11da~ Scholars of Soviet history began to use 
the title of Conquest's book, ''the gre·at terror,)' as a designation for 
this period of Soviet history. 

Betwee11 1987 until the end of the USSR i11 Dece1nber 19911 under 
the auspices of Mikhail Gorbachev, an even inore powerful \Vave of 
accusations and denunciations of Stalin .as a n1ass murderer 
poured from Soviet presses, again without archival evidence . 

. 

A report prepared for Khrushchev no later than February 18, 1963 
and using archival material.s stated tl1at in 1937 and 1.938 681,692 
persons were shot, while tl1e number shot in 1.935..-1936 \Vas 234·7 
and the number shot in 1939 and 1940 was 4464. The source was 
a report sent to Malenkov· and Khrushchev on May 5, 19 54 pre .. 
pared by a certain Colonel Pavlov of the MVD and signed by S.N 
Kruglov, Minister of the MVD. These figures have been confirme(f 
tn recent publications by the .FSB, the successor to the MVD -
NKVD, 

. 

In the Soviet Union the period of mass repressions in 1937-1938 
was known as the ''Ezhovshchina," or ''bad time of Ezhov.)) After 
Conquest's book w ·estern historians began to call it the ''great ter
ror.'' Si·nce the end of ·the Soviet Union anticommunist h.istor·ians 
from the former Soviet states including Russia have largely ad-
opted this term. 
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We will use the term ''Ezhov's mass repression'' for the large-scale 
executions and imprisonmen.ts of roughly July 19·37 to November 
1·938. Alt.hough it is good as a Russian term, ''Ezhovshchina'' con
veys no meaning in other languages. The t ·erm ''g·reat terror'' is 
useful to anticommunist·s and. anti ... Stalinists, .inclu .. ding ·rrotskyists, 

. . 

as a term of abuse against the Soviet government led by Stalin( 
Furthermore, it conveys a falsehood ·. t·hat the Sta'lin leadership 
ru.led by ''te.rror'' or that ''te·rror'' was the outcome o-f its policie.s. A 
number of Western historians,, including .some who are strongly 
anticommunist, agree that the term is unsuitable. 

T·he Anti-Stalin Paradigm 
. . 

The goal of the present book is to identify the causes of the repres
sions of, an.d properly locat.e the r·e.sponsibility for, this period. His ... 
torians of the Soviet Union propose several different explanations . 
. All of them are fundamentally wrong. Simply put, the reason for 
this failure is that these histo.rians are n.ot in fact trying to discover 
the causes of the mass repressions. Instead, they are trying to ·find 
t.h·e explanation that best fits the preconceived historical frame
work, or paradigm, for this period, I call this the ''anti-Stalin para
digm." 

The proximate origin of the ant·i-Stalin paradigm is in the 1930s 
. 

w·ritings of Le.on Tra·tsky, ·b.y then exiled from the U·SSR. Trotsky 

depicted Stalin as a. monster. But Trots·ky did so in service to his 
own conspirac.y, In reality Trotsky wa·s lying. about almost every
t·hing that concerned Stalin and the ·ussR. Of course Trotsky had to 
lie to his ·followers too, and they believed him, as did a few others. 

In his '(Secret Speech1
' of 1956 Nikita Khrushchev took up a num .. 

ber of the same falsehoods that Trotsky had invented, perhaps di
rectly from Trots·ky~s wo·rks. At the XXII Party Congress in 1961 
Khrushchev and his men accused Stalin of yet wo,r.se· crimes. Today 
we know· that Khrushchev was lying in virtually everything he· said 
about Stali·n as well as abou.t Lavrentii Beria, who had replaced 
Nikolai Ezhov as chief (People's Commissar) of the · NKVD in 
November 1938. ~ 

From 1962 on Khrushc·hev sponsored hundreds of article.s and. 
books in which Stalin and his associates were accused of yet more 
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crimes. These were taken up by Western anticommunist· writers. 

Am·ong the most notable were Robert Conquest and Stephen F. 

Cohen. They and many other anticommunist writers in the capi

talist world spread Khrushchev's and Trotsky's lies along with lies 

concocted by Nazi collaborators and other anticomm·unists of all 

stripes. 

Mikhail Gor.bachev sponsored an ava.lanche of more anti·Stalin 

writings tha.t outdid that of Khrushchev's last years. These contri

buted mightily to the ideological dismantling of the Savi.et Union. 

They a.re perpetuated by today1s anticommunist academics. 

According to the anti-Stalin paradigm: 

* Stalin was a ''dictator." Therefore, he eit.her initiated or 

could hav·e stopped everything import.ant that occurred. 

Therefore, wha·teve·r happened, happene.d because he wanted 

it, o·r something very like it; to happen. Stalin _was always j'in 

control." 

* The alleged cons.piracies against · the Stalin government 

were all fabrications. None of them really existed . 
• 

* It follows that the evidence produced in the testimony at 

the Moscow Trials, and in the interrogations and confession 

statements that have gradually been published slnce the end 

of the USSR in 1991, must be fabrications and so are disre

garded·. 

* Stalin never wanted democratic elections. ·The stru.ggle by 

Stalin and his supporters for contested elections to the sovi

ets (the le.gislative arm of the Soviet g.overnment) was either 

a sham or .intended as a mechanism ·to get rid of entrenched 

loc.al leaders whose power Stalin perceived as threatening in 

some way. 

Mainstream historians of the Stalin period in the USSR bind them

selves a priori to these tenets. They are not questioned. Nor is 

·the.re any attempt to validate them)! These strictures dictate the 

kinds of explanations and the types of evidence that a·re deemed 

acceptable in mainstream historiography. Their purpose is to 

.guarantee that the only historical explanations set fo·rth i:n main .. 

stre·am historiography are those that make Stalin and the USSR 
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''look bad.11 They are convenient to the view of the USSR as ''totali
taria.n,11 a ·'' dictatorship}' rule·d by ''terror." They reinforce the con
cept of this period as ''the great terror11 and are in turn reinforced 
by this ina·ccur.ate term. 

r ·hese are disabling aSS'Umptions. Accepting them makes it impos
si.ble to understand Soviet history of the Stalin period accurately. 
But t·heir aim was never to facilitate an accurate account of history. 
Rather, their purpose is to reinforce .an anticomm.unist, virtually 
demonized view of Stalin and the USSR, and thereby of the w·orld 
communist movement of the 20th. century. In this book I make no 
such a priori assumptions~ 

Books about the so~called ''great te.rror1
' continue to appear. A re

cent example is The Great Fear. Stalin 's Terror of the 1930s (Oxford 
. . . 

University Press, 2016) by British historian James Harris. Harris is 
not one of the fire-breathing anti ... S.talinists. His tone is moderate 

. ' . 

and, fo·r the field of Soviet history, re·latively objective. . 

Howeve-r, in common with all other mainstream academic histor
ians of this period, including the Trotskyist historians, Harris .ig ... 
nores ·all the evidence long available tha.t proves that the massive 
executions were not Stalin1s doing bu·t ·the product of Ezhov's con
spiracy. This is the only way to ''save'' what I have called ('the anti-

. . 

Stalin par·actigm', of Soviet history - the only paradigm acceptable 
to ·main.stream scholarship. Harris endorses th.e long-disproven 
story o.f the German SD plot to frame Marshal Tukhachevskii (169~ 
70), re_peats the similarly disproven tale that Ki.rov's murderer 
''wa.s al·most certainly acting alon-e'' and decides, · in the face of all 

· the evidence, that the fears of challeng·es to the ·Stalin government 
were false~ (186) As the reader of this book will discover, this is all 
wrong. 

. 

The N-eed-for Objecti.vity 
E·verybody has bias-es . . But everybody can learn to be obje.ctive in 
studying an·y subject, whether it be physics or history_ T_he tech~ 
niques are basically similar. O·bj·ectivity as a scientific method .is a 
practice of ''d.istrust of the self.-'' One can learn to be objecti·ve by 
training oneself to · become aware of, to articulate, and then ·to 
doubt one1.s own preconceived ideas. One must be automatically 
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suspicious of evide-nce that tends to co.nfirm one's own precon .. 
ceive.d ·Ideas, prejudices, and preferences. One must learn. to give 
an especially generous reading·, to search es1Jecially h.ard for, to 
lean ove1 .. backwards to consider,, evidence and arguments that 
cont·radict one's O\Vn preconceived ideas. 

This is simply what ev·ery bourgeois detective in every detective 
story knows. As Sl1erlock Holmes said: 

It is a ca_pital mistake to theorize before you have all 
the evidencej It biases the judgment. (Cona·n Doyle, 
A Study in Scarlet) 

In other words: keep your mind free of precipitate concl·usions. Get 
the facts before yo·u form your hypotheses. Be ready to abandon a 
hypothe·sis that does not explain the established facts. Conflr~ 

mation b'ias, ''the tendency to search for) interpret, favot, and recall 
i.nformat'i.on in a way that confirms o·ne's preexisting beliefs or· hy
potheses, while giving disproportionately less consideration to 
alternative possibili·ties,'' is a powerful force, and <<the effect is 
stron.ger for emot.ionally charged isst1es and for deeply· entrenched 
beliefs:' ! 

If one does not be.gin one's research wit'h a deterrnined attemp·t to 
be objectiv·e, accornpanied 'by defintte s·trategies to minimize one's 
own biases, then on.e cannot and will not-discover the truth. Put 
colloquially: if you don't sta·rt out to look for the truth you will not 
stl1m.ble across it by accident along the way·, and what you do find 
will not be the truth. 

The Anti-Stalin Paradigm 
The need for objectivity and the fallacies t11at i

4 esult when ·this 
principle is not observed, are well kn.own. There.fore th.e real pur
pose of most research into Soviet history is not to disco·ver the 
t.ruth. Instead it is to arrive at politic.ally acceptable conclusions 
and to disregard the evidence when that evidence does not s·up
port those politically acceptable conclusions. This is the ''anti ... 
Stalin paradigm.1

' 

How is i·t possible that_ these fallacies are so commonly applied to 
Sovie't hi.story of the Stalin period by scholars and other educated 
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person-s? I believe this is due .to the power of the ''anti .. Stalin para
digm." Stalin ha·s been so mal·igned, by so many ''expert·s,, and for 
so lo.ng a time that many pe.ople be.lieve ''where there's smoke, 
there's fire 1

' ('there must be something to this.11 

This ·is all wrong. There is n.o substitute for evidence. In this study 
we examine the evidence and draw conclusions from the evidence 
alone. This is t.he only rationally defensible way of p.roc.eedi·ng, in 
history as in any other field o_f scientific investigation. 

The Key Questions 
Briefly stated, the keystone questions concerning the mass repres
sions known as the ''Ezhovshchina'' or ''Great Terror'' are these: 

1) Did hundreds ·of thousands of innocent victims-m-eet their 
.deaths? 

:z) Was Stalin responsible for the·se murders, as is usually 
l . d7 c a1me . 

. 

3) If as. the evide.nce demands that we conclude Stalin 
was innoce·nt and put a stop to this crime against humanity} 
how could. he and his colleagues have ·been obliviou.s to what 
was happening for so long? Why were Ezhov and his men 
able to _go on killing -so many i·nnocent peo·ple ·for o·v.er a year·? 

The present study attempts to answer thes·e questions. 

Procedure 
The goal of this boo·k is to e·xplain the Ezhov mass repressions of 
·193·7 .. 19.38. Two rel.ated sets of events are crucial to unde·rstand~ 

ing these mass repressions. The first is Stalin1s struggle for elec
toral democracy and i·ts defeat. The second is the set of interlock
ing conspiracies involving su·ppo.rters of G·rigorii Zinoviev, of Leon 
Trots.ky, of Nikolai· Bukharin, Genrikh Iagoda, Nikolai Ezhov, and 
many others} called. the ';Rights.1'; an·a of m·ilitary figures., o.f· which 
the ''Tukhache.vskii Affair)1 is the best known. 

We w1·11 review· the evidence in as objective a manner as possible, 
anq draw our c·onclusion.s based on the evidence and on logical 
i.nterpretations of it4 Mainstr.eam historians of the · So·viet Union. 
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can.not do this because they are bound by the disabling strictures 
of the ''anti-Stalin paradigm.'' Tl1erefore the final result of our 
st11dy the only one that satisfies the evidence now available and 
t11at refuses to throw out any of this evidence on a priori grounds 
- is very different from any of the interpretations of mainstream 
Soviet historians. 



Chapter 1. Elections 

This chapter outl.ines J.oseph Stalin's atte.mpts, from the early 

1930s until 1937, to democratize the gover.nment of the Soviet 
Union.1 · 

This story is well known in R·us·sia, where respect for, even admi
ration of, Stalin is common. Howev·er, this story and the facts that 
sustain it are virtual.ly unknown outside Russia, where the Cold 

War paradigm of ''Stalin as Villain'> so controls wha·t is published 
that the wo.r·ks cited here are still scarcely noted. 

This chap·ter does .not simply· inform readers of new facts about, 

and. interpretations of,, the hi.s·tory of the USSR. Rath·er, it is an at
te.mpt to bring to a non-Russian readership ·the results of ne·w re
search, based on Soviet a.rchives, on the Stalin period and St.alin 
himself. The facts discussed herein will be utterly unacceptable -

in fact, will appear outrageous - to those wh·ose political and his .. 
torical perspectives have been base·d upon erroneous and ideo
logically motivated ''Cold .. War'' notions of Soviet ''totalitarianism'' 
a.nd ''Stalinist t·err.or." 

' 

The Khrus·bchevite interpretation of Stalin as power .. hungry dicta
tor, betrayer of Lenin's legacy} was created to fit the nee.ds of the 
Communist Partyjs top leadership in the 1950s. But. it shows close 
similarities, and s·hares many assumptions, with the can.onical dis-
course on "Stalin inherited from the Cold w .ar, which served the 
desire of capitalist elites to argue that communist struggles, or in

deed. any struggle.s for worki.ng-class power, must ine·vitably lead 
to some kind of horror( 

I·t ·also suits the Trotskyists' need to argue that that the defeat of 
Tr.ots.ky, the ''true revolu·ti.onary," co·uld onl.Y have come at t·he 

hand of a dictator who, it is assumed, violated every principle for 

1 T:his chapter is an a.bbreviated version. of ;'Stalin and the Struggle ,for Democratic Reform, 
Part One,11 where full doc·ume.ntation and longer quotations can be found. See Cultural Logic, 

Apri.l 200 5. At ht.tp:// eserver.org/ clogic/2005 /furr.html 
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which the revolution ·had been fought. Khrushchevite, Cold-War 
anti-communist, and Trotsk.yist ·paradigms of Sov.iet history are 
simi'lar 'in their dependence on a virtual demonization of Stalin, his 
leadership, and the USSR during his time. 

During the 1930s the Stalin leadership was concerned not only to 
promote democracy in t·he governance of the sta.te, but to foster 
inner-party and trade-union democracy as well. We will discuss 
how the struggle for democracy in all three a·reas - government, 
trade union, and Party - developed and were ultimately defeated. 

This book draws upon primary sources whenever ·_possible. But it 
relies most he.avily upon scholarly works by Russian historians 
who have access to unpublished or recently-published documents 
from Soviet archives. 

A New Constitution 
In December 1936 the Extraordinary 8th Congress of Soviets ap ... 
proved the draft of the new Soviet Constitution. It called for secret 
ballot and contested elections. 

Candidates were to be allowed not only from the Bolshevik Party 
- called the All-Union Commtinist Party (Bolshevik) at that time 
- but from other citizens' groups a.s well, based on residence, af-
filiation (such as religi.ous groups), or workplace organizations, 
This last provision was never put into effect. Contested elections 
were never held .. 

The democratic aspects of the Constitution - by ''democratic'' here 
we mean ''consistent with social-democratic, i.e. capitalist, notions 
of democracy'' were inserted at the express insistence of Joseph 
Stalin) Togeth.er with his closest supporters in the Politburo of the 
Bolshevik Pa.rty Stalin fought tenaciously to keep these pr·ovisions. 
He) and they, yielded only when confronted by t'he complete re
fusal by the Party's Central Committee, and of the panic surround
ing the discovery of serious conspiracies, in collaboration with 
Japanese and German fascism, to overthrow the Soviet gov ... 
ernment. 

In January ·1935 the Politburo assigned the task of outlining the 
contents of a new Constitution to Avel' Enukidze who, some 
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months l·ate·r, returned with a suggestion for open, u.ncontested 
elec·tions. Almost imm.ediately, on January 25, 1935, Stalin ex
pressed hi·s di.sagreement with Enukidze's propo.sal, insistin.g upon 
secret elections. 

Stalin m.·ade this disagreement public in a dramatic manner in a 
March 1936 interview with American newspaper magnate Roy 
Howard. Sta.Jin declared t~hat the Soviet constitution would g·uaran
tee that all voting would be by secret b.allot. Voting would be on an 
equal .basis, with a pe.asant vote counting as much as that of a 
worker; on a territorial ·basis_, as in the West, rather than accord·ing 
to status (as during Tsarist times) or place of employment; and 
direct - all Soviets would be elected by the citizens themselves. 

. . 

We shall probably adopt our new constitution at 
t·he end of this year. ~-·As h·as been announced 
already, according to the new constitution, the 
suffrage will be ·universal, e.qua1, direct, and secret. 

Mo·st impo.rtant, Stalin declared that all elections would be con
tested. Different citizens' organizations wo·uld be able to set forth 
c-andidates to run against the Communist Party's candidates, Stalin 
told Howard tha.t citizens would cross off the names of all candi .. 
dates except those they wished to vote for. 

Stalin also stressed the importance of contested elections in fight
ing ·bureaucracy. 

You think that there will be no election contests. 
But the.re will be, and I fores.ee very lively election 
cam.paigns. r ·here are not a few institutions in our 
co·untry which work badly .... Our new electoral 
syste·m will tighten up all institution·s and 
organizations and compel them to improve their 
w·ork. Universal, equal_, direct and secret suffrage in 
the V~S,S~R. will be a whip in the hands of the 
population against the. organs of governmen·t which 
work badly. In my opinion our new Soviet · 
·constitution will be th.e most democratic 
const·itution 'in the world. (Stalin .. Howard 15) 

. . 
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From this point o.n, Stalin and his closest Politb~ro associates 
Viacheslav Molotov and Andrei Zhdanov spoke up for secret, con
tested elections in all discussions within the Party leadership. 

Stalin also insisted that many Soviet citizens who had been de
prived of the franchise, called lishentsy (''t.hose who have been de .. 
. Prived'') s·hould ·have it restored. These included members of for· 
mer exploiting classes such as forrne·r landlords, a.nd those who 
had fought against the Bolsheviks during the Civil War of 1918-
192-1, known as ('White Guardists," as well as those convicted of 
certain crimes (as in the USA today) . Most important, and probably 
most numerous, among the lishentsy were two groups: ''kulaks," 
the main targets during the Collectivization movement of a few 
years before; and those who had violated the 1932 ''law of three 
ears'' - who .had stolen state property, usually grain (those who 
stole it to avoid starvation ·were explicitly exempted from this 
law). 

These electoral reforms would have been u11necessary unless the 
Stalin leadership wanted to change the manner in which the Soviet 
Union was governed. ·They wanted to get the Communist Party out 
of the business of directly running the Soviet Union . 

. During the Russian Revolution and the critical years that followed, 
the USSR had been legally governed by an elected hierarchy of 
soviets ( = ''councils 1

'), from local to national level, with the Sup
reme Soviet as the national legislative ·body, the Council ( = soviet) 
of People's Commissars as the executive body, and the Chairman of 
this Council as the head of state. But in reality, at e·very level, 
choice of these officials had always bee·n in the hands of the Bol
shevik Party. Elections were he.Id, but direct appointment or 
nomination by Party leaders (kooptatsiia) was also common. Even 
the elections were controlled by the Party, since no one could run 
for office unless Party leaders agreed. 

To the Bolsheviks, this had made sense. It was the form that the 
d.ictatorship of the proletariat t.ook in the specific historical condi
tions of the revolutionary and post ... revolutionary Soviet Union. 
Under the New Economic Policy·, or NEP, the labor and skills of 
former and current exploiters were needed. But they had to be 
used only in service to the working class dictatorsh·ip - to 
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socialism. The.y were not to be permitted to reb·uild capitalist rela
tionships beyond certain limits, nor to reg.ain political power. 

Throughout the 1920s and early 1930s the Bolshevik Party re~ 
cruited aggressively among the working class. By the end of the 
1920s most Party members were workers and a high per centage 
of workers were in the Party. This massive recruitment and huge 
attempts at political education took place at the same time as the 
tremendous upheavals of the first Five-Year Plan, cras·h industri
alization, and the collectivization of individual farm·s into collective. 
(kolkh.oz) or soviet farms (sovkhoz). The Bolshevik leadership was 
both sincere in its attempt to ''proletarianize'' their Party, and suc
cessful in the. result. . . 

Stalin and his supporters on the Politburo gave a number of rea--
. ' ' 

son.s for wanting to democratize the Soviet Union .. These reasons 
reflected the Stalin leadership's belief that a new stage of socialism 
had been reached. 

Most peasants were in collective farms. With fewer ind.ividual 
peasant farms every month, the Stalin leadership believed that, 
objectively, the peasants no longer constituted a separate socio
economic class. Peasants we.re more like workers than different 
from them. 

Stalin. arg.ued that, with the rapi·d growth of Soviet industry, and 
' ' 

especially with the working class holding political power through 
the Bolshevik Party, the word "'proletariat', was no longer accurate. 
''Proletariat," Stalin averred, referred to the working class under 
capitalist exploitation, or working under capitalist-type relations 
of production, such as existed during the first do·zen ye·ars of th.e 
Soviet Union, especially under the NEP. But with direct exploit
ation of workers by capitalists for profit now abolished, the work-

. ' ' 

ing class should no longer be called the ''proletariat." 

According to this view, exploiters of labor no longer existed. 
Workers, now running the country in their own interest through 
the Bolshevik Party, were no longer like the classic ''proletariat.~' 
Therefore, the ''dictatorship of the proletariat11 was no longer an 
adequate concept. These new conditions called for a new kind of 
st-ate. 
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The Anti-Burea·ucracy Struggle 
The Stalin leadership was a.Isa concerned. about the Party's role in 

this new stage of socialism. Stalin himself raised the fight against 

'ibureaucrat:ism'' with great vigor as early as his Report to the 17th 

Party Congress in J.anuary 1934~ Stalin, M.olotov and others called 

the new electoral system a ''weapon against bureaucratization." 

Party leaders controlled the governme·nt both by determining who 

entered the Soviets and by exercising va·rious forms of oversight or 

review over what the government mtnistries did_ Speaking at the 

7th Congress of Sov.iets on February 6, 1935 Molotov said that 

secret elections ''will strike with great force against bureaucratic 

elements and provide them a useful shock." · 

Government ministers and their staffs had to know something 

about the a.ffairs over which they were in charge, if they were to be 

effective in productionr This· meant · education, usually technical 

education, in their fields, But Party leaders often made their ca

reers by advancement through Party positions alone, No technical 

expertise was needed for this kin·d of advancement. Rather, politi ... 

cal · criteria were required. These Party officials exercised control} 

but they themselves often lacked the technical knowledge that 

cou.ld in theory make them skilled at supervision. 

This is, apparently, what the Sta.Jin leade.rship meant by the ter·m 

~'bureaucratism.
1' Though they vtewed it as a. dang·er ·- as, indeed, 

all Mar.xi.sts did - they believed it was not inevitable. Rather, they 

thought that it could be ove.r,ome by changin·g the role of the Party 

in socialist society. The concept of democracy that Stalin and his 

supporters in 'the Party le.adership wished to inaugurate in the 

Soviet Union would necessarily involve a qualitative chang.e in·tbe 

societal role of the Bolshevik Party~ 

Those documents that were accessible to 

researc.hers did allow us to understand ... that 

already by the end of the 1930s determined . 

attempts were being undertaken to separate the 

.Party from the state and to limit in a substantive 
manner the Party's role in the life of the country. 
(Zhu.kov, Tainy 8). 
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A:rticle 3 of the 1936 Constitution reads {'In the U.S.S.R, all power 
belongs to the working people o.f town and country as represe·nted 
by the Soviets of Working · People's Deputies." The Communist 
Party is mention.ed only in Article 126, as ''the vanguard of the 
working people in their struggle to strengthe·n a·nd develop the 
socialist system and is the leading core of all organizations of the 
working people, both public and state." That is, the Party was to 
lead organizations but not the legislative or executive organs of the 
state. 

9 .nce the Party w·as .out of direct control over society, Stalin be-
li.eved, its role shou.ld 'be confined to agitation and propaganda, 
and parttcipation in the selection of cadres. What wo·uld this have 
meant? Perh.aps something like this: 

* T·he Party would revert to its esse.ntial function ·of wi·nnin·g peo
ple to the .ideal·s of communism as they und.erstood it. 

* ·This would mean the end of cushy sinecure~ty_pe jobs, an.d a re
version to· the style of hard work and s·elfless dedication ·that char ... 
acterized the Bolsheviks d·uring th.e Tsarist period, the Revolution 
and Civil War, the period of NEP, and the very hard· period of crash 
industrial.ization and c·o·Ilectivizati.on. · 

• 

During these periods Party members.hip, for most, meant hard 
work and sacrific.e) often amon_g non-Party members, many of 

. . 

whom were hosti.le to the Bolsheviks. It meant the need for a real 
base among the masses., 

Stalin ins.iste·d that Communists should be hard-working, educated 
people, ab.le to make a real contribution to production and to the 
creation of a communist s.ociety. Stal.in himself was an indefati
gable studen.t, 

To summarize, the evidence suggests that Stalin intended the new 
electoral system to accomplish the following go·als: 

·* .Make su.re that only techni.cal.ly traine.d people led, in pro.duc.tion 
and in Soviet .society at large; · 

* Stop the degeneration of the Bolshevik ~arty, and return Party 

members, especially leaders, to thei·r primary function; giving po .. 
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litical and moral leadersl1ip, by example arid pe1--su.asion, to the 

rest of society; 

* Strengthen the Party's mass work; 

*Win the support of the country's citize11s behind the government; 

*Create the basis for a classless, communist society. 

Stalin's Defeat 
During 1935, under the aegis of Andrei Vyshinskii, Chief Prosecu· 

tor of the USSR, many citizens who had been exiled, imprisoned, 

and - most significantly for our present purposes - de·prived of ·the 

franchise, were restored. Hundreds of thousands of former kulaks, 

richer farmers who were the main target of col1ectiviza.tion) and of 

those who had been imprisoned or exiled for resisting collectiviza
tion in some way, were freed. The enfranchised population was 

expanded by at I.east hundreds of thousands of people who had 

reason to feel that State and Party had treated them unfairly. 

At the June 1937 Central Committee Plenum Iakov A. Iakovlev, one 

of those who had wo1 .. ked on the draft of the new· constitu·tion, said 
t·hat the suggestion for contested elections was made by Stalin 

himself. This suggestion seems to have rn.et wi.th widespread, al

beit ta.cit, opposition from the regional Party leaders, the First 
Secretaries. After the Howard interview there was not eve·n the 

nominal praise or support for Stalin's statement about contested 

elections in the central newspapers - those most under the direct 

control of the Politburo. Pravda carried one article only, on Marc·h 

10, and it did not mention contested elections. 

From this historian Iurii N. Zhukov concludes: 

This could mean only one thing. Not only the 'broad 

leadership' [the regional First Secretaries], but at 
least a part of the Central Committee apparatus) 

Agitprop under Stetskii and Tai', did not accept 
Stalin's innovation, did not want to approve, even in 

a purely formal manner) con·tested elections, 

dangerous to many) which, as followed fron1 those 

of Stalin's words that Pravda did underscore, 
directly t 'hreatened the positions and real power of 

• 
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the First Secretaries - the Central Comm.ittees of 
the national co·mmunist parties, the regional, 
oblast', cit.y, and area committees. (Zhukov, Inoi 
211) 

The Party First Secretaries held Party o .. ffices from which they 
could not be removed by defeat in any elections to the s·ov.iets they 
might enter. But the immense local power they held. stemmed from 
·the Party's control ove·r every aspect of t:he economy and state 
a.pp·aratus - kolkboz·,· factory, education, military. The· new elec
toral system would deprive the First Secret·aries of their automa·tic 
positions as delegates to the Soviets, and of their ability to simply 
choose ·the other delegates. Defeat of themselves or of ''their'' can .. 
d-idates (the Party ca-ndidates)· in elections to the soviets would be, 
in e·ffect, a referendum on their work~ 

A Fi.rst ·secretary whose cand.idates were defeated at the polls by 
non.-Party cand.idates would be exposed as someone with weak 
ties to the mas·ses. During the campaigns, oppositi.on candtdates 
were su.re to ma·k.e campaign issues out· of a.ny corruption, authori ... 
tarianism, or incompetence th.ey observed among Party officials. 
Defeated candidates would be shown up ·to have serious weak
nesses as communists, and this wou.ld probably lead to their being 
replaced. 

Senior P.arty lea.ders were u.sually Party members of many years' 
standing, veterans of the really dangerou.s days of Tsarist times, 

. . . . 

the Revolution, the Civil War, and collectivization, when to be a 
communist was fraught wi:~h peril and difficu.lty. Many had little 

. 

formal education .. Unlike Stalin or Beria, it se.ems t.hat most of them 
we.re unwilling or unable to "'rem·ake tb·emselves'' throug·h self
education. 

All of these men were· long .. time suppo·rters of Stalin's policies. 
They· had implemented the co.llectivization of the . peasantry - a 
step essential to escape the cycle of famines during w·hich hun
dreds of thousands had bee.n d.eported._ During 1932-33 .perhaps as 
many as three million, had died by a famine that had not been 
''man-made," des·pite anticommunist claims;, to th·e contrary. These 
Part·y leaders had been in char_ge of crash industrialization, again 
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under necessarily severe conditions of poor housing) insufficient 
food and medical care, low pay and few goods to buy with it. 

Now they faced elections in which those formerly deprived of the 
franchise because they h.ad been in opposition to these Soviet poJi .. 
cies would suddenly have the right to vote restored. It's likely that 
they feared many would vote against their candidates, or against 
any Bolshevik candidate. 

Trials, Conspiracies, Repression 
Plans for the new constitution and elections had been outlined 
during the June 1936 Plenum of the Central Committee. The dele
gates unanimously approved the draft Constitution. · But none of 
them spoke up in favo.r of it. This failure to give at least lip service 
to a Stalin proposal certainly indicated latent opposition. 

Durin.g the 8t}1 All~R.ussian Congre.ss of Soviets meet.i.ng in N ovem
ber-December 1936 Stalin and Molotov again stressed the value of 
widening the fran.chise and of secret and contested elections. I.n 
the spirit of Stalin)s interview with Howard, Molotov again 
stressed the beneficial effect, for the Party, of permitting non
communist candidates for the Soviets; 

This system ... cannot but strike against those who 
have become bureaucratized, alienated from the 
inasses .... will facilitate the promotion of new 
forces ... that must come forth to replace back\vard 
or bureaucratized [ochinovnivshimsya] elements. 
Under the new form of elections the election of 
enemy elements is possi'ble. But even this danger, in 
the last analysis, must serve to help us) insofar as it 
will serve as a lash to those organizations that need 
it, and to [Party] workers who have fallen asleep. 
(Zhukov, Repressii 15). 

Stalin himself put it even more strongly: 

.. , if th.e people l1ere and. t.here elected hostile forces, 
this will n1ean that our agitational work is poorly 
organized, and that we have fully deserved this 
disgrace. (Zhukov, Inoi 293; Stalin, ''Draftr'). 
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Th .. is was Stalin's position, and once again the First Secretaries 
showed tacit hostility to i.t~ We d.o not really know why. Did they 
consider Stalin's p.roposal to be a violation of the dictatorship of 
t·he proletariat? Pid they regard i.t as too gre.at a concessi.on to 
ca.pitalist concepts of democracy? Even in the most ''democratic', of 
capitalist states, .avowed enemies of capital.ism are not permitted 
to participate freely in elections unless pro-c.apitalist parties have 
overwhelming adv·antages. And even in those states, the sys·tem -
ca.pitalism or socialism - is neve·r ''up for grabs(}' 

. 

The December 1936 Central Committee 'Plenum., whose session 
overlapped with th.e Congress, met on December 4th. But there was 
virtually n.o discussion of the first agenda item, the draft Constitu~ 
tion. Ezh_ov's report, ''On Tro·tskyite and Right Anti--Soviet Organi
zations," was far more central to the C.C. m.embers' concerns. 

On. December 5 1936 the Congress approved the draft of the new 
Constitutionw But there had been little real discussion. Instead, the 
delegates - Party leaders - ·had emphasized t.he t'hreats fro.m en .. 

. . 

emies foreign and domestic_ Rather than giving s.peech.e·s of ap .. 
• 

proval for the Constitution, wh.ich was the main topic re·ported on 
by Stalin, Molotov, Zhdanov, .Maksim Litvin.av, and Vysh·inskii, the 
delegates virtu.a.Ily ignored it. A Commission was set up for further 
study of the draft Constitutio·n, with nothi'ng fixed about contested 
ele·ctions 

The internatio.nal situation was indeed tense. Victory for· fascism in 
the Spanis·h Civi.l War was only a question of time. The Soviet 
Union was surrounded by .hostile powers . . By the second half of the 
1930s, all of th.e.se countries were headed by fiercely authoritarian, 
mili.taristic, anti-communist and anti.,..Soviet reg.imes~ In October 
1936 Finland had fired across the Soviet frontier, That same 
month th.e ''Berlin .. Rome Axis:'' was formed by Hitler and Mussolini . 
. A month later, J'apan joined Nazi Germany and fasc.ist. It.a.ly to form 
the ''Anti-Comintern Pact!<" Soviet efforts at military alliances 
against Nazi Germany met with reje·ction in the c·apitals of the 
Wes·t. 

While t'he Congress was attending to the~ new Constitution the 
. 

Sovie.t leade.rship was between the first two larg·e..:scale Moscow 
Trials. Zinoviev and Kamenev had. gone on trial along w·ith some 
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others in. Augus·t 1936. The second trial, in Janua.ry 1937, involved 

some of the major followers of Trotsky, Je.d by Iurii Piatakov, u.ntil 

recently the de·puty Commissar of Heavy Industry. 



Chapter 2. Conspiracy 

In 18.98, the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party was formed 
as the Marxist party of the Russian Empire. I.n 1903 it experienced 
a major split into Bolshevik (''majority11

) and Menshevik (''mi
nority',) factions, Th.e Bolshe·vik faction was led by Vladimi.r Lenin 
(Vladimir Il'ich Ul'ianov). This split became more marked w·hen 
the majority of the Mensheviks supported Russia in the World 
War. In 1918 the Bolsheviks changed the.ir name to ·the All-R·ussian 
Communist Party (bolshev.ik) to distinguish. thems.elves from the 
Socialist· Interna.tional or Social-Democrats. 

Factional disputes, wh.ich had existe.d in the Bolshe·vik Party before 
1918., intensified after the Revolutio.n of November 1917 and dur
ing the ensuing Civil War~ Some of them, 'like the bitter dispute 
ov·er whether or not to si.gn a separate pea.ce with Germany, were 
reflected in the later factional splits of the 1920s. 

When the Civil War was over the Bolshevik Party was faced with 
reb.uilding a largely shattered .s_oc·iety and c·onstr.ucting socialism. 
All had hoped that socialist ·revolutions in some of the advanced 
capitalist countries of Western Europe would help backward Rus,.. 
sia. But the attempts at such revolutions in Hungary and Germany· 
were crushed. 

The Bolsheviks were left to figure out how to build socialism by 
themselves. The·re was no blueprint, no guidelines aside from 
some very general r,emarks by Marx and Engels who., after all, also 
lacked any relevant experience. Disagreements over Party policy 
took place at the Party Cong.resses, held once a ye·ar from 1917 
(the VI Congress) u.nti.11925 (th.e XIV Congress). 

Factions we.re fo.rmed along the lines of the principal disagre.e
ments. Factional organizin.g also continued outside the mee·tings of 
the Party Congresses. The principle of dem.ocratic centralism was 
understood to mean that all Party m.embers were·required to sup
p.ort the political decisions taken by the Part.y ~ongresses. The con-
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tinuation of factions outside the Congresses was in contradiction 

to this principle. 

At the X Party Congress in 1921 a resolution ba11ning party fac .. 
tions was passed by a large margin. Nevertheless, factions con

tinued to exist. Bt1t factions had been banned1 and since all Party 

members were obliged to carry out the decisions of the Party Con~ 
gresses, most factional activity now ·took place in a clandestine 

manner. 

The fa.ctions formed around certain well-knovvn party figures. Jn 
1926 and 1927 the Zi·noviev and Trotsky factions joined forces to 

fortn the United Opposition. In 1927 a nu·mber of its members 
were expelled from the Party for factionalizing. Most of them soon 
rejoined, after pledging to follow the Party's line. But it was clear 

that they had not abandoned their dissenting view. In fact the 

Party majority; led by Stalin., did not d.emand that they do so. 

At the 10th Anniversary of the Revolution in November 1927 the 

United Opposition attempted to lead a counter-demonstration. It 

was broken u.p by the police .. Soon after this Leon Trotsky, who 

refused to reconcile to the Party majority, was exiled to Alma-Ata. ·1 

There Tro·t$ky continued his factional activity and in Janu·ary 1929 
he was exiled from the Soviet Union and moved to Istanbul, Tur
key. 

. 

The Bloc of Oppositionists 
At the public Moscow trials of 1936, 1937, and 1938 the prosecu
tion charged that a clandestine and, from the Party's standpoint1 

illegal bloc of the various opposition groups was formed in 1932 

a.nd continued to conspire against the Stalin leadershi.p. During 
Khrushchev's time, and again dur.ing the period of Mikhail Gor

bachev's leadership oft.he Soviet Party and state) these conspira

cies were declared to have been inventions, fab.rications by Stalin 

and his men for the purpose of justifying the repression and mur
der of their supposed memb·ers. 

1 Today nam ed Almaty, the large.st city in Kazakhstan. 
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From exile in France, then Norway, and finally in Mexico, Leon 

Trotsky vigorously denied that he and his followers ha.d joined or 

ever would join such a bloc. Bu.tin 1980 Pierre Broue,, at that time 
the most prominent Trotskyist historian in the world, discovered 
evidence in the Harvard Tro·tsky Archive that this bloc did in fact 

e.xist and that Trotsky had.approved ·it.2 

During the next: dozen years Broue continued to w·ork in the ·Har

vard Trotsky Archive and in another archive of Trotsky's writings 

preserved at the H·oover Institution in Stanford, California. He dis ... 
covered more evidence that Trotsky had falsely denied some o.f the 
charges again.st hi.m made· at the Moscow Trials. Americ-a.n re-· 

searcher Arch Getty discovered that Trotsky had indeed rem·ained 
in contact with prominent .supporters in the USSR like Karl Ra.dek 
and Ivan S.mirnov who had publicly re.nounced their Trotskyist 

views and with wh.om Trotsky claimed to have broken off contact. 

Since the ·end of the Sovie·t Union in 1991 a great many documents 

from former So·viet archives have been published in Russia .. R.e
search ·based on these documents, togeth.er with 0th.er mat.erials, 

has transformed our understanding of Soviet history during: the 
Stalin p.eriod. One important discovery is that Nikita Khrushchev1s 
accusations against Stalin in his famous ''Secret Speech11 to the XX 

Party Congress in February, 1956 are all false (Furr, Khrushchev). 

On December 1, 1934 Serg·ei M. ·Kirov, First. S.ecretary of the Lenin

grad oblast' a.nd city Party Committees, was murdered in Party 
headqu.arters at the Smolny In:stitute in Lening:rad. The Stalin .. Jed 
Soviet government stated that their investigation pro·ved that the 
as.sassin, Leonid Vasil'evich Nikolaev, had acted on behalf of a 
secret Zinovievist group, 

Trotsky clai·med that this· c·oul.d not be -true and that Stalin was fal
sifying whatever h.ad really happened, We know now that Trotsky 

hi.mself had something to do with Kirov'-s murder.· Khrushchev1s 
an·d, late.r, Gorbachev1s men claimed that no secret Zinovievist 
group existed and that Nikolaev had been a lone assassin. Western 

. 
2 For a fuller discussion. of Broue's discoveries and Trotsky's lies in ·general see Furr, Amal~ 
ga.ms. 

• 
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anticommunist scholars either echoed· Khrushchev and Gorbachev 
or claimed that Stalin had had Kirov killed. Thanks to evidence 
from the former Soviet archives a11d the Trotsky archives we now 
know that the Stalin-era police and prosecution were correct.3 

Further evidence was uncovered ·by the Soviet police in 1936. At 
the first M'osco\v Trial of August 1936, often called the Zinoviev
Kamenev trial) both Zinoviev and Kamenev confessed to collabor
ating in Kirov's murder. They admitted that a bloc of opposition· 
ists including Zinovievists, Trotskyists, and others did exist whose 
goal was to seize power in the USSR by violence. Other Trotskyists 
confessed to plotting assassinations of Soviet leaders, Stalin in ... 
eluded. 

The former Soviet archives have disclosed some pretrial interroga .. 
tions and co·nfessions of these defendants. We also have the texts 
of the appeals of their death sentences by most of these defendants 
to the Soviet Supreme Court. In them they repeat their guilt in un.
equiv·ocal terms. 

The defendants in the 1936 Moscow Trial had disclosed the exist
e·nce of a parallel leadership for the bloc and had named Trotsky
ists and Rightists as participants. Trotskyists named included Karl 
Radek and ·Iurii Piatakov. Rightist leaders named included Mikhail 
Tomsky, -Aleksei Rykov, an.d Nikolai Bukha.rin. 

Among those convinced by the evidence was Sergo Ordzhonikidze, 
Commissar 'for Heavy Industry and .Piatakov's superior. Docu
ments from former Sovie't archives make it clear that the story1 

first recorded by Khrushchev and his men, that Ordzhonik.idze had 
opposed Piatakov's prosecution, is false. Khrushchev also claimed 
that Ordzhonikidze had committed suicide in despair over Stalin's 
wrongful persecution of Piatakov and others. This tale too has 
been proven false. 4 

Between September and December 1936 Radek, Piatakov, and 
others involved with them revealed details about Trotsky's con.-

3 For a ·full discussion of tl1e evide11ce1 and discussion of the coverup by Khrushchev, Gor
bacl1ev, and all mainstrea.1n historians to tl11s day see Furr, Kirov. 

4 See Bobrov, Taina. 
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spiracies with Hitler's Germany and with anti-Soviet and pro

fascist forces inside the USSR. At the second Moscow Trial in Janu
ary 1937 the defendants detailed Trotsky's plans to dismantle 
so.cialism in the USS.R in exchange for German and J.apanese su·p
port in seizing power in the USSR. They implicated Bukharin, 
Rykov, and other Rightists as ·members of the bloc, fully informed 
about Trotsky's plans. 

During December 1936 and January 193 7 Bu_kharin had face-to
fa:ce confrontations with some of his ·ace-users: E.F. Kulikov and 
Iurii Piatakov on. Dece.mber 7, 1936; Karl Radek and Valentin 
Astrov on January 13, 1937. All these men accused B.ukharin of 

being in a clandestine opposition that aimed to ass.assin.ate Stalin.5 

In the cas·e of Valen·tin Astrov, we can be confident that he was tell
ing the truth. In 1989 and again in 1993 Astrov~ ·by now very aged, 

had t'he opportunity to retract his accusations against Bukharin. 

Bu.the retracted only his claim that he had heard Bukharin use the 

word ''terror." He also affirmed t·hat the NKVD had t.reated him 

politely, never ev·en rai:sing their voices .. . If Astrov had wanted to 

cla.im that he ha·d been tortured he could .have easily done so. But 
he i.nsisted that this had not ha.pp en ed. 

Un·til February 1937 the NKVD continued to send to Buk.harin ·con .. 

fessions by other Rightis:ts, so.me of them Bukharin.'s form.·er stu .. 

dents, accusing Bukharin of being a lead·er of the secret bloc ·Of 
Tro.tskyists, Rightists and others. Bukharin said that the investiga
tors sent him as many as 20 such confes.sions against him in a sin
gle .day. This enormous amount of evide.nce virtually guaranteed 
that Bukharin wou.ld. face arrest and trial. 

On .February 5 Ordzhonikid.ze gave a talk to managers of the 
Co.mmissariat of Heavy Industry in wh.ich he made it clear that he 

firmly believed that Piatakov ·had betrayed t:hem all an.d bad used 

his position as Ordzhonikidze's assistant to do· en·ormous harm to 
the industrialization of th.e Soviet Union, (Getty & Naumov 292-4). 

~ 

s See Bu.kharin·Kulikov; Buk.harin~Piatakov; Bukhar1nwAstrov. For Astrov's statements in 
1989. and 1993 see Furr, Kirov· 318-3·19. 
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On Fe.br·uary 18 Ordzhonikidze died. In. the evening of February 23 

the Central Committee Plenum convened. It was to 'be by far the 

longest and most dramatic CC meeting in the history of the Bol

shevik Party. 



Chapter 3. Convergence of Conspiracy 

and Elections 

The Febr·uary .. March Plenum of the Central Committee, the ·1ongest 
ever held. in the history of the USSR, dragged on for two weeks. 
Almost nothin.g was known about it until 1992, when the plenum's 
huge transcrip·t began to be publi.shed i.n Voprosy /storii - a proces·s 
that took the journal almo·st four years to complete. 

This plenum dramatized th.e contradi·ctory tasks that confronted 
the Party leadership: the struggle a·gainst internal enemies, and 
the need to p·repare for secret, con.teste·d elections u.nder the new 
Co.nstitution b.y yea.r's end. The gradual discovery of more and 
more gro.up.s conspiring to overthrow the Soviet government de-
manded p·olice action. But to prepare for truly democratic .elec
tions to the government, and to improve inner-party d.emocracy ..... 
a theme stresse.d over and over by those closest to Stalin in the 
Politburo - required the opposite: openness to criticism and self-
criticism, secret elections of leaders by rank-and-file Party ·mem,.. 
bers,. and an .end to ''cooptation''- by First Secretaries. 

Al·ongside the discussion of former oppositionists, 
party leaders introdu.ced two new concepts: 
democracy· (demokratiia) and criticism. of authority . 
... Stalin, Zhdanov, and N. M. Sh.vernik, the head of 
the AJJ .. Unio·n Central Council of Trade Unions, 
emphasized the need for multicandidate, secret .. 
ba.llot elections for posts within the Party; the 
sovi.et·s, and the unions. Conten·ding that the 
poli·tical culture had beco.me increasingly ossified, 
self .. serving, and bureaucratic, they i.nvited the rank 
and file to reinvigorate their governing institutions . 
... The plenum strongly urged not. only rank-and-file· 
party ·and union members but also ordinary citizens 
to challenge their local and regio.nal leaders~and 
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rebuild democracy from below. (Goldman, 

Inventing 65) 

Party leaders, insisting on democracy and 

multicandidate, secret .. ballot elections, attempted 

to bust up the controlling ''family circl.es'' within the 

unions and party orga·nizations. They urged the 

rank and file to exercise their democratic rights, 

ex·pose hidden oppositionists, and oust entre.nc.hed 

leaders from power·. (Goldman, Terror 96) 
. 

The plen·um .. , was a rich ·and complicated affair. 

The ('new wave of mass r.epression'' was prompted 

no_t only by the arrest of Bukharin and Rykov, but, 

more importantly, also by a new and 

unprecedented emphasis on ''democracy-'' Several 

keynote speakers, including Stalin and A. A .. 

Zhdanov, secretary of the Central Committee a·nct 

the ·Leningrad regional and city committees, 

stressed the need for .multicandidate, secret ballot 

el.ectio·ns for po.sts wi·thin the Party, the soviets, and 

the unions. They sharply criticized a political 

culture ·that had grown increasingly ossified and 
. 

. 

bureaucratic, stressing the need to reinvigorate 

governing institutions from below ... \ Party leaders, 

angry at the inabil·ity of lower organiza.tions to 

purge themselves of oppositioni·sts, moved to 

mobilize the rank an.d file. Democracy· was thus a 

way to increase support, invigorate th·e rank and 

file. (Goldman, Terror 110 .. 111) 
. 

33 

Ezhov1s report about the continuing investigations i:nto c.onspira-

cies within the country was overshadowed by Nikolai Bukharin, 

who, in loqu·acious attempts to confess past misdeeds, distance 

himself from onetime associates, and assure eve.ryone of his cur

rent loyalty, managed only to incriminate himself further. (Thur ... 

ston, 40-42; Getty & Na.umov 563) 
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After three whole days of this Zhdanov spoke about the need for 
greater democracy both in the country and in the Par-ty, invoking 
the struggle against bureaucracy and the need for closer ties to the 
masses, both party and non-party. 

The. new electoral system. 1~· will give a powerful 
p·ush towards the improvement of the work of 
Soviet bodies, the liquidation of bureaucratic 
bodies, the liquidation of bu·reaucratic 
shortcomings, and defor.matio.ns in the work of our 
Soviet organizatio·ns. And these shortcomings, as 
you know, are very subs·tantialA Our p·a.rty bodies 
must be r·eady for the elec·toral st.ruggle. In the 

- e·lections we will have to deal with hostile agitation 
and hostile candidates. (Zhukov, Jnoi 343) 

Zhdanov spoke out strongly for democr-acy in the Party as-well .. 

This meant secret ballot re-election of all party 
or.gans from top to bottom, periodic reporting of 
_par~y organs to their organizati.ons, strict party 
discipl.ine., and subor·dination of the mi.nority to the· 
majority, and unc·ondftional obligatory_ decisions o-f 
higher bo,dies on all party members. He complained 
about co-option (appointment) to party buros . 
rather than e-lection, and candidates for lea.din·g 
positions being considered behind closed doors, 'in 
.famil·y order', When he called this 'farnilyness 
[semeistvennost1' Stalin i·nterjected, 'it is a deal' 
[sgovor, literally, a .marriage -agreement]. This was a 
virtual decla.ration of war against the regional clan 
le.aderships, and their reaction in the discussion to 
Zhdan.ov1s report ·(which they at first 
unprecedentedly greeted with an.gry silence) 

. . 

showed that they were angry" (Getty, Rise 77)1 

Goldman agrees: 

1 Zhdanov·'s presentation was on the evening of February 26, 193 7. It is in Vo prosy lstorii S 
(1993) 3~ 1.4. 
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In his keynote speech on the erosion of democr.acy 

within the Party, Zhdanov advanced the idea that 

t'he Party needed to empower the rank and file. He 

highlighted the widespread practice of kooptatsiia 

or ''appointments," which had replaced el·ections in 

staffing posts. Kooptatsiia promoted the formation 

of tight cliques, loyal only to the leader who 

appointed them_ Th,e practice had become so 

common that some local organizations did not have 

a single elected official,.,,Moreover, when elections 

were held, the results were predetermined. Several 

days before a party conference, Zhdanov explained, 

the secretary of the pr·imary party organization 

would ''go into a corner somewhere'1 and draw up a 

list of candidates·. The list would be formalized in 

advance in a small clo·sed· me~ting, and the .election 

''transformed into a simple formality'' lasting no 

more than twenty minutes. Zhdanov complained 

that this ''ha.ck-door',. decision-making. was ''a 

violat.ion of the legal rights of party members and of 

party de.mocracy." 

~ (Goldman, Terror 118.) 
. 

35 

Nikolai Shvernik, representing the Stalin leader.ship of th·e Party, 

also issued a strong call for democracy in the trade uni·ons. 

Shvernik argued that the unions,. like the Party, 
,... 

. 

Jacked internal de·moc.racy. 

''-1 should say here, directly and with all frankness,), 

he expJa·ined, ''that the unions are in even worse 

shape." With the development of new industries 

during the first five-year plan, the country1s 47 

unions had split into 165, creating thousands of 

new jobs. Po.si.tions at every level were filled by 

appointment, rather than election .. ~.Shvernik 

concluded his speech with the suggestion that 

elections were needed not only in the Party) but in 

the unions as well. (Goldman, Terr·or 126) 
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The 6th Plenum. of th.e All-Union Central Council [Soviet] of Profes

sional Unions (VTsSPS), the Soviet trade union. federation, met 
from Ap·ril 24 to May 15, 1937, after the February~March CC Ple

num,z Gold.man states~ 

New elections based on secret ballots were to be 

held in every union organization fro·m central to 
factory committee$, Union members would have 

''the unlimited right to reject and criticize', 

ind·ividual cand.idate·s. Voting by lis·ts was 
forbidden. (Goldman, Terr·or 141) 

S·peaklng for the .Stalin leadership Zhdano·v foresaw electoral con
tests with non-party candidat.es that seriously oppqsed develop .. 

ments in the Soviet Union. This fact alone is utterly in.compatible 

with Cold--Wa.r .and Khru.shchevite accounts. Zhd.anov also em-
. 

phasized, at length, the need to develop democratic norms within 

t'he Bolshevik Party itself. · 

If we want to win th·e resp·ect of our Savi.et and 
Party workers to our laws, and t'he masses .... to the 

So·viet constitutionJ th·en we ·must gu.arantee the 
restructuri.ng [perestroika] of Party work ·on the 

basis of an indubita.ble and full imple.mentatio.n of. 

the bases of inner~party de·mocracy, which i.s 
o·utlined in the bylaws of our Party. 

He enumerated th.e essential ·measures, already contained in the 

draft resolution to his report: the elimination of appointment; a 

ban on voting by slates; a guarantee ''of the unlimited · right for 

members of the Party to set aside the nomina·ted candidates and of 

the unlimited right to criti.cize thes·e candidates.11 (Zhukov, Inoi 

345) 

Party Secretaries' Fear of Elections 
Zhdanov's report was drowned by discussion of other agenda 

items, mainly discussions about ''enemi·es.', A number of First 

. 

i i(Obshchenatsional'nye s"ezdy profsoiuzov Rossil i SSSR1 plenumy VTsSPS.n At 
http;//is·tprof.ru/2062.html 
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Secretaries re.spond·ed with alarm that those who were, or might 

be expected to be, preparing most assiduously for the Soviet elec .. 

tions were opponents of Soviet power: Social-Revolutionaries, the 

priesthood, and other ''enemies~'13 

. As early as October 1936, deputy NKVD chief G·. A .. 

Molcha·nov had written to Politburo members 

about how kulaks and anti-Soviet elements were 

disrup.ting election meetings. He wrote about how 

kulak elem.ents were spreading provocative 

rumours 'in connection with the publication of the 

. new· constitution' about t'he dissolution of the 
. 

collective farms and reopening of churches. He 

quoted one kolkhoznik; 'Soon we will get an order 

that we ·can le.ave the kolkhozes. lt1s the end of the 

communists.' In January 1937, a special NKVD . 

rep·ort quoted several peasants, includ.ing one who 

said) 'The new constitution gives us special settlers 

rights as citizens of the USSR .. In a few days, 

eve·ryone will go home. The first thing· we will do is 

settle scores with those activists who dekulakized 

and deported us, and then we'll go somewhere 

where th·ey can't .find us.' (Get.ty, Fever·Z28) 
. . . 

Apprehe·nsion about the outcome of elections to the Soviets was 

shared even b·y the Stalin leadership. · 

Although. th.e plenu.m delegates uniformly praised . 

the new constitution} they were deeply concerned 

about the outco.me of the upcoming electi.ons. Many 

feared that the Party lacked su.fficient support to 

mai·ntain its predo.minant political position. 

Zhdanov noted gravely that the introduction of 

democratic elections ·was ''a very serious exam [test 

~ Getty ·notes that CC members pointedly refused to respond to Zhdanov1s speech, putting 

the Chair, Andreev, into confusion (Excesses 12.4). Zhukov place.s less emphasis on this, as 

Eikhe an·d other First Secretaries did reply· at the next session, while emphasizing the strug .. 

gle against uenemies.1' (Inoi 345) 
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- GF] for our Party." A gallows humor, based on 
anxiety that the Pa.rty might not weather a genuine 
referendu·m on its leadership, characterized many 
of the delegates1 comments, ... Zhdanov warned that 
the Party, lacking experience with secret-ballot 
elections and individual candi.dates, would face 
''enemy agitation and enemy cand.idates.1

' Religious 
groups were already reviving an·d petit.ioning to 
reopen the churches .. (Goldman, Terror 116) 

Mol·otov replied with a report stressing, once again, ''the develop
m.ent and strength.ening of self~criticism,'1 and directly opposed the 
search for ;'enemies'': 

There's no point in searchin.g for people to blame, · 
comrades. If you prefe·r, all of us her.e -are to bla·me, 
beginning with the Party's ·central institutions and 
ending with the lowest Party organizations. 
(Zhukov, !noi 349) 

But those who followed Molotov to the podium ignore·d h·is report. 
and continued to· harp on the necessity of '"s,earching out 'enemies', 
of exposing 'wrec.kers', and the struggle against 'wrecking'." (352) 
When he spoke again .Molotov .marvelled that there had been al .. 
most no attention paid to the substance of his report, which he re
peated, after first. summarizing ·what was being done against inter,.. 
nal e:n.emies. 

Stalin's speech of March 3 was likewise divided, returning at the 
end to the need fo.r improving· Party work and of weeding out in
capable Party membe-rs a·nd rep.lacing them with new ones. Li.ke 
Molo .. tov1s, Stalin's report was virtually ignored. 

Fr·om the begin.ning of the di.scussions Stalin's fears were under
standable .. It seem.ed he had run into a deaf wall of incomprehen ... 
sio.n, of the unwilling·ness o·f the CC members, who heard .in the 
report just what they wanted to hear, t:o discuss what he wanted 
them to discuss. Of the 24 persons who took part in the discus ... 
sio.ns, 15 spoke mainly about ''enemies of the people, 1

' that is, Trot
skyists. They spoke with convicti-on, aggressive.ly, just as t:hey had 
after the ·reports by Zhdanov and Molotov. They reduced all the 
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problems to one - the necessity of searching out ''enemies.1.l And 

practically none of them recalled Sta1in1s main point - about the 
shortcomings in the work of Party· organizations, abou.t prepara

ti.on fo·r the elections to the Supreme Soviet. (Zhukov, lnoi 357) 

The Stalin leadership stepped up the attac·k on the First Secreta
ries. lakovlev criticized Moscow Party leader Khrushchev, among 

others, for unjustified expulsions of Party members. Malenkov se

conded his criticism of Party secretaries for thei·r indifference to 

rank-and-file members. This seems to h.ave stimulated the CC 

members to stop speaking temporarily about enemies, but only in 

order ·to begin defending themselves. There was still no response 

to Stalin's report. (.Zhukov, Inoi 358-60) 

In his final speech on March 5, the concluding day of the Plenum, 
Stalin minimized the need to hunt enemies, even Trotskyists, many 
of whom, he said, had turned towards the Party. His main theme 

was the need to remove Party officials from running every aspect 
of the economy; to fight bureaucracy, and to raise the political level 
of Party officials. 

Stalin had upped the ante in the criticism of the First Secretaries: 

Some comrades among us think that, if they are a 

People's Commissar, then they know everything. 
They believe that rank, in and of itself, grants very 
great, almost inexhaustible knowledge. Or they 
think~ If I am a Central Committee member, then I 
am not one by accident, the.n I must know 
·everything. This is not the case~ (Stalin, 
Zakliuchitel'noe; Zhukov, Inoi 360-1) 

Most ominously .fo:r all Party officials1 including First Secret.aries, 

Stalin stated that each of them should choos.e two cadre to take 
their places while the·y attended six-month political education 

courses that would soon be established. With replacement officials 

in their stead, Party secretaries might well have feared that they 
co·uld easily be re.assigned during this period, breaking the back of 

their ''families;, (officials subservie·nt to them), a major feature of 

bureaucracy. (Zhukov, I.noi 362) 
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Thurston characterizes Stalin.'s spee.ch as ''considerably milder,'1 

·stressing ''the need to learn from ·the masses and p.ay attention to 

crtt.icism from below." Even the resolution passed on the ·basis of 

Stalin's report touc.hes o.n ''enemies'' only briefly, a.nd dealt mainly 

with failings in party organizations and their leaderships, Accord~ 

ing to Zhukov, who quotes from this unpublished resolution, not a 

single one of its 25 points was mainly concerned with ''e.nemies." 

(Thurston, Life 48 .. 9; Zhuk·ov, Inoi 362-4) 

Stalin's speech too.touches only very briefly on the subject of ''en ... 

emies'' and eve-n then . to w·arn the CC against ''beating'' everyone 

who had once been a Trotskyist- Stalin insists that there are ''re .. 

markable people11 among former Trots.kyists, specifically namin.g 

Feliks Dzerzhinsky~ 



Chapter 4. From the February-March 

1937 CC Plenum to the une 1937 CC 

Plenum 

After the February .. March 1937 Plenum the First Secretaries 

staged a virtual rebellion. First Stalin, and then the Politburo, sent 

out messages re-emphasizing the need to conduct secret Party 

elections, opposition to appointment rather than election, and the 

need for inner ... Party democra.cy generally. The First Secretaries 

were ·doin.g things in the old way, regardless of the resolutions o.f 

the Plenum. 

During the next .few months Stalin and his closest associates tried 

to turn the fo.cus away from a hunt for i·nternal enemies - t'he larg ... 

est concern of the CC members - and back towards fighting bu

reaucracy in the Party and preparing for the Soviet el.ections. 

Meanwhile, ';local p·arty leaders did everything they could withi.n 

the ·limits of party discipline (and sometimes outside it) to. stall or 

c·hange the elections.'1 (Getty, Excesses 126; Zhukov, lnoi 367--71) 

But a very ominous period loomed. In late March 1.9 .. 37 Genrikh 

Jagoda, head of the NKVD, was arrested. In April he began to .con ... 

fess to having played an important role in the secret bloc of oppo ... 

sitionists that had been the main target of the First and Second 

Moscow Trials .. 
. 

. 

Dur.ing the January 1937 Moscow Trial Karl Radek had warned 

against the· danger of· Trotskyist elements in Spain. So·viet intelli-

g·ence had information that German and Francoist agents were ac

tive in stirring up the revolt as well. At the beginning of May 1937 

an a·rmed revolt erupted in Spain ag.ainst the Spanish Republ.ican 

government. Among the leading figures in 'the revolt were An.dres 

N·in, a former .Political aide to Trotsky, Erwin Wol.f, Trotsky'·s emis-

sary in Spain, and Kurt LandauJ a militant opponent of the Stalin 

leadership who had been an a.ctive Trotskyist and was still polit.J .. 
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cally close to him. The POUM party, of which N'in.was a leader, had 
consistently taken pro--Trotsky and anti~Stalin positions. 

More sh.oc.king discoveries were to come. In May and early June 
1937 high-ran.king military c·omma.nd-ers confesse.d. to conspiring 
with the German. General Staff to defeat the Red Army in the case 
of an invasion of the US-SR by Germany and its allies, ·and also to 
being linked. to conspiracies ·by political '.figures, including many 
who still occupied high p.ositio.ns. (Getty, Excesses 115, 135; Thur
ston, Rise 70, 9-0,101-2) 0th.er prominent Party leaders we.re ar
rested in connection with the military conspiracy, including Ian 
Rudzutak, a candidate member of the Pol.itburo. 

This situation was far more serious than anything the Soviet gov
ernment, or any modern government, had faced before. In the case 
of the 1936 and 1937 Moscow Trials the. g·overnment h.ad taken 
some time to prepare the case and organize a public trial for 
ma·xi.mum publicity. But th·e military conspiracy was handled far 
differently. A. little more than three weeks passed from th,e date of 
Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevsky's arrest in late. May to the trial an.d 
execution of Tukhachevsky a.nd seven other high-ranking military 
co.mmanders on . June 11-12. Dozens · of high-ranking military 
com·manders we.re recalled to Moscow to read the evidence 
against their colleagues - fo.r m.ost of them, thei.r. superiors - and to 
li-sten to alarmed analyses by Stalin and Marshal Voroshilov, Peo
ple's Commissar for Defence and the highest ranking military fig-
ure in the country. 

The Politburo had planned that the Constitutional reforms be the 
central agenda .item at the upcoming June 1937 Plenum. But by 
June the situation was different. The discovery of plots· by the for
mer chief of t'he 'NKVD and. by top military leaders to overthrow 
the government and kill its leading members entirely changed the 
poli·tical atmos.phere. 

In his June 2 speech to th.e expanded session of ·the -Military Soviet 
Stali·n portrayed the series of recently uncovered conspiracies as 
limited and largely. successfully dealt with. At the February-March 
Plenum he and his Politbur,o supporters had mjnimized the First 
Se·creta.ries' overriding- con.cern · with internal enemies .. . But the 
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situation was ''slowly, but decisive.ly, getting out of his [Stalin's] 

control." (Stalin, Vystuplenie; Zhukov, Inoi Ch. 16, passim; 411). 

Iagoda and the military commanders around Tukhachevsky 

named many other 'high-ranking Party members who were in

volved in the network of conspiracies, including Central Commit-

tee members and candidate members, Among them was Avel, En .. 

ukidze. In 1935 Enuki.d.ze had been removed from his post in the 

Kremlin and expe.Jled from the Party .for neg.ligence in permitting 

conspirators to find emplo·yment in t.he Kremlin but he had been 

readmitted to the Party in June 1936 .. Now he was rearrested. In 

April 1937 began t·o confess to his part in the consp·ir.acy to carry 

out an armed coup d'etat. 

Bukharin) along with Aleksei Rykov, h.ad been arrested during the 

February-March 1937 CC Plenum . . For three months he continued 

to maintain his innocence. Abrup·tly on Jun·e 2, 1.937 Bukharin. re

versed his position and made a length.y confession of guilt. Some 

have speculated that Bukha.rin may have been prompted to do so 

upon hearing of the arrest of Tukhach.evsky and the other com

manders. Perhaps he had bee.n hopi.ng that he would be released 

after a succe·ssful military coup against Stalin. 

Between the end of the February-March 1937 CC Plenum on 

March 5, 1937, an.d the opening of the June CC Plenum on June 23, 

1937, 18 members of the Central Committee and 20 candidate 

m.embers wer.e arrested for participation. in the anti-Soviet con

spiracy. Their expulsions were voted on at the June Plenum . 
. 

The Conspiracies Were. Genuine 

In his source book (with o·Ieg V. Naumov) on the Bolshevi·k Party 

during the 1930s Arch Getty wri.tes: 

It is, of course, difficult. to know the inner thoughts 

· oft.he top leaders about the degree of guilt of those 

th·ey destroyed. ·sut if the following rare example of 

their private correspon.dence is ty·pical, there· 

apparently was little difference between the 
Stalinist leaders' private thoughts and their public 
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positions. They seem really to have believed 1 in the 
existence o:f a far-flung conspi1 .. acy. (Getty ~ 
Naumov455) 

On June 19, 193·7 Stalin received ·a te·legram, addressed to the 
Soviet government, sent by Trotsky from his exile in Mexico. In it 
Trotsky stated tha.t Stalin's policies would lead ''to external and 
internal collapse.'' · On it StaI·in signed his name and wrote: ''Dirty 
spy! Brazen spy of Hitler!'} It was also signed · by Moloto·v, Voro~ 
shilov, Mikoian, and Zhdanov. Clearly they all believed that Trot>C 
sky really was i·n contact with the Germans. Given Tukhachevsky's 
confession and Marshal Budennyi1 

· c.omments on the Tuk
hachevsky trial, there can no doubt that this conspiracy did exist. 

The collection c·ited abo·ve of lagoda's interrogati·on ... confession·s 
and other materials consists· mainly of in·vestigators1 ·interroga
tions of Jagoda and a few of his associates and lagoda's confessions 
of involvement in. the conspira.cy to carry out a coup · against the 
Soviet gove.rnment; T·rotsky's leadership of the cons.piracy; and, in 
general, all that 1·agoda confessed to tn the 1938 Trial. There is no 
indicati.on that these confessions were other than genuine .. The 
volu.me's editors deny· that any of the facts cited in the interroga.-
tions are accurate:, and declar·e the interrogations themselves ''fal
sified~,, But they do not give· ~ny evidence tha.t this is the case. 

Janse-n and Petr·ov (p. 226 n. 9) though very anti-Sta.l·in, cite this 
volume as evidence and without comment. Furthermore, there is 

. . 

good evidence that this was so· in fact - that these conspiracies did 
exist, that the confessions given at th.e pu.blic trials were genuine 
rather than ·coerced, and. that the major· ch.arges agains·t the de
fendants were true .. Other large volumes o:f primary documents 
contain a great many NKVD reports of conspiracies and texts of 
interrogations. We will discuss them in the following chapte:rs. 

The most pla·usible explanatio.n for the ex_ist.ence . ·of all this evi
dence is that much of it, and perhaps all of it, is true. We also have 

• -

i Getty and Naumov do not believe that such conspiracies existed. 
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a great deal of evidence concerning the Tukhachevsky Affair. All of 

it points to the guilt of the military men.2 

2 For detailed, evidenced discussions of the Tukhachevsky Affair see Furr, 'Kirov Chapter ·171 

and Furr1 Amalgams Chapters 10 .. 12. 



Chapter 5. The une 1937 Central 

Committee Plenum 

On June 17, 193 7, j·ust prior to the June CC plenum, Nikolai Ezhov, 
who h·ad replaced Jagoda as head (commissar) of the NKVD, 
transmitted a message from S.N. Mironov, NKVD chief in Western 
Siberia, reporting the threat of revo.lts by subversives in concert 
with Japanese intelligence. In it Mironov reported that Robert I. 
Eikhe, P·a:rty First Secretary of Western Siberia} would req.·uest the 
ability to form a ''troika1

' to deal with this threat. 

We also have one of the reports Mironov sent to Ezhov and cl.early 
.intended to be forwarded to Stalin to justify this request. These 
were to be crucial in the inception of the mass repressions that 
followed the Plenum. 

June 22, 1937 

No 58010 

Top secret 

To Com.rade Stalin 

I hereby direct to yo.u a brie.f report by the chief of 
th.e UNKVD of the Western .Siberian krai com. [S.N.] 
Mironov. I consider that it is. essential to allow the 
formation in this krai of a troika for the purposes of 
extra-judi·cial review of cases concerning the 
liquidated anti-Soviet insurgent organizations. 

People's Commissar for In·ternal Affairs 

Commissar of State Security Ezhov 
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I direct to you a report on the combined cases of the 

3 and 4 sections of the u·GB [Directora.te of State 

Security] concerning the S-R and ROVS 

underground . 
. 

The 3ra section has been conducting the 

inves.tigation concerning the liquidated a·gent case 
. . 

''Aristocratia'' of th·e Cadet-monarchist organization 

ROVS,. which includes· a group of exiled princes, 

noblemen) and former officers, and has crushed the 

groups of S-Rs and insurgents. 

The 4th section has developed the case of the 

Siberian Bureau of the. ·s ... Rs, after the discovery of 

the fighting S~R organ·i.zation headed by General 

Eskin and has crushed the .ROVS insurgen·t 

move.ment .... 
. 

On this matter, c·onsidering that the development of 

the case ... will probably exceed considerably the 

numbe.r of partici·pants that we have already 

uncovered, your special authorization is needed. 

[ ... ] 
2) Jt 'is desirable, on the one. hand, to accelerate the 

sending to m.e of a visiting sessio·n of the Military 

Tribunal [of the Supreme Court] to ·consider the 

cases of Japanese~Germ:an, Trotskyist, espionage, 

a·nd other cases in th.e order· pr·evi.ously sti.pulated. 

The cases agains·t 509 persons will be. formulated in 

the coming days. And, on the other .hand, either to 

give us the right on the spot, in a simplified 

p·rocedure, through a special college of the krai 

court or a special troika, to carry out capital 

punishment in the s.--R / ROVS cases, which is where 

most of the kulaks are concentrated, or the exiled 

former White officers · ~ · 

Com . . Eikhe, to whom I have given one .copy of this 

report, is preparing to request the agreement to 
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create troikas from the proper authorities_ 
(Khaustov & Samue.l'son pp.332-3.) 

Robert Eikhe, First Secretary of the Western Siberian Krai; m·ust 
have subsequently made the requ.est to which Miron.av refers, 
though Eikhe's specific request has not been located. 

Anti-Soviet Conspiracies 
No transcript of the June 1937 Plenum has bee.n publishe.d< How
ever, Iurii Zhukov quo-tes extensively from some archival tran· 
script m·ater-i-als .. We also have a ''konspekt'' (synopsis) of the re-

. . 

marks Ezhov made. It is dated June 23., which would make Ezhov's 
remark.s the first report of the Ple.n·um. Ezhov's report was ex.
tremel.y alar.ming. It begins as follows: 

During the last three months the NKVD has 
·uncovered a series of fascis·t anti-Soviet formations 
of former Trotsk.yist, Rights, S~R-s, and others. Th.e 
most important of these a.nti· .. Sovi-et organizations 
are the following: 

a) The military-fascist conspiracy headed by 
leadi.ng comma·nders of the Red Army -
Tukhach.evsky1 GamarnikJ Iakir, Uborevich, Kork, 
Eideman, an.d others. 

b) Th·e Right .. fascist con.spiracywithin the NKVD, 
hea.d.ed by Jagoda~ 

. . 

c) The powerful espionage organization ''POV}) 
[=Polish Military Organ.ization] headed by· 

. 

Unshlikht) Logan.ovskii, Doletskii and others. 

d) the Polish group of Nationa·l·-Democrats in 
Belorussia, headed by Goloded and Chervi·akov. 

e) An anti~Soviet Right-T.rotskyist group in the 
Azov .. Chernmor'e and Ordzhonikidze oblasts 

. ' 
headed by Sheboldaev, Plvovarov, Lari·n and others, 
united not only with Trotskyists a·nd Rights but als.o 
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with powerful anti-Soviet Cossack and rebel 

partisan formations. 

f) An anti~Soviet Right .. Trotskyist group in Eastern 

Siberia headed by the First Secretary of the ·krai 

committe.e Razumov. 

g) A Right anti-Soviet grou·p in the Ural region 

headed by the First Secretary of the Sverdlovsk 

o·blast' committee Kabakov. 
. . 

h.) An anti-Soviet Right .. fasc'ist group in the Western 

oblast1 headed by the oblast' secretary R.umiantsev. 

i) A very powerful .Ri.ght-Trotskyist espionage 
organization in the Far East, headed by the 

Chair.man of the krai executive committee Krutov, 

by· Shmidt, and others. 

j) A strong organization of Rights in Western · 

Siberia which has united rebel partisan cadre 
among the special settlers [exiles]. 

k) An anti-Soviet Cossack organization in O·renburg 

o'blast which has united Cossack and insurgen.t 

cadre and is tied to the ROVS [anticommunist White 

Russian emigre group] headed by the Chairman of 

the executive co·mmittee Vasil'ev and the Chairman 

of the City Soviet Kashirin . 
. 

l) A Right-Trotskyist anti-Soviet sabotage group in 

the People~s Commi.ssar.i.a·t of Agriculture and the 

People's Commissariat of Soviet Farms. 
. . 

The above is a. list of only the most import·ant 

groups. 

Besides· these, in almost all krais and oblasts there 

have been uncove·red anti-Soviet formations in a 

bloc with the Rights, Trotskyists, Zinoviev·i·sts, S--Rs, 

Mensheviks, and others. (Petrov & Jansen 293 .. 4) 
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The first ·day of the June 1937 Plenum also saw proposals to ex
clude 7 sitting CC member·s an.d candidates for ''lack of political 
trustworthiness"" Durin·g the remaining Plenum sessions a further 
19 membe.rs and candidates were ex.pelled for ''treason and ac·tive 
counterrevo·lutionary activity." These last 19 were to be arrested 
by the NKVD. Including the 10 members expelled on similar 
charges befo·re the Plenum by a poll o.f the CC members (in.eluding 
those military commanders already tried, convi·ct-ed, and exe ... 
cuted), this meant that 36 of the 120 CC mem.bers and cand.idates 
as of May 1 had been removed from office4 

Elections 
Ia.kovlev and Molotov criticized the .failure of ·Party leade.rs to or
ganize for independent Soviet el·ections. Molotov stressed the need 
to move e·ven honored revolutionaries out of the way if they were 
unprepared for the tasks of the· day . . He emphas-ized that Soviet 
officials were not ''second-class workers1

' (persons of little· import~ 
ance). Evidently some P,arty leaders were treating them as .such. 

According to the agenda of the CC Plenum that has survived Iakov
lev spoke on June 27. He exposed an-d criticized the failure of First 
Secretaries to hold secret elections for Party posts, relying instead 
on appointment. He emphasized that Party members who were 
elected delegates to the Soviets were not to be placed under the 
discipline of P·arty groups outside the Soviets and told how to vote. 
They w·ere not to ·be told how to vote by their Party superiors, .such 
as the First Secretaries. They were to· b·e independent of them. And 
Iakovlev referred in the strongest te·rms to the need to ''recruit 
from the very rich reserve of new cadre to replace those who had 
become rotten ·or bure·aucratized.'1 All ·these statements consti
tuted an explicit attack on the First Secretaries. (Zhukov., Inoi 424-
7; T·ainy, 39.-40, quoting from archival documents) 

The Const:itution was finally outlined and the date of the first elec
tions was set for December 12, 1937. The Stalin leadership again 
urged the benefits of fighting bureau·c·racy and building ties to the 
masses. 

However, all this followed the shocking, unprecedented, summary 
expulsion from the CC of 26 :mem.bers, 19 of whom were directly 
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ch-arged with treason and counter-revolutionary activity. (Zhukov, 

Inoi 430) 

Perhaps ·most revealing is the following remark by Stalin, as 

quoted by Zhukov: 

At the end of the discussion, when the subje.ct was 

the search for a more dispassionate method of 

counting ballots, (Stalin] remar.ked that in the West, 

thanks· to a multiparty system, th·is problem did not 

exist. Immediately thereafter he suddenly uttered a 

phrase that sounded very strange in a me-eting of 

this ki.nd: ''We do not have diffe·rent political 

parties. Fortunately or up.fortunately. we .hav~ o.nly 

ope part~." [Zhukov's emphasis] And then he 

proposed, but only as a ·temporary m·easure, to use 

for the purpose of dispassionate supervision of 

election.s representatives of all existing societal 

organizations except for the. Bolshevik Party ... 

The challenge to the Party autocracy had .been 

issued. (Zhukov, Inoi 430-1; Tainy 38) 

The Bolshevik Party was in severe crisis, and it was impo·ssible to 

expect ·that events would unroll smoothly. It was th·e worst pos

S·ible atmo·sphere- during which to prepare for the adoption of 

democratic ... secret, universal a·nd cont.ested ... ·. elections. 

Evide·ntly Eikhe, and then a nuinber of other First Secreta.ries, ap-

proached Stalin and the Politburo after the plenum and asked for 
. 

authority to deal with conspiracies, rebellion·s, and revolts in their 

are·as. This must have .be,en when he mad~ his formal request for 

special power, as outlined in the report by NKVD man Mironov 

that we have quoted above. 

Protocol #51 of the meeting of the Politburo VKP(b) 

66, On the discovery of counte.rrevolutionary 

insurrectionist organizations am.ong exiled kulaks 

in Western Siberia 

Decision of .28 June 1937 
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Item #66. Re: The uncovering of a· 
counterrevolutionary, insurrectionary or,ganization 
among deported kulaks in Western Siberia~ 

1. We consider it necessary to apply the supreme 
penalty to a11 activists belonging to this 
insurrectionary organization of deported kulaks~ 

21' In order to speed up the review .of cases, troikas 
to be formed consisting of Comrade Mironov 
(chairman), head of the NKVD for Western Siberia, 
Comrade Barkov, public prosecutor (prokuror) for 
Western Si'beria, and Comrade Eikhe, secretary of 
the Western-Siberian Territorial Comm·ittee. 

Secretary of the CC. (Getty & Naumov, 469; 
Lubianka 1937-1938 232 No.110) 

Zhuko·v thinks that Eikhe may have been acting on behalf of an in .. 
formal group of First Secretaries, for after Eikhe several other First 
Secretaries met with Stalin. They probably also demanded the 
extraordinary powers that they were granted· shortly afterward: 
the. authority to form troikas, groups of three officials} to combat 
widespread conspiracies against the Soviet governm.ent in their 
area.1 These troikas were given the powe.r of exec.ution without 
a.ppeal~ Numerical limits -- not '<quotas," a,s many anticommunist 
scholars dishonestly clai.m, maximum, not minimum, numbers .... 
for those to be shot and others to be imprisoned on the sole auth
ority of these troikas were set. When those. were exhausted, the 
First Secretaries asked for, and often received, higher limitsj 
(Getty, Excesses 129; Zhukov, Inoi 435) 

On July 2, 1937, shortly after the conclusion of the plenum, the Pol~ 
itburo - Stalin and those closest to him - issued the following de
cree: 

94. On anti-Soviet elements. 

1 The order for setting up a troika in Eikhe's Wester.n Siberian regio"n exists, Eikhe's request 
has not been found, but he must have made such a request, either in writing or .orally, .See 
Zhukov,. Repressii 23> n. 60; Getty, Excesses 127, n; 64. 
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The following telegram is to be sent to secretaries 

of .regional a·nd territorial committees and to the 

CCs of national Communist parties: 

''It has been observed t·hat a large part of the former 

kulaks and criminals deported at one time from 

various oblasts to Northern and Siberian districts 

and then having returned to their regions at the 

expiration of their period of exile - are the chief 

instigators of all sorts of anti-Soviet crimes and 

sabotage, both in the kolkhozy and sovkhozy as 

well as in transport and in certain branches of 

industry. 

The CC VKP(b) recommends to all secretaries of 

oblast1 and krai organizations and to all oblast', krai, · 

and republic representatives· of the NKVD that they 

·register all kulaks and criminals who hav·e returned 

to their native homes in order that the most hostile 

· among them be immediately arrested and shot 

th.rough an administrative study of t·heir cases by a 

troika, and that the remaining, less active but 

nevertheless hostile elements be listed and exiled 

to regions [raiony] according to the directions of 

the NKVD. 

·The CC VKP(b) recommends that the names of the 

staffs of the ·troikas .and also the num.ber of those 

subje·ct to execu·tion and the number subject to 

exile1 be pre.sented to the CC within five days. 

To Com. Ezhov, the sec.retaries of the ob last' and 

krai party committees, and to the CCs of the 

national Communist parties~ (Lubianka 1937 .. 1938 

234-235 No. 114) 2 

2 Online at· http://www.men10.ru/history /document/pbkulaki.htm A slightly different 

translation is in Getty & Naumov, Doc. 169, 470-4.71, 
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The mass re.pressions of Ezhov, also known as the Ezhovshchina 

and, prejudicially·, as '<th.e· Great Terror,'' were about to commence. 
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Who were the targets of these draconian trials· .. by-·troika? 

In common wi·th virtua.lly all historians of the USSR Iurii Zhukov 

largely discounts the existence o.f real conspiracies. He believes 

they must have been lishentsy, the very peop·le whose citizenship 

rights, including franchise, had r·ecently been restored and whose 

votes potentially posed the ·greatest ·da.nger to the First Secreta

ries> co.ntinuan.ce in power. This m·ay indeed have been one of the 

motives of some of the regional Party leaders. But it should not 

simply be ass·umed1 and as yet we have no evidence to support it . 
. 

Other historians claim that this mass repression was led by Stalin, 

who was trying to kill anybody who might be disloyal, a ''Fifth Col

umn,)' if the Soviet Union were invaded. (While that was the goal of 
. . 

the leadership, including Stalin, the mass rep.ressions by the troi· 

kas were organi·zed. ·by Ezhov. They were not part of Stalin's effort. 

The Moscow Trials and their outcome, and later the trials, senten

ces and executions that put an end to Ezhov's conspiracy, were a 

part of Stalin's effort.) Still others claim that Stalin was out to mur

der any and all P'OS·sible rivals, or was pa.ranoid, or simply mad. 

There is no evidence to support· these notions. 

In fact the reason for the campaign of repression stands out clearly 

in all the evidence we have - and we have a lot of evidence. The 
. 

subversive activities an·d rebellions that Mironov, Eikhe, and other 

regio~al Party leaders and NKVD men repo·rted were a logical con

s.equence of the conspi.racies that ha.d b.een gradually discovered 

since the assassination . of Sergei M. Kirov over the previous 2 1/2 

years: 

* The. Kirov murder of December 1, 1934. 

*The Kremlin Affair conspiracy, uncovered during 1935 . 

. * Those disclosed in the First Moscow Trial of August 1936, of 

Zinoviev, Kamenev, their co-cons.pirators, and some Trotskyists 

who were collaborating with the Germans. 
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*Those disclosed in the Second Mos.cow Trial of January 1937 of a 
far-flung Trotskyist cons.piracy in league with Germany, Ja.pan, 
England, France, and homegrown Russian fascists. 
* Genrikh lagoda1s NKVD conspira.cy, uncovered beginning in April 
1937 - part of th.e· Rightists> c·onspiracy d.isclosed at the January 
1937 trial and the subject of the Third Moscow Trial of March 
1938~ 

* The ''May Days'' revolt in Barcelona, at· the ·beginning of May 
1937. 

*The Tukhachevsky Affair military conspiracy, uncovered in April, 
May, and .June 1937. 

' . 

Befor·e Nikita Khrushchev's ''Secret Speech'' to the XX Party C.on-
gress of the c·PSU on February 25_, 1956, few anticommunist spe-
cialists in ·Soviet stud.ies do·ubted the real existence of these con
spiracies. Only the · Trotskyist mo.vement, faithful to their mur
d.ered leader_, claimed that these conspiracies were fa'brications by 
Stalin. · 

. ' 

This changed after Khrushchev's speech~ Virtually all anticommun-
ists, as well as most communists and, of course, all Trotskyists, 
chose to believe Khrushchev's alle·gations against Stalin. It fol~ 
Io·wed from what Khrushchev implied in 1956, and from what his 
supporters claimed even more stridently at the XXII Party Con
gress in. October 1961 that the defe·ndants in .all the Moscow Trials, 
plus the Tukhachevsky Affair defendants, had all been innocent 
victims of a frame .. up. Mikhail Gorba·chev'.s lieutenants made the 
same assertionsl · 

' 

S.ince. Khrushchev1s day the consensus among professional stu ... 
d·ents of Soviet histo.ry has conformed to the Khrus.hchev
Gorbachev position: there were no conspiracies, all were inven
tions by Stalin. This is all false. 

There .has never been any evidence that any of these conspiracies 
were frame~ups or that any of the defendants were innocent. Just 
t'he opposite is the case. The evidence is overwhelming that Kirov 
was indeed murdered b·y the clandestine Zinovievist group and 

6 

that Zinoviev and Kamenev· were involved in the group's activities, 
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including Kirov-'s murder_ Trotskyists and Trotsky himself ·were 

also implicated. (Furr, Kirov) 

We have a great deal of evidence that. the conspiracies alleged in 

all three Moscow Trials were real and that all the defendants were 

guilty of at least wh.at they confessed to. In some cases, we can 

now p.rove that defendants wer·e guilty of crimes that they did not 
reveal to the Prosecution. We also have a great deal of evidence on 

the Tukhachevsky Affair. All of it supports the hypothesis that. the 

defendan.ts were guilty as c·harged. (Furr Amalgams) 

The evidence that all these conspiracies did in fact exist allows us 

to view the Ezhov mass repressions of July 1937 to October

November 1938 objectiv·ely and in their proper context. 

It was logical for the Stalin leadership to accept the claims of re

gional NKVD and Pa·rty le·aders that s-erious conspiracies and vio

lent insurgencies existed thro11ghout the country. Some of the 
most senior military commanders in the country h.ad just admitted 
to plotting a coup d'etat and, failing that, to sabota·ge ·the country)"s 

defines in the event of invasion by Germany and/or J'apan, with 
which enemy regimes· t·hey were coord·inatin·g their actions. Gen ... · 

rikh Jagoda, until recently the ·head of the N.KVD, was confessing 

that he too had been a. secret oppositionis.t implicated in the mur-. 

der of Sergei Kirov and in plots to get rid of Stalin ·and hi·s associ

ates-

Tukhachevsky and the rest had ties with the bloc of Rights., Trot
skyists, and other oppositionists too_ Like Radek .and Piatakov1 

Trotsky's senior lieutenants, Tukhachevsky and so·me of his co
defendants testified that Trotsk.y was collaborating with the Ger

mans. Defendants at the January 1937 Moscow trial had revealed 
that German agents and Russian fascists were acti.ve in anti-Soviet 

conspiracies .in the Kuzbass coal fields~ 

Denial 
Since Khrushchev)s day academic Soviet history has. been commit .. 

ted. to a demonized view of Stalin. w·e have called this the c'an.ti

Stalin paradigm." Western historians of the USSR have accepted 

Khrushchev's supposed ''revelations'' ·as unproblematically true 
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despite the fact that Khrushchev never gave a.ny evidence fo·r his 
charges against Stalin and in fact withhel·d evidence from Party 
researchers who. asked for it. 
The main evidentiary basis for Robert Conquest's book The Great 
Terror and for works by dissidents such as Roi Medvedev'·s Let His· 
tory ]u.dge and A'lexander Nekrich' June 1941, was the Khrushch.ev .. 
era ;'revelations." Western hi.storians·, accounts of· the Stalin _period 
continue to rely heavily on Khrushchev-er·a accounts. 
Some years ago v·ladimir L. Bobrov and I studied the tenth chapter 
of Stephen. F. Co.hen's famous book. Bukharin and the Bolshevik 
Revolution. In this chapter Cohen traces Bukharin's life from 1930 
until his t.r.ial and execution in March 1938. ·Through the use of 
primary source ev.iden.ce from former Soviet archives we showed 
that every fact-claim. Cohen makes in this chapter that in any way 
alleges wrong-doing by Stalin is .false. Cohen relied on Khrushchev-.. 
era sources - and all of them have proveµ to b·e lies. The result is 
that Chapt·er 10 of this celebrated book is en·tirely false. (Furr & 
Bobrov, Cohe.n). 

From the time of the B:olshevik Revolution in 1917 the study of 
Sovie.t history has. developed as an adj·unct of political antico·m
munism. It has always had a dual character: that of discovering 
what :hap·pen.ed, and that of defaming Stal.i.n, the Soviet Union, and 
communism generally·. 

The result is that academi.c historiography of t 'he Soviet Union is 
rarely if ev·e·r objectiv·e .. It has ''sacred cows," tenets that are never 
.questioned. This is the ''anti ... Sta]in paradigm.'' .Academic histori·ans 
of the USSR are pressure.ct to conform to this paradigm, or at least 
not openly violate it.· 

. 
Chief among the tenets of the anti-Stalin paradigm is that all the 
Moscow Trials, plus the Tll:khachevsky Affair, were frame-ups. To
day we know that ·this is false. An objective study of the evidence 
now a.vailable from former Soviet archives, from the Trotsky ar ... 
chives, a·nd elsewhere, proves that these conspiracies di.d ·indeed 
exist. 
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But the political demands that constrain the academic field of 

Sov.iet history requ.ire the denial that any of these conspiracies ex

isted! According to this view - the only one officially permitted in 

the field - the Moscow Trials defendants, Tukhachevsky & Co_, and 

all other alleged conspirators were forced to confess and then exe--
. 

cuted, an act attributed to Stalin alone, for whatever reason you 

li.ke only not fo.r any real conspiracy to overthrow the Soviet gov .. 

ernment and Party l.eadership and ally with the Axis - that is, to act 

as a Fifth Column. · 

This false paradigm deprives academic ·historians of the ability to 
. . 

understand the conspiracy trials, It robs them of the a·bili·t.Y to 

understand the· co.ntext for the Ezhov .. era mass repressions. They 

conclude. that t·he reasons for these repressions are inscru.table· 

because they have declared th,at the previous conspiracies could 

not have existed. 

The Threat Was Real 
o·n the evidence now available we can confidently state that these 

conspiracies d.id exist. Archival documents show that the · c·entral 

Party leadership, Stalin a·nd the Polit.buro, were constantly receiv

ing very credible police accounts of conspiracies, including tran .. 

scripts of.confessions and details .of NKVD investigations .. Certainly 

Stalin and o·thers in Moscow believed these conspiracies ex·isted. 

On the evidence w~ now have it appears tha.t at least some of the 

alleged co.nspiracies really did exist. (Zhukov, KP Nov. 13 02; Inoi, 

Ch. 18; Rep·ressii 23) 

We als·o posses.s a number of accounts of the.se conspiracies from 

beyond the borders of the USSR (and thus beyo·nd any power of 

the S.ovi.et prosecutio·n or NKVD to fabricate them). Examples of 

such accounts include the following: 

* Grigory Tokaev, Comrade X Tokaev describes a widespread 

secret anti-Stalin conspiracy· involving several figures expelled 

from ·the Party, tried and executed for such conspiracie·s, such as 

Sheboldae·v and Enukidze. (6) Sheboldaev was expelled on June 

25, 1937, dur·ing the June 1937 Plenum. Avel' Enu.kidze had been 

arrested much earlier and, by April 1937, was already confessing 

to his own i.nvolvement in the conspira.cy~ Tokaev names others 
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and also confirms the exist.ence of a military-civili.an conspiracy 
led by a military man, ''Comrade X. 11 

* A. Svetlanin .. - ·real na·me N.N. Likhachev --- Dal'nevostochnyi 
Zagovor (The Far Eastern Cons.piracy). Likhachev became editor of 
the CIA-sponsore.d· Soviet emigre journal Posev. He confirms the 
military cons.piracy in the Far Eastern Army and its llnks to civilian 

. 

consp.irators, One of the latter was Ivan Rumiantsev, First Secre-
tary of the Western Oblast.1, also expelled from the Party during the 
June 1937 Plenum.1 

* G.enrikh S, Lius.hkov, an NKVD general who defected to the Japa~ 
nese in June 1938. Liushkov privately told his Japanese han.dlers 
that there really were military conspiracies in the Far East with 
connection·s to the· Rights throu.gh Aleksei Rykov, who with s·uk
harin was a major defendant in the Third Moscow Trial. 

*Discoveries in the Harvard Trots.ky Archive confirm the. existence 
of the bloc of oppositionists referred to in all the Mo·scow· Trials. 

*American enginee.rs John D .. Littlepage and Carroll G. H·olmes con~ 
firmed sabotage by Piatakov and 1.N~ Smirnov, or by th·ose under 
their .gui.dance, consisten·t w.it.h the charges at the secon.d Moscow 
trial of January 1937. 

I have dis.cussed these last two points in detail in Trotsky's <.Amal
gams'. 

Accounts like these confirm and supple·ment the large amount of 
evidence from Soviet sources that we now possess. The sheer vol
ume of police documentation concerning such COJ?.spirac.ies, only a 
little of which has yet be.en publis·hed; argues strongly against any 
notion that all of it could have been fabricated. Furthermore, 
Stalin's annotations on these documents m.ake lt clear that he ·be
lieved they were accurate. (Get·ty, Excesses 131~4; Lubianka 193 7-
193·8) ,. ' 

-· , 

1. In the early 1980s I tried to verify this account by \Vriting to persons who had known Lfk .. 
hachev. Prof. Nikolai Anct·reyev, of Carnbrldge ·university (now deceased), ·wrote me two 
letters telling me of his close friendship with Likhachev /Svetlanin/Frolov; of how highly he 
thought of his tru.stworthiness. 
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The NKVD and re·gional Party lead.ership - ho·wever compromised 

by the very recent revelations that some of their number had been 

active in these conspirac.ies too - must have appeared to ·be the 

only force that Soviet power could rely upon. It did not become 

clear until much later that Ezhov too was conspiring with foreign 

powers to overthrow the government and Party leadership, and 

was using massive executions of innocent people to stir up re

sentment. 

Getty summarizes the hopeless situation in this way: 

Stalin was not yet willing to retreat from contested · 

election.s, a.nd on 2 July 1937 Pravda no doubt 

disappointed the regional secre·tarie.s by publishing 

the first installment of the new electoral rules, 

enacting :and enforcing cont-ested, universal, secret 

ballot elections. But ~·· [t]he very sam·e day the 

electoral law was published, the Politburo 

approved the launching of a mass operation against 

precisely the elements the local leaders had 

complained about ... (Excesses 126) 

Getty appears to thin·k that Stalin gave the local ·party leaders the 

right to arrest and kill or dep·ort those who might oppos.e them in 

elections. But there is no evidence of any _such thing. There is evi

dence. of conspiracies, some in collaboration with Germany or· Ja

pan~ 

At first the Politburo tried to limit the campaign of repression. by 

ordering that it be completed within five days. Something con

vinced or compelle.d them to extend the ·period to four months_ -

August 5~- 15 to December 5 ... 15. Was it.the large numbers of those 

arrested? The co.nv.iction that the Party faced a widespread set of 

consp.iracies and a huge internal threat? Th·is explanation seems 

likely, though we can't be sure . 
. 

But this was exactly the period during which the electoral cam

paign was to take place~ Even thou·gh the Politburo continued pre

paration for t·he con.tested elections, wlth rules about how voters 

were to indicate their choi.ces, and how officials should handle 
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runoff elections} local officials actually controlled the repression. 
They could determine what opposition, if any, to the Party - which 
meant, in great part, to themselves - would be considered ''loyal,1

' 

and what would. lead to repression. (Getty, Excesses, passim.; 
Zhukov, Inoi 435) 

Primary documents show that Stalin and the central Politburo 
leadership we.re convinced that anti-Soviet conspirators were ac
tive and had to be dealt with_ This is what the regional Party lead-
ers had asserte·d during the February,.,March Plenum. At that time 
·the Stalin leadership had minimi.zed this danger and had kept fo
cusing attention back to the preparations for new elections and the 
replacement of ''bureaucratized'' leaders with new ones. 

By the June Plenum the First Secretaries w·ere in a position to sa·y,. 
in effect: ''We told you so. We were right, and you were wrong. 
Furthermore, we are still right - dangerous con-spirators are still 
active, ready to use the el·ectoral campaign in their attempt to raise 
revolt against the Soviet government." Was this how it happened? 
It seems pl.ausible, but we cannot be sure. 

Stalin and the central leadership could have had no idea how deep 
these conspiracies extended. Nor could they know what Nazi Ger-
many or fascist Japan might do. On June 2 Stalin had told the ex
panded Military Soviet meeting that the Tukhachevsky group had 
given the Red Army's operational plan to the ·German General Staff. 
This meant that the Japanese, who were bound in a military alli~ 
ance (the ''·Axis1

') and an anti-communist political alliance (the 
''Anti-Comintern Pact'1

) with fascist Italy and .Nazi Germany, wou.ld 
doubtl·ess have it too. 

Stalin had told the military Iead.ers that the p_lotters wanted to 
make the USSR into ''another Spain'' - form a Fifth Column in co-

. .. · 

ordinat·ion with an ,invading fascist army.· Fac·ed with this terrible 
I 

and immi·nent danger, the Soviet leadership was determined to 
. ~ 

react decisively. (Stalin, Vystuplenie) ./-- · 
•' 

-, _.,,,.. ·--

Mu. ch evidence suggests that the central (Stalin) leadership 
wanted both to restrain the ''troika)' repressionstdemanded by the 
First Secretaries and to continue to implement the new Constitu
tion's secret and contested elections. From July 5 to 11. most First 
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Secretaries followed Eikhe.~s lead in sending in precise figures o.f 

those whom they wante.d to supp·ress - by execution (category 1) 

or imprisonment (c·ategory 2). Then ... 

[S]uddenly on 12 July, Depu.ty NKVD Commissar 
M.P. Frinovskii sent an urgent te.legram. to all local 
police agencies: ''Do not begin th-e operation to 
repress former kulaks. I repeat, do not begin." 
(Getty, Exce·sses 12 7-8) · 

NKVD Evidence of Conspiracies Sent to Staf·in 
For the next year or more the Stalin leadership was floo.ded with 

reports of con·spira.cies and revolts from all over the USSR. A large 

number of the·se have been published (in Russian).· Undoubtedly a 

great many more remain unpublished. The principal collections of 

published docu.ments for the years of the mass rep·res.sions, 19·37 

and 1938, are these: 

* Lubianka, Stalin i Glavnoe Upravlenie Gosbezopasnosti NKVD. 

1937~1938, Moscow: ''Ma·terik," 2004. (Lubianka 1937-.1938) 

* Lubianka. Sovetskaia elita na stalinskoi golgofe 1937-1938. 

Dokumenty, Moscow·: Mezhdunarodnyi Fond ''Demokra.tiia." 2011. 

(Lubianka Golgofa) 

* Lubianka. Stalin. i NKVD·~NKGB~GUKR '(Smersh.'' 1939 - mart 1946. 

Moscow: MDF, 2006 (Lubianka 19.39-1946) 

The first two volumes contain dozens of reports sent to Stalin by 

the. NKVD - meaning, by Ezhov. Th·e.y include many confe.ssions of 

leading Party offici·als and N'KVD men concerning their involve .. 

ment in a·nti-Soviet conspirac.tes. The final volume contains· a num ... 

ber of confessions and interrogation-confessions from 1939. We 

will carefully examine two of these documents in future chapters: 

Mikhail Frinovskii1s statement to NKVD chief Lavrentii Beria of 

April 11, 1939, and Nikola·i Ezhov's interrogation-con·fession of 

April 26, 1939~ 
. 

A number of these documents are reproduced from copies studied 

and marked up by Stali·n himseJ.f. These ·rem-arks give us insight. 

into how Stalin interpreted the documents. In every case it is clear 

·that Stalin studied their contents very carefully and took them 
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very seriously. He asked questi.ons, often very probing o.nes, and 
made suggestio·n·s for further investigation based on the contents 

of the interrogations and confessions presented to him. These re
marks show that Stalin was. not fabricating these reports ... he was 

studying them. Stalin was trying to find out what was going on, 
what the extent of the dangerous conspiracies was. 

The editor of the second volume above is V.N. Khaustov, a very 
anti ... Stalin researcher· and one of the compilers of several i.mport
a.nt document collections. According to Khaustov, Stalin believed 
these reports. 

And the mo.st ·frightening thi·n.g was tha.t Stalin 
made his decisions on the basis of confessions that 
were the. result of the inventions of certain 
em.ployees of the org_ans of st·ate security. Stalin's 
reactions attest to the fact that he took these 
co.nfessions completely seriously. (Lubianka 
Golgofa 6) 

What is important here is this: 

* Khausto.v admits the existence of a major· conspiracy by Ezhov 

and concedes that Stalin was deceived by him. Ezhov admits as. 

much in the confes·sions of 'his that we .now have. 

* Khaustov admits that Stalin acted in good faith on the basis of 
·evidence presented to him by Ezhov·, much of which may, or· must, 

have been false~ 

It is· important to ideologically an.ticommunist re·searchers that 

these mass murders be seen ·as Sta.lin's plan and intention. Khaus ... 

tov is honest enough to admit that the evidence does not bear this 
o.ut. Some of the confessional and investigative documents Ezhov 
sent on to Stalin and the So·viet le.adership must hav·e· b.een ·ralsifi .. 
cations. But in reality Khaustov has no idea which ,,were fabrica~ 
tions a·nd which were not. _.- .. ----

_.,. 

. -· 

These documents, and Stalin's comments on them, are rarely dis ... 
cussed by mainstream historians of the Soviet Union when they 
are consid.ering the mass repressions of 193.7--1938. They disman
tle the ''anti .. Stalin ·par·adigm. 1

' They show Stalin· reacting thou·ght-
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fully and attentively to the reports sent to him. Of course this is 

what any student would expect -- unless he or she were blinded by· 

the ''anti-Stalin paradig·m.1
' 

I·urii Zhukov suggests that after Eikhe got t 'he.se special powers for 

Western Sibe.ria the other First Secretaries asked Stalin for the 

same pow·ers, and received th.em. Evidently there was a connec .. 

tion between this campaign of repressi.ons., carried out as a virtual 

war against rebellious anti-S.oviet forces throughout the country, 

and the cancellation of t'he competitive elections that had been 

stipulated under the new 1936 Soviet Constitution. 

Stalin and his supporters in the central Soviet government a.nd 

Pa.rty fought for such elections bu·t failed to win the Central Com

mittee to approve them~ Zhukov ha·s traced the final decision not 

to hold such elections to October 11, 1937. He also located a draft 

or sample ballot for contested elections · a b·allot ne·ver u.sed but 

preserved in a Soviet arch.ive. 



·Chapter 7. The Course of the 

· Repressions 

This chapter discusses the major events of the Ezhov mass rep res .. 
sions of July 1937-November 1938. We have determined what 
events to discuss by consulting the fallowing work: 

* N.G. Okhotin and A.B. Roginskii, '''The Great Terror': 1937--19.38. 
A Short Ch.r,onology.'' (Khronika) 1 . · 

Roginskii is the chairman of the ''Memorial So·ciety," a fanatically 
anticommunist organization in Russia. Okhotin is a principal re
searcher in the. same organization. 

Nothin.g published by ''Memorial'' can make any claim to objec .. 
tivity; everything is heavily biased~ These authors would never ex .. 

.. ·-

c I u de anything th.at would show Stalin and the Stalin government 
in a negative light. 

One important as·pect of this document's bias is wh.at it omits. The 
chronology ignores all the context and all the evidence coming to 
the Politburo from the NKVD around the country. It lists the de
crees, orders, and events without any refet"ence to the documen .. 
tary evidence that were the basis for these ev,ents. We listed three 
of the collections of this material in the last chapter, 

The ''Memorial,'' researchers assume that all the alleged conspira ... 
cies were frame-upsJ that the defendants at these trials were inno
cent, and that no conspiracies existed. This is the logical fallacy of 
petitio principii - ''begging the question'' or ''assuming that which 
is to be proven.''2 This fallacy is very common in mainstream 'his ... 

' 

toriography of t'he Stalin period. It follows that they con.sider all 
those accused and convicted of an.ti~Soviet conspiracies to be ''vie-

:i This long document is online and thus lacks pagination. I have divided it into 20 lipages.n 

2 See https~/ / en.\vikipedia;org/wiki/Begging_the_question 
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tims'' and their punishment ''repression'' - terms not used for the 

conviction and punishment of criminals, · 

Since the ''Memorial'' · people believe all the conspiracies alleged 

during the Stalin years were frame ... ups, the Okhotin--Roginskii 

chronology begins with March. 1936, the prelu.de to the First Mos-

cow· Trial of August 1936, and includes references· to all the Mos

c·ow Trials. Here we will_ define the. period of mass repression as 

beginning in July 1937, the month the troikas were formed and a·t 

the end of which Operational Order No. 00447 was issued, and 

ending in November 1938, when Ezhov resigned and a series of 

resolutions suddenly stopped .all the mech.anism of special represw 

sion. 

During this period, July 1937 through November 1938.; Khronika 

lists 107 events. Only a few of these events d.eal with actions out

side the normal bounds of securtty operations. Those are the ones 

we will ex-am.ine here. They are: 

* Operational Order of the NKVD No. (00 NKVD) 00439 - German 

Operation July 25, 1937 C.Khronika 9) 

* 00 N.KVD 00447 July 311937 (Khronika 9) 

* 00 NKVD 00485 Polish Operation August 111937 (Khronika 10) 

* 00 NKVD 00486 - ·Wives and children August 15 193 7 (Khronika 

10) 

First we will examine two other issues: That of the. ''li.sts'' 
. 

(Khronika 5) and that of ''limits.11 A truthful account of these topics 

is essential to any accurate understanding of the Ezhov mass 

repressions. This is the reason that accounts o·f both of· the.m are 

fals.ified by most academic experts on Soviet history. 

The Lists 
Kh.rushchev: 

The vic.i.ous _practi.ce was condoned of having the 

NKVD prepare lis·ts of persons whose cases were 

under the jurisdiction of the Military Collegium a·nd 
whose sentences were prepared in advance. 
Yezhov would send these lists to Stalin personall_y 
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for his approval of the proposed punishme·nt. In 

1937--1938, 383 such lists contai·ning the names of 
many tho·usands of party, Soviet, Komsomol, Army 
and econorili.c workers were sent to Stalin . . He 
approve.ct these lists. 

These lists- exist, and have been edited and published,· first on CD 

and now on the Intern.et, They· are titled the ''Stalin 'Shooting' 

Lists." Some writers dishonestly call them ''death warrants." These 

·are both tendentious, i.nac-curate names, for these were not lists of 

perso·ns ''to be shot)' a·t all. 

Following Khrushchev, the anti-Stalin editors of these lists do in 

fact call the lists ''sentence·s pre·pared in advance." But their own 

research disproves this claim. The lists give the sentences that the 

NKVD recommended the prose.cut-ion ·would seek if the individual 

were convicted - that is, t·he sentence the Prosecution would ask 

the .court to apply. . 

In reality these were lists sent to Stalin (and other Poli·tburo or 

Secretariat members) for ''review'' - rassmotrenie - a word that is 
.... 

used many times in the introdu.ction to the lists . .) M.any people on 

these list.s were not convicted, or were convicted of a lesser of
fense, and so not shotT One example is that of A.V. Sn.egov, whom 

Khrushchev mentions by name in his ''Secret Speechw'1 Snegov is on 
the lists-at least twice: 

*At http://stalin.memo~ru/spiski/pg13·02·6.htm No. 383; 

. *At http:/ /stalin.me.mo.ru/spiski/pg05245.htm No. 133. 

In this last reference Snegov is specifically put into ''1st Category;'' 

meani.ng~ recommended senten.ce of death in · the event of convic
tion. A ·brief sum·mary of the Prosecutor's evidenc.e against him is 

provided. There was a lot of evidence against: Snegov! · N ev.erthe ... 

less Snegov was not sentenced to death but instead. to a long term 

in. a labor camp. He survived to be freed by Khru·shchev and to 

have been an honored guest in the aud.ience at Khrushchev's infa

mous ''Secret Speech." 

3 The introduction is at http://w\vw .. memo.ru/history /vkvs/images/introl,htm The next 

quotation is als.o from this source. · 
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According· to the editors of these lists ''many'' people whose names 

are on them were not in fact executed, and some were freed. 

For example, a selective study of the list for the 

Kuibyshev oblast' signed on September 29, 1938 

shows that not a single person on. this list was 

co·nvicted by the VKVS (the Milit:ary Collegium of 

the Supreme ·Court), and a significant number-of the 

cases were dismissed altogeth.er. 

So Khrus·hchev knew that Stalin was not ''sentencing'' anybody but 

rather r·eviewing the lists in case he had any objections~ We can be 

certain that Khrushchev knew this because the note of February 3, 

1954, to Khrushchev from Sl N. Kruglov, M·inister of Internal A.f ... 

fairs ·(MVD) has survived. It says nothing ·about ''sentences pre

pared in advance,'' but gives the truth: 

r ·hese lists were compiled in 1937 and 1938 by the 

NKVD of the USSR and presented to the CC of the 

ACP(b) for review right away. 

The Prosecutor went to trial not only with evidence but with, a sen-

tence to recommend to the judges in case of conviction ~ 

It appears that the names of Party members, but no.t of non-Party 

members, were sent on for review. The disingenuous Introduction 

notes that those signing the lists comprised . ''·not all the Politburo 

members but only those of its me·mbers who were closest to 

Stalin." But the evidence suggests that it was the members of the 

Party Secretariat rather than the Politburo to whom the 1.ists were 

submitted. Even the editors note ·that Ezhov - a member of the 

Secretariat but ·not of the Politburo - si.gned ''as a secretary of the 

Ce·ntral Committee." 

We do no·t know whether add.itional information - for example, 

evidence, summaries ·of testimony against those named on the 

lists, etc. - was sent to the Secretariat along with the lists. As we 

saw in the last chapter, during the period in question · Stalin was 

re_ceiving reports, often very lengthy and detailed ones, from 

Ezhov on an almost daily basis. That means we know that Stalin 

and others in the Secretariat possessed other materials to consult 

when reviewing the names on these lists. The lists were part of a 
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complex of information and can.not be objectively u.nderstood 
without taking this context into account. 

It is obvious too that the lists were a kind of safety mechanism,. If 
Stalin ·had received no lists, or if reports were presente.d to him 
only in. oral format, there would be no such 1.ists. Then we would 
know less about what w-as going on. Also, anticommunists would 
not have these lists to present, in a decontextualized manner, as 
supposed ''evidence1

' of Stalin's purported ''murders." 

Khrushchev concealed the fact that not Stalin but he himself was 
one of the persons deeply involved in selecting the persons for in
clusion on these lists and choosing the category of punishment 
proposed for them. Khrushchev mentions that the NKVD prepared 
the lists~ B.ut he does not mention the fact that the NKVD act.ed to~ 
gethe.r with the Party leadership, and that a great many of the 
names on the_se lists - perhaps more than from any other reg_ion of 
the USSR - originated in the areas under Khrushchev's own auth-

• • 

or1ty. 

Until January 1938 Khrushchev was First Secretary of the Party in 
Moscow and Moscow oblast' (province). After tha·t he was First 
Secretary in the Ukraine,, His letter to Stalin asking for permission 
to sh.oat 8500 people is dated July 10, 1937, the same date as the 
first of the ''shooting lists'' from Moscow~ · 

''CC ACP(b) - to comrade Stalin J_V, 

I report that we have counted a total of 41,305 
criminal and kula·k elements who have served their 
sentences and set·tied in Moscow city and province. 

Of those th:ere are 33,436 criminal elements 
materials at hand give us the basis to put 6,500 
criminals in Category 1 [to be shot - GF], and 
26,396 in Category 2 [to be exiled ... GF]~ Of this 
number, for orientation purposes in the city of 
Moscow there are 1,500 in Category 1 and 5,272 in 
Category 2~ 

t 

We h.ave calculated there are 7,869 kulaks who 
have served their sentences and settled in Moscow 
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city and ob.last' Mate·rials at hand give us the basis 
to put 2,000 from this group into Category 1 and 

5,869 in Cate-gory 2. 

We request. that a commi·ssion be confirmed, 
consisting of comrades Re dens, head of the UNKVD 
for the Moscow oblast'; Maslov, assistant 
prosecutor· of the Moscow ob last', and Khrushchev, 

N.S. ~Secretary of the Moscow Committee and 
Moscow City Committee, with the right, when 
necessary, to be replaced by A.A. Volkov - second 
secretary of the Moscow City Committee. 

Secretary of the M[oscow] C[ornmittee] of the 
ACP(b) -

4 
(N. Khrushcb.ev)·." July 10, 1937. 
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Getty (Excesses, 127) cites Khrushchev's req~es.t for 41,000 peo-

ple in both categories: 

In Moscow, First Secretary Nikita Khrushchev knew 

that be needed to repress exactly 41,805 kulaks and 

crimi·nals, Nearly all of the submissions from the 

forty provinces and repu.blics responding to Stalin1s 

telegram were in such exact figures.5 

In the same letter Khrushchev also confirm·s his own participation 

in the troika responsible for selecting these names, along with the 

head of the di:rectorate of the NKVD for Moscow, S.FM Re-dens, a.nd 

the assistant prosecutor K.I~ Maslov (Khrus.hch.ev does admit that 

''when necessary•' he was replaced by the second secretary A.A. 

Volkov). 

Volkov served as se.cond .secretary of the Moscow Region of the 

AUCP(b) only till the beginning of August 1937, when he left to 

4 Trud June 4, 1992; republished in Molotov~ Malenkov, Kaganovich. 1957. Moscow: Mezh .. 

dunarodnyi Fond "Demokratiia,'' 1998 p. 747, n. 22; Tragedifa· sovetskoi derevni t, 5kn,1. 
1937. Mosco\v~ ROSSPEN 2004, 32·4, O.nline .at http:/ /istmat,info/node/33727 

5 The printed source in the previous note gives the total as 41305; Getty writes 41,805, This 

must be fr.om the sa1ne document so someo.ne has copied incorrectly. 
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serv·e as First Sec.retary of the Belorussian party. A.fter t.ha.t he was 

:no longer Khrushchev's subordinate, which may have saved his 
li.fe. Maslov remained Procuror (p.rosecutor) of the -Moscow ob last' 
(province) until November 1937. In 1938 he was a.rrested and was 
e.xecuted in March 1939, after having been found guilty of subver

sive counterrevolutionary activity. The same fate befell K.I. Ma
monov· who at first occupi.ed Maslov's _position and was later shot 
the same day as Maslov. 

Nor did Redens esc;ape punishment. H·e was arrested in November 

19·3s as a member of a ''Polish diversionist-espionage group,11 tried 
and sentenced, and shot -on January 21, 1940. This was precisely 

when Nikolai Ezhov .and many of his henchm~n in the NKVD were 
tried and executed. In fact Jansen and Petrov describe Redens as 
one of 'lEzhov's men." During the years of th.e ''thaw'' Redens was 

rehabilitated at Khrushchev1s insistence but by su.ch crude viola.
t.ions of legal procedures that in 1988 .an attempt was ma.de to re ... 
verse Rede·ns' rehabilita.tion - at a t-ime when a huge wave · of 
rehabilitations was under way! 

This-means that ·with the exception of Volkov all of Khrushchev's 

.closest co-workers who took part in r·epressions in Moscow and 

Moscow oblast' were · severely punished~ How did Khrushchev 

manage to escape the sam·e punishment? The answer to this puzzle 

remains to be uncovered. · 

The Limit·s 
r ·he Politbu·ro set li·mits on the numbe.rs o·f pe·rsons t}J:e Party lead ... 

ers and NKVD could execute and imprison in the campaigns 
against insu·rgen·ts and conspirators-. 

Order No~ 0044 7 establi.shed limits [limity] rather 
than quotas, maxim·ums, not ·minimums. , .. As we 
have seen, ·for years Stalin had been. putting limits 
on mass executions by provincial leaders. If the 
Politburo had at thJs moment expected or wanted 
-an open-en·ded terror, th.ere wo.uld be no reason to 
call t.hem 'limits' at all- The w.ord's meaning was 

-!. 

well know,n: it never meant 'quotas~. Reflecti·ng 
Stalin's concern that locals might go out ·of control 
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(or out of his control) Order N Ov 0044 7 ·twice 

warned that 'excesses' in local implementation of 

the operation were not permitted. (Getty, Fever 

232 .. 233) . 

Getty also emphasizes this fact in a recent book: 

One of the mysteries of the field [of Soviet history 

. GF] is ·how limity is routinely translated as 

''quotas.'' (Getty, Practicing 340 n. 109) 
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One writer who co.nstantly translates ''limity'' as ''quotas'' is Oleg 

Khlevniuk, Anoth.er is Timothy Snyder. Ideologically biased, anti~ 

commu.nist w·riters want Stalin to have called for ''quotas)' so that 

St.alin .appears more bloodthirsty. 

The Ope.rational Orders of the NKVD 

No. Q.0439 - the '{German .Operatio.n'1 order July 25, .1937 

Okhotin and Roginskii describe it as follows: 

Operational Order of the NKVD ·No. 439 

''Concerning the operation to repress German 

citizens suspected of espionage against the USSR'' 

(primarily intended were those working, in the 

defense industry and in transportation). Arrests 

began o·n July ·29. Beginning in the autumn the 

ope.ration gra·dually began to spread to.some 

categories of Soviet Germans and othe·r citizens 

accused o.f ti.es with Germany and espio.nage in 

Germany~s behal.f. (Khronika 9) 

They go on to say that Order No. 00439 was abused to the ex.ten.t 

that 41,898 persons were. sentenced to.death under it. Okhotin and 

Roginskii know how and why this happened· - that ·this was 

Ezhov's doing, not authorized by Stal.in and the Poli.tburo. Their 

readers will not know.this. We will discuss this in a fut·ure chapter . 

. 

No. 00447 - the ''Kul.ak Operation'' order July 31, 193 7 
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After the June 1937 Plenum local NKVD chiefs were recalled ·to 
Moscow for conferences, after which Order No. 00447 was issued. 
This long, detailed instruction both expanded the kinds of people 
subject to ·repression (basically including pr·ie·sts, those who had 
pr·eviously opposed Soviet power, and criminals)} and - usually -
lowered the ;'limits', or n·umbers requested by the provincial secre
ta.rie·s. 

Order No. 00447 is available in Russian in many places, and (in 
excerpt) als.o i·n English. This document authorizes action only 
against those involved in rebellions and criminal activitie·s: 

I. GROUPS SUBJECT TO PUNITIVE MEASURES. 

1. Former ·kulaks who have returned home after 
having se·rved their sentences and who continu·e 
to carry out active, anti-Soviet sabotage. 

2. Forme.r kulaks who have escape.d from camps or 
from labor settlements., as well as kulaks who have . . 

been in hiding from dekulakization, who carry out 
anti-Soviet activities .. 

3, Form.er kulaks and. socially dangero·us elements 
who we.re members of insurrectio·nary, fascist, 
terroristic, a·nd bandit forma.tions who have served 
their sentences, who have been in hiding from 
punishment, or who have escaped from places 
of confinement and r.enewed their anti-Soviet, 
crimina.l activities, 

. 4. Members of a·nti--Soviet parties (SRs, Georgian 
Mensheviks, Dashnaks, Mussavatists, Ittihadists, 
etc~), former Whites, gendarmes, bureaucrats, 
mem.bers of punitive expeditions, ·bandits, gang 
abettors, transfer·ees, re-emigres, wh.o are in 
hiding from punishment, who have e·scap~d 

from p·laces of c·onfinement, and who continue 
to carry out active a.nti-Soviet activities. 

~ 

5" Persons unmaske.d by investigato·rs and whose 
evidence is verified by materials obtained by 
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investigative agencies and who are the ·most 
hostile and active members of Cossack-White 

Guard insurrectionary organizations slated for 

liquidation and fascist, terroristic, and 
espionage-saboteur counterrevolutionary 
formations. In addition, punitive measures are to 

be taken against elements of this category who are 

kept at the present under guard., whose cases have 

been fully investigated but not yet considered by 

th.e judicial organs. 

6. The most active anti-Soviet eJe.ments· from 

former. k·ulaks, members of punitive expeditions, 

bandits, Whites, sectaria.n activists, church officials, 

and others, who are presently held in prisons, 

camps, labor settlements, and colonies. and who . 

continue to carry out in those pJ·aces their active 

anti-Soviet sabotage. 

7. Criminals (bandits, robbers, recidivist thieves, 

professional contraband smugglers, recidivist 

swindlers, cattle and horse thie·ves) who are 
carrying out crimina·l activities and who are 

associated with the criminal underworld. In 

addition, punitive measures a·re to be taken against 
. . 

elements of this category who ·are kept at the 

present under guard, whose cases have been fully 

investigated but not yet considered by ·the judicial 

organs-. 

8. Criminal elements in camps and labor 

settlements who are carrying out criminal 

activities in them. 

9. All of th.e groups enumerated above, to be found 

at present in the countryside i.e., in kolkhozy, 

sovkhozy, on agricultural enterprises, as well as in 

the city i .. e., at industrial and trade enterprises, in 

transport, in Soviet institutions, and in 
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construction, are subject to punitive measures. 
(Get·ty & Nau.mov, 474~5) 

We have used boldface type to emphasize the fact that those at 
whom Order No. 00447 was aimed were not to be targeted or pun

ished because of their identity or because of pas·t activity but solely 
for current crimi.nq.l activity. Ezhov and his men ignored these 
strictu.re.sf 

. 

Order 00447 continues by specifyin·g two categories of punish-

ment: death and imprison·ment. 

II. CONCERNING THE PUNISHMENT TO BE 
IM.POSED ON THOSE SUBJECT TO PUNITIVE 
MEASURES .AND T.H.E NUMBER OF PE·RSONS 
SUBJECT TO PUNITIVE ·MEASURES·. 

1. All kulaks, criminals, and other anti~S·oviet 

elements subject to punitive measures are broken 
down into two categories: 

a) To the first cate.gory belong all the most active 
of the above-mentioned elements. They are subject 
to imm.ediate arrest and, after consideration of 
their case b·y the troikas, to be shot. 

b) To the second category belong all the remainin.g 
less active but nonetheless hos·til·e e·lementsk 
They· are subject to arrest and to confinement in 
concentration camps for a term ranging from 8 to 
10 years, while the .most v.icious and .socially 
dangerous among them are subject to confi·nement 
for similar terms in. prisons .as deter·m·ined by the 
troikas. 

. 

Li·mits were then ·establish.ed by region for the ''limit'1 or maximum 
n·umber of persons to be sentenced i.rt each category.6 A few exam
ples: 

6 Both the W.ikipedia article htt.ps:.//en.wikipedia.org/\viki/N·KVD,...Order_No,_00447 and the 
article by Nicolas Werth. i.n the "Online Encyclopedia of Mass Violence11 use - dishonestly ... 
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Region F·irst Category Second Category Total 

Az·erbaijan SSR 1,500 3,750 5,250 

Armenian SSR 500 1,000 1,500 

Belorussian SSR 2,000 10,000 12,000 

Geo.rgian SSR 2,000 3,000 .5,000 

Kirghiz SSR 250 500 750 

TadzhikSSR 500 1,300 1,800 

TurkmenSSR 500 1,500 2,000 

Tre·at.ment of fam.ilies of those arrested is specified . 

. )'. .. 4. The families of those sentenc·ed in accordance 

with the first or second category are not as· a rule 

subject to puniti·ve measures. Exceptions to this. 
include: 

a) Families, membe-rs of which are capable of active 

anti ... Soviet actions. Pursuant to the s-pecial decree 
by the three-ma.n commi.ssion, mem.be.rs of such 

families are subject to being transferred to camps 

or labor settlements. 

b) The .families of persons punished in accordance 
with the first category, who live i~ border areas, are 

... 

subject to expulsion beyond the border area within 

the republics or regions._ 

c) r ·he families of those punished in accordance 

wit·h the first category who live in Moscow, 
Leningrad, Kiev) Tbilisi, Baku, Rostov---on .. the-Don, 

Taganrog, and in the districts of So chi., Gagry, a·nd 

Sukhumi, are subject to expulsion from the·se 

the wor.d aquotas11 _instead of 11limit-s·/1 Neither of these articles quotes th.e text of the order 

itself. 
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centers to other regions of their choice, except for 
districts near the border. 

5. All families of persons punished in accordance 
with the first and second categories are to be 
registered and placed under systematic 
observation k,.. 

Investigation and carrying out of sentences: 

IV~ ORDER FOR CONDUCTING THE 
INVESTIGATION. 

1. Investigation shall be conducted into the case of 
each person or group of persons arrestedk The 
investigation shall be carried out in a swift and 
simplified manner .. During the course of the trial, all 
criminal connections of persons arrested are to be 
disclosed. 

2. At the conclusion of t'he investigation, the case is 
. to be submitted for conside·ration to the troika .. ~ . 

VI~ ORDER OF IMPLEMENTATION OF SENTENCES·. 

1. The sentences are to be carried out by persons in 
accordance with instructions by the .chairmen of the 
three-man commissions-i .. e., by the peop.le's 
commissars of the republic NKVDs, by the heads of 
governing boards, or ·by the regional departments 
of the NKVD .... r·he basis for the implementation of 
the sentence shall be the certified extract from th.e 
minutes of the troika session containing an acc.oun·t 
of the sentence regarding e-ach convicted person 
and a special directive bearing the signature of the 
chairman of the troika, which are to be handed to. 
the person who carries out the sentenceJI 

2~ The sentences included under the first category 
are to be carried out in places and in the order as 
instructed by the people's commissars of internal 
affairs, by the heads of governing boards, or by the 
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regional departme·nts of the NKVD ... , Documents 

concerning the implementation of t·he sentence are 

attached in a separate envelope to the investigative 

dossier of each convicted. pers·on. 

3. The assignment to camps of persons condemned 

under the second category is to be carried out on 

the basis of warrants c·ommunicated by the GULAG 

of the NKVD of the USSR¥ 
. . 
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Durlng the Civil War and again during World War II the Bolsheviks 

declared martial law in ·areas close to the battlefront. Under ma·r

tial law the rights citizens enjoyed under normal circumstances 

were sharply curtailed. Military commanders had ultimate auth

ority over citizens and their property, Punishment of violations by 

citizens of military orders was ·harsh, and appeals were limited or 

not ,permitted at all. 

Operational Order 0044 7 describes a situation that is less drastic 

than martial law_ Citizens who did not fall into any of the catego

ries set forth in Section .I. 1-8 continued to live with. their rights 

unimpaired. Normal legal and constitutional rights o·f citizens were 

only abrogated in the cases of persons caught in anti-Soviet. acts. 

Only for them was normal jud.icial procedure abrogated. 

Martial law would not have been appropriate because the.re were 

no armies, fronts, or ba.ttles. This was intended to be an operation 

against subversion by domestic enemies abetted by agents of ·hos

tile foreign countries - Germany, Japan} and Poland. 

As in the case of martial law Order No. 00447 pu·t a great deal of 

power into the hands of the authorized parties: the investigators 

and the police, the NKVD)( The troika courts had powe·r of summary 

execution or imprisonment of anyone against whom solid evi

dence was presented. 

No, 00485 Polish Operation August 11, 1937 

The. ''Polish Operation') of the NKVD was enabled by NKVD Order 

No .. 00485 of August 11., 193 7. It bas been publis.hed many times in 
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Russian and is al·so online.7 We have now made it available in Eng
lish translation .for the first time.8 

Th.e following are the major scholarly works on the Polish Oper
atio.n. 

* James Morris. '<The Polish Terror: Spy Mania and Ethnic Cleans
ing in the Great Terror." Euro.pe .. Asia Studies 56, 5 (July 2004), 751-
766. 

. 

* A. le. Gur1ianov, ''Obzor so.vetskikh repressivn·ykh kampanii 
protiv poliakov i pol'skikh grazhdan," in .A. V. Lipatov and I. 0. 
Shaitanov, eds., .. Poliaki i russkie: Vzaimoponimanie i vzaimone .. 
ponf.manie, Moscow: Indrik, 2.000, 199-207~ · · 

*A. le" Gur'ianov, ''Obzor sovetskikh. repressivnykh kampanii 
· proti.v poliakov i pol)skikh grazhdan,1

' in Massovye repressii protiv 
poliakov. Memo.rial Society. At 
h.tt·p://www.memo.ru/history /polacy /vv·ed/index.htm This is a 
brief summary of G ur'ianov' s longer article .above. 

* N. V. Petro·v and A. B. Rogi·nsksii., '''·Pol'skaia operatsiia' NKVD 
1937 .. 1938 gg. 1

' i.n A. le. Gur>ianov, ed., Repressii protiv polta·kav i 

pol'skikh grazhdan, Moscow: Zven'ia, 1997, 22-43. (Pe·trov & Ro-
. . 

ginskii) 

. 

All th.ese studies agree in the following conclusions: 

* The ''Polish Q·peration1
' wa.s aimed at .. Polish spies only, not at 

Poles as such. Th.is can of course be seen from the text of Oper
ational Order No. 004-85 itself. 

The intention of the regime was not to terrorize or 
mt1rder .minority populations .. f (Mo.rris 759) 

... it [NKVD Orde:r No. 00485, the '(Polish Operation'' 
order] did not conc·ern Poles a.s such, but Polish 
spies ... (Petrov & Ro.gi·nskii) 

t 

7 One site is ht.tp·:/ /ru.wikisource .org/wiki/IlpHKas_HKB~-~T- ·11.08.193 7 _NQ~00485 

8 At http~//1nsu\veb.mont,clair.edu/ ""' furrg/ research/ no00485 .html 
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* Least of all was the massive nature of the repression ''along 

Polish lines'' the result of s·ome kind of special personal hatred. ·by 

Stalin of Poles. It was not a matter of Poles as such, bu.t of Poland, 

... their nationality was not a criterion of ''criminal 

guilt'' (prestupnosti) ... 

,, ~to equate the concept of ''Poles11 and ''Polish 

operation'' would be a mistake.(Petrov & Roginskii) 

* Many of those arrested and either executed or imprisoned were 

n-ot Poles or of Polish backg·round· at all. These numbers show that 
. . 

many of the. victims were not ethnic Po.les. (Morris 76.2) 

* Petrov and Roginskii stress repeatedly that nationality itse·If was 

not a. criterion for arrest or execution, The central NKVD did not 

keep records of the nationality of those arrested. 

* In 1939, after his arrest for mass illegal repressions Ezhov con

fessed that he and his men had arrested people who were not 

Poles on the pretext that they were Poles; 

Uspensky, under the pretense of their· being Poles, 

a.rrested many Ukrainian Uniates, that is, sele.cted 

them not on the basis of national origin but 

according to their r.eligion. I could .multiply many 

times examples of this kind. They are char.acteristic 

for the majority of oblasts. 

(Ezhov interrogation of August 4) 1939) 

We will discuss this more fully in the chapter ·on this confession of 

Ezhov's. 
. 

* The·re were few guidelines from Stalin and the ·Politburo if, 

indeed} there were any at all. The whole operation was run by 

Ezho·v and his men} who themselves gave little specific guidance to 

the loca·l NKVD men. (Petrov & Roginskii) 
. . 

E.zhov and his men got away with these immense crimes for many 

months. In his 1939 confessions Ezhov claimed that the Prosecu

tor's Office failed to conduct the oversight it was supposed to, and 

Ezhov and his men could shoot and i·mprison people wi,th virtually 

n.o hindrance from Vyshins.kii's office-. This passage from Ezhov's 
. 
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interrogation of August 4, 1939J iIJ·u.strates this negligence of Vy
shinskii1 s office: 

Question: Confess in what manner you managed to 
de·ceive the organs of prosecutori.al oversight in 
imp.lementing this clea·r, obvious, and criminal 
practice of repression? 

Answer: ... This ina.ct1vi.ty of prosecut·orial 
supervision can only be explained by the fact that 
in charge of the Procuracy in many oblasts, 
krais, and rep_ublics were members of various 
~nti-Soviet organ·izations who ofte.n practiced 

·even more wides_p,read provocational 
repre·ssions amon.g the population. · 

. 

This may account for the executions of Maslov and Mamonov, the 
prosecutors in Moscow when Khrushchev was First Secretary. 
Ezhov continued: 

Another group of t'he prosecutors, t·hose who were. 
not involved .in participation in anti-Soviet 
groupings, simply feared to argue with the heads of 
the UNKVDs on these questions, all the more so 
since they did not have any directives on these 
matte·rs from the center ... 

Question: You are talking about the local organs of 
the Procuracy. But didn't they see thes·e cri_minal 
·ma.chinatio.ns in the Pro curacy of the ·us·SR? 

Answer: The Pro curacy of the USSR could not, of 
course, have fa.iled to notice all these perversions. 

I explain the behavior of the· Pro curacy of the USSR 
an.d, in part.icular, of Prosecut·or of the USSR 
Vyshinskii py that sam.e fe·ar of q_uarreling with the 
NKVD and by [~he desire] to prove themselves no 
less ''revolutionary'1 in the sense of conducting mass 

• • •. rep ress10.ns. 
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The first document i.ssued after Ezhov had ·been induced to resign 

from office stressed the lack of Prosecutorial ove·rsight.9 On May 

31, 1939 Vyshinskii was relieved of his post as Prosecutor of the 

USSR, It seems likel·y that this was because he had failed to do his 

duty during the Ezhovsh.china. · 

No. 00·486 - Wives and children August 15, 1·937 

Th.is order called for th.e. arrest and imprisonment of wives of 

those convicted of acts of treason since August 1 1936 - basically 

since the F·irst Moscow Trial of later that month, the Zinoviev

Kamenev trial. 

Certain wives were excluded from arrests: the pregnant; th.ose 

with babies at the breast; the seriously or infectiously ill; those 

whose children were ill and needed care; those who w·ere aged, 
. . 

Also, those who had given the authorities evidence against their 

husbands. 

Children over the · .age of 15 who _were considered ''.dangerous," 

capable of carrying out anti-Soviet acts, wer·e subject to being sent 

to a labor camp. Others were to be put in orphanages( If the chi} .. 

dren wanted to remain with relatives or to work on their own a.nd 

support themselves, this was to be permitt.ed. Several sections of 

the Order give details about the treatment of and record .. keeping 

concerning the children. 

9 uon Arrest.s, Supervision by the Procuracy., an.d the Conduct of lnvestigations.11 November 

17, 1938, English translation at 
.https://msuweb.montclai'r.edu/--furrg/research/onarrestseng.html Also in Getty & Nau
mov, Document 1901 532~537, 
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Contested Elections to the Soviets Are Cancelled 

The Central Committee Plenum of October 1937 saw the final can

cellation of the plan for contested elections to the Soviets, the 

legislative bran·ch of government. Thi·s represented a serious de

feat for Stali·n and. his supporters in the Politburow A sample ballot, 
showing several candidates, had already been drawn up. A.t least 

one copy of such a ballot has survived in an archive. Zhukov has 
included a photograph of it in Inoi, 6th illustration. I have put it 
onl.ine. 1 · . · · · 

Instead, the Soviet elections of Decem.ber 19·3 7 were imp,emented 

on the basis that the Party candidates would run on slates with 20-

250/o of non ... party candidates - in other words, an ''alli·ance'' of 

sorts, but without .a con·test( Originally ·the elections w.ere planned 

without slates; voti·ng was to be only for individuals - a ·far more 

democratic method in that candidates would not get votes simply 
by being ''on the ticket.)' (Zhukov, Zhupel 19 Nov. 02; Zhukov, 

Tainy. 41; Zhukov, Inoi 443) 

lakov lakovlev 
Iakov Iakovlev had been one of those closest to Stalin in drafting 

the 1936 Constitution to which Stalin was so committed. Alo.ng 

with A.I. Stetskii and B.M. Tal', Iakovlev was a mem.ber of the small 

commission that worked on the· text of the constitution~ They had 

presented a ''rough draft'' (chernovoi nabrosok) to Stalin. in F·eb
ruary 1936 - the draft that Stalin re.ferred to in his celebrated talk 

with Roy Howard on March 1. (Zhukov, lnoi 223). 

Evidently there had been. some question on the part of some per
sons about trustin·g Iakovlev, who had been a Trotskyist in 1923. 

Stalin stood firmly by him. On April .3., 1937) Stalin had sent the 

1 .At https;/ /m.suweb.m.ontclair.edu/ --furrg·/researc.h/ sample_ballot_193 7.html 
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following telegram to A.I. Krinitskii, secretary of the oblast' com .. 

mittee of the Party in Saratov: 

... the CC o·fthe VKP(.b) considers that the obkom 
. . 

was incorrect to questi.on the [political] reliability 

. of com. Iakovlev, plenipotentiary of the Commission 

of Party Con·trol .. The CC is aware of Com. 

Iakovlev's former waverings ·in 1922. These 

waverings were liquidated i.n 1924,. and si.nce 

that time com. ·1akovlev has not given any 
occasion for any doubts wha.tever conc.erning 
his Bolsh.evik firmness- The CC trusts com. 
Iakovle·v and proposes that the obkom consider 

this matter close. (Zhukov, Inoi 370) 

On June 27 Iakovlev delivered a report about the new electoral 

system to the Jun·e 1937 CC Plenum. After the Plenum Iakovlev 

continued to work on documents detailing bow con.tested elec-

tions would be run, (Zhukov, lnoi 467)· He met with Stalin several 

times i.n September and early October, no. doubt to work on ques

tions concerning the constituti'on. The electoral campa.ign for ·the 

conteste.d Soviet elections was to begin on October 1.2, 

But on October 1.0 all the members of the Politburo and Secretariat 

met in Stalin1s office. The meeting ended at 10 p.m. after approving 

the main points of Molotov's presentation at· the opening s·ession 

of the CC .Plenum, to be held the next day. 

The second point of Molotov's presentation was: 

''Contested [literally ''parallel',] c:andidates (not 

. obligatory)." 

Contested elections were effectively ruled out, since no one ex

pected the regional Party le·aders, the First Secretaries, to permit 

them unless they were required to do so. ·Moreover, point three of 

Molotov)s outline reads: ''Non-Party members.: 20%,.. 25%." · 

What happened? Zhukov concludes that th_er·e was simply no m.a .. 

j.ori·ty in the Politburo, let alone the Central Committee, in support 

of contested elections a.nd a strong insistence on guaranteeing that 
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the Party - which me.ant the re-gional ·Party leaders - would domi
nate the Soviets. 

lakovlev's Arrest and Confession 
On October 12, the day after the openi·ng of the CC Plenu.m, Ia.kov-
lev was arrested. Two days later he confe.ssed to having been a 
clandestine Trotskyist ''sleeper', sin.ce 1923- An even greater shock 
was the fact that Iakovlev also confes·sed to having been recruited 
by a German agent who told him tha.t ·they, the Germans, were in. 
contact with Trotsky and wished to work with Iakov·le·v on the 
same terms .. 

Iakovlev's co·n·fession is arguably .one of the most important docu .. 
ments ·from the former So·viet archives publis.hed in recent years~ 
That no doubt explains why i.t is virtually never mentioned, let 
alone studie.d, by mainstream historians of the USSR, Iakovlev inw 

"> 
culpated as conspirators a number of leading Soviet figures.""' In a 
few cases we also have one or more confessions from some of 
these figu·res which themselve·s c.onfir,m statements lakovlev 
mak.es here. 

For exa.mple, Iakovlev names Ru.khimovich as the person through 
whom he contacted Piatakov. l.n the one interrogation of his that 
has been. published to date Rukhimo·vich details his conspiratorial. 
relationship with Piatakov. (Lubianka 1937-1938, No. 290) 

For our purposes the significance of Iakovlev's confession is two
fold. 

First, he gives detailed testimony concerning the underground 
conspiracy found.ed by Trotsky personally wi.thin the leading eche .. 
Ions of the Bolshevik Pa·rty. Iakovlev to.Id how he was recruited to 
a secret Trotskyist conspiracy a.ga.inst the Party even before Lenin 
had died( Iakovlev outlines his conspiratorial :re.lati.ons with, 
among others, Piatakov and Ian Gamarnik. He had been especially 
close to Gamarnik, from whom he learned directly about the ·m.ili-

2 A full exa.mination of the Jakovlev confession document i·s beyond the scope of this stu·dy. 
We return to it in the second volu1ne of our work on Trotsky. 
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tary conspiracy th·at included Marshal Tukhachevsky and Koman· 
darms Iakir and Uborevich~ 

Second, Iakovlev outlines how he was recruited by German intelli
gence in 1935 in ·Berlin. The German agent wh.o recruited him did 
so on two bases. 

* From Russian etnigres in Germany the Germans knew that Ia.kov .. 
lev had collaborated with the Russian Tsarist Okhranka, or secret 
pol·ice, towards the end of 1916 in Petrograd. They blackmailed 
lakovlev by threatening to expose this. 

* r ·he Germans knew about lakovlev's participation in the Trotsky
ist underground from Trotsky himself. . 

Question: You speak ·a·bout GAMARNIK'S and 
VAREIKIS' connections with foreign intelligence 
services. Did yo·u you.rs elf have such connections? 

Answer: Yes, I had ties with German intelligence, 

Question: Tell us concretely, when did you 
establish ties with German intelligence? 

Answer: I was recruited by German intelligence · 
when I was in Germany,, in Berlin, in the autumn of 
19.35, and at that time and un.til my arrest I 
collaborated with. this intelligence a,nd maintained 
contact with it through a special representative .in 
Moscow. 

In Berlin I was in the hospital ''Catholic C.ommune'' 
for treatment. About a week after my arrival in 
Berlin a man in a suit1 whom I did not know, came 

' 

to me in the hospital, and introduced himself to .me 
by the name SHMUKE, and said that 'he had 
instructions to have discussions with me on a 
number o.f questions of inte.rest to him and. of 
urgency for me.' He announced that he knew 'from 
my polit·ical friends·' a·bout my membership in the 
undergr·ound organization that was struggl.ing with. 
the existing powers in the USSR a·nd th.at, following 
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or.ders of the German go·vernment., he wis.hed to 
establish businesslike relations wi.th me··~· 

Fearing a provocation; I naturally did not want to 
disclose myself to this unknown person and 
expressed my total confusion con.cerning what he 
had proposed to me. Howeve.r, SHMUKE stubbornly 
continued th.at it was ·useles:s for me to deny facts 
that both he and I knew; that the. German . 
government. was not turning to me alone, .among 
leaders of underground. orga11-izations in the USSR, 
with such a pro_posal. At last he said to me 
emphatically: ''Your chief ·1eader L. TROTSKY is 
acting in full contact and on the basis of mutual 
benefit with the· new G·ermany.'' I still attempted 
to end this conversation and made as though I 
wanted ·to stand up in order.to say goodby·e an.d 
force SHMUKE to leave. But SHMUKE did not budge 
from the spot and told me th.at I was too careful · 
and·, clearly, did not trust him; that this carefulness 
was a good sign i·n me, on the one hand,. however, 
he had the full possibility of _p.roving to me the 
'official nature' of his visit and had the full 
information of th.e German .government about me .... 
Then he said that ''in Ger.many live emigra·nts from 
Russia, including former· members of the Russian 
police, who ~ave informed the German authorities 
about certain e·p1sodes of my collaboration with the 
Russian pollce at the end of 1916 in PetrogradA 
Although th.ey had the full ability to compromise me 
with the· Soviet authorities at any moment they, 
said SHMUKE, did not wish to do that, since tb .. ey 
hope to e.stablish with me ·the same kind of 
contact as they have with TROTSKY.)'. 

. . 

I understood that I :had fallen into a pitfall and there 
wa.s no other way out .. Faced. with this fact, _and 
realizing that the Germans were fully infor.med. 
about me, I d,ecided to agree with SHMUKE'S 
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proposal, all the more since SHMUKE-s 
information about TROTSKY'S connections with 
Germany completely correspond.ed with what 
PIA T AKOV had said to me and what TROTSKY 
had written . 

... Considering the matter more thoroughly, I 
decided that if possible I would sell my 
collaboration to the Germans more dearly, first of 
all to obtain from German intelligence 
corresponding possibilities for foreign connections 
for our organization and, in the first place, with 
TROTS.KY, and also to increase my importance in · 
the eyes of the. German government. 

(Lubianka 1937--1938, 394-5) 
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la.kovlev admits direct ties with German intelligence. This confirms 
allegations by others that Trotsky's movement had such contacts. 
He also confirms German. ties of Gamarnik - that is, th.e Military 
conspirators led by Tukhachevsky · - and Vareikis, head of the 
Party in the Far East .. 

There is no reason to think that Iakovlev had been forced to make 
a false confession. He had worked closely with Stalin for a long 
time~ As we have seen, Stalin had stood up for him when the oblast 
committee of the Saratov Party had questioned Iakov·Iev's political 
relia.bility. But the oblast committee had been right -~ Stalin had 
been wrong. Iakovlev had worked so closely with Stalin that it i.s 
very likely Stalin met with him to ask whether his confession was 
truthful. We know that he did this in other cases - with Piatakov 
and Bukharin, for example. 

We do know that Stalin believed that Iakovlev's confession was 
truthful. The following document in this same volume is a copy of 
Stalin's handwritten questions. 

1) Did he know about Vareikis' service with the 
Tsarist secret police (okhranke)? 
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2) His opinion about Mikhailov from Voronezh and 
his participation in the c.-r. org. [counter-
revolutionary organiz-ation - GF]. 

3) His contact with Trotsky (did he see him 
personally in 1935 or in 1934). 

4) How did he want to use MOPR? Whom in MOPR 
did he make use of? [Mezhdunarodne Obshchestvo 
Pomoshchi Revoliutsioneram, International 

. 

Organization for Aid to Revolutionaries, the Soviets1 

organization to give help to revolutionaries in 
fascist countries where communist parties were 
illegal and subject to severe repression. - GF] 

5) ''Turn1
' lakovlev's wife: he is a conspirator and 

she must tell. us everything, Ask her ab.out Stasova, 
Kirsanova, and other friends - acquaintances of 
hers. (Lubianka 1937-1938, No. 227 396) . 

Stalin also voiced the same suspicions about Elena Stasova and 
Klavdiia Kirsanova to Georgii Dimitrov.· But neither Stasova nor 
Kirsanova was even arrested, much less convicted or punished. 

Therefore Stalin was trying to find out the truth. This is important 
because it means that a serious investigation about Iakovlev took 
place. It also provides add·itional evidence for the existence of a 
widespread Trotsky-Ge.rman conspiracy that incl·uded high offi
cials in Soviet society. 

. ., 

Pa·rty and Trade Union Elections. 
Contested elections were not held for the Soviets (councils). But 
they were held for Party and trade union positions. At the Feb
ruary-March 1937 CC Plenun1 

Zhdanov called for the 'democratization' of party· 
organizations in the re.gions~ This meant secret 
ballot re .. election of all party organs from top to 
bottom, periodic reporting of party organs to their 
organizations, strict party discipline, and 
subordinati.on of the minority to the majority, and 
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uncon.ditional obligatory de·cisions of higher bod.ies 
on all party members. He complained a·bout co .. 
option (appointment) to p·a.rty buros rather than 
election, and candidates for leading positions being 
considered ·behind closed doors, 'in family order' . 
... This was a virtual declaration of war against the 
regional clan leaderships, and their reaction in the 
discussion ·to Zhdanov's report (wh.ich they at first 
unprecedentedly greeted with angry silence) 
showed.that they were angry. (Getty.1 Rise 7·7) 
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Stalin and the central Party Ieaders)1ip pushed hard ·for Party elec

tions. 

Based o·n a strong keynote speech by A. A. Zhdanov, 
se·conded by Stalin, the plenum ·had attacked the 
high-handed, authoritarian, and 1'undemocratic1

' 

practices that had ·made regional party secretaries 
such powerful magnates~ Making a play for 
grassroots su.pport against the ''feudal p.rinces," the 

Central Committee denounced the secretaries for a 
lack of self-criticism and scheduled new party 
elections for the spring of 1937. The election 
propos·a·l showed that Stalin and his leadership 

were be.coming serious about trying to weaken the 
power of the territorial secretaries. The voting was 
to be by secret ballot, with multiple candidate·s 
nominated from below and was the·refore a direct 

assault on th.e regional party bar.ans' patronage 
power-. Both Zhdanov and Stalin called for much 
stronger criticism and self~criticism by the party 
bosses. (Getty, Practicing 203) 

During the mo·nths foll.owing the February-March CC Plenum the 

Party elections described by Zhdanov were ac.tually· held. 

The elections were in fact so conducte.d. See 
Smolensk Archive, file.s WKP 110, pp. 258-79; WKP 

322, pp. 52-57; WKP 105, 
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passim. For the national election res·ults, see 
Pravda) 23 May 193 7. N ationall·y, about half of all 
party secretari·es were voted out of office. (Getty} 
·Practicing 334 n. 79) 

The Party elections gave rise to excitement among the rank ... and~ 
file. · 

The center was stimulating criticism of local leaders 
on the eve of the elections. ''Little people'' were 
be'ing encouraged to speak up. As unofficial 
accounts and novels o.f the time sh.ow, there were 
al·ready many of the rank and file complaining 
about local leaders even before 1937, Both the 
novelist Kataev and the American worker John 
Scott described an atmosphere in which there was. 
always grassroots, enthusi·ast discontent with local 
leaders. The Smolensk Archive c-ontains many files 
of complaint letters from average citizens about the 
abu.-ses of lower and higher o:fficials. These letters 
were sent to n.ewspapers, prosecutors, .and party 
officials and. re.fleet widespread and often b·itter 
disco·nt.ent on lowe.r levels. The February plenum 
awakened and unleashed this sentiment; it did 

. 

not create it. The meetings after the plenum saw 
for the first time a situation in which rank-and· 
file members stood up at meetings and op.enly 
disagreed with reports they had just heard. 
(Getty, Origins 161) 

It appears that it was mainly lower-leve.l Party offic_ials Who failed 
in re-electio.n and were replaced by new people . 

... it seems clear that ·the main att.rition in th.e 
secretarial ·ranks occurred below ra.ion level. Of the 
dozens of raikom first secretaries across the region, 
only nine failed reelection. Rai·on party committees 
were turned over by half,, ·and most of the 
replacement was at this level or below. 
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Mo·re than half of the lower-level party leadership 

was turned out of office i.n secret-ballot voting that 

took place after open (and so.metimes insulting) 

criticism from the floor .... (Getty, Origins 161-162) 

A more recent article sho·ws this result in one area) Iaroslavl'. 

Over the· next few weeks, the Iaroslavl' party 

organization held the new party elections by s·ecret 

ballot mandated by Zhdanov in his speech to the 

February ple·num.~. In 726of1;272 (57 per cent) 

primary party organizations of the ob last', the 

ele·ction meetings ha.d found p·arty work 

'unsatisfactory'j and in Iaroslavl' it was big.her (67 · 

per cent). Across the oblast1
, there were obje·ctions 

to 26 per cent of t'he proffered candidates (32 p·er 

cent in Iaroslavl'). Nevertheless, the Vainov clan 

retained its hold on ·top pos:itions. Although 36 per 

cent of the new party secretaries in major party 

organizations were new cadres elected for the first 

time, 'in the large party organizations, the old cadre 

partkom secretaries were preserved;. (Getty) Rise 
81) . 
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Getty believes that Stalin and Zhdanov really wanted· to break up 

local cliques but failed, p.erhaps in.evitably. 

Given the ability of the local lead.ers to· control and 

influence events,, it might seem naive of Stalin and 

Zhdanov to hope. that the ·1ocal machines would 

reform themselves. But what choices did they have? 

Their past attempts· to secure ''fulfillment of 

decisio.ns'' had include·d public exhortations by 

StaI·in, control-comm.ission inspectors, and s·trong 

press denunciations of particular offende·rs. w ·hen 

thes·e failed) Stalin and Zhdanov proposed 

reeducation ofthe secretaries, attempted t.o strip 

the secretaries of their patronage power, a·nd tried 

to achieve control from below with new elections. 

Populist c·on·trol from below was n.ot naive; rather, 
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it was a vain but sincere attempt to use the rank 
and file to break open the closed regional 
machines. (Getty, Origins 162) 

Stalin did indeed have democratic intentions. Relying on the rank-
and-file to vote out local leaders, if they chose to do so, is one of 
the things democracy is all about. 

At the same February--March 1937 CC Plenum Shvernik had called 
for contested Trade Union elections-: 

Shvernik argued that the unions, like the Party, 
lacked internal democracy. 

''1 should say :here, directly and with all frankness, 11 

he explained, ''-that the unions are in even worse 
shape.'1 With the development of new industries 
during the first five--year plan, the country's 47 
unions had split into 165, creating thousand.s of 
new jobs. Positions at every level were filled by 
appointment, rather than election ... -Shvernik 
concluded his speech; w·ith the suggestion that 
elections were needed not only in the Party, but in 
the unions as well. ·~· ''1 think this would clean our 
ranks of bureaucrati.c elements, closely connect us 
with the broad masses, and give the unions the 
chance to get c·lose:r to the masses.'' (Goldman, 
Ter.ror 126.) 

In April and May 193 7 the Sixth Plenu·m of the All-Union Council of 
Trade Unions had called for new, secret ballot elections to uni.on 
positions. 

The resolutions adopt.ed by the 6th Plenum 
demanded th-at the unions be recast, from top to 
botto·m. New e·lections based on secret ballots we.re 
to ·be held in every union organization from central 
to facto~y committee.s. Union members would have 
.('the unlimited right to reject and criticize 11 

i.ndividual candidates. Voting by lists was ~ 

forbidden. The plenum mandated deadlines as well: 
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elections for factory and shop com.m.ittees were to 
·be held between June land July 15, followed by 
regional (oblast) con.ferences, union congresses, 
and elections for .higher-level posts between July 15 
and September 15. (Goldman, Terror 141) 
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During the second half of 1937 the unprecedented democratic 
tr·ad.e union elections were in fact conducted. 

By the end.of 1937, new central committees were 
elected .i·n 146 of the c·ountry's 157 unions, Party a·nd 
union leaders proclaimed the campaign a great 
su.cces·s. About 1,230,000 people or 6 percent of the 
22 millio:n membership were elected to union posts, 
inclu:d.ing 31.,000 to regional (a blast' and krai) and 
republic committees,. 830,000 to factory 
committees, 160,000 to shop committees, and 
163,000 to .group organizations ( profgrupy). The 
VTsSPS nulli·fied hundreds of elections that 
violated ·~the principles of union democracy''· by 
not offering secret ballots and more than one 
candidate. This ''m.ad.e a deep impression on the 
workers,'' according to one report'I (Goldman, 
Terror 1-47) 

. 

Party and VTsSPS leaders poin.ted w·ith pride to the 
fact that many newly elected officials were not 
party members, evidence that ''new people,'' ''the 
best .Sta.khanovites," were beco.ming active in union 
affairs ... Party leaders' active endorsement of 
nonparty· candidates stood in sharp contrast to 
their usual policy of promoting their own 
members. (Goldman, Terror 148 .. 149) 

But in 1939, after the abandonme.nt of secret, contested elections 
for the legislative bodies (soviets), such elections were abandoned 
in the trade unions as well. 

In spring 1939, union and party leaders stealthily 
reversed the campaign for union democracy .. The 
Moscow party committee called a joint meeting of 
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head·s o.f the partkomy and factory committees. 
Shvernik, the head of the VTsSPS,· explained that the 
Moscow party committee would. ''ove.rsee,1 the 
upcoming ·union elections-. New·rules ab·oI·ished 
direct elections . 

... [O]fficials were instructed to disguise the fact 
that voting by list, a p·ractice banned in 19 3 7, 
was reinstituted. The campaign .for union 
democracy had b.een linked at its inception to 
democratic nationa·1 elections to the Supreme 
Soviet. t ·he ill-fated experiments i.n democracy 
were also twinned in their demise. Shvernik 
noted that Moscow p.arty officials h·ad dec.id·e.d . 
to abolish direct union elections based on the·ir 
experience with elections to the Supreme 
Soviet. Profdemokra.tiia · union democracy· the 
great rallying cry of 1.937, was d·e.ad. (Goldman, 
Terro.r 258-25·9) 

. 

The forces that were powe.rful enough to defeat Stalin's struggle 
for democratic, conte·sted elections to the legislative branch of the 
Soviet government, the soviets, ha.ct not been powerful. enough to 
stop democratic .eJe.ctions in the Party and the Trade Unions. These 
d.id take place in.1937. But they ·did not happ.en again. 
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Stopped 

Accounts of the repressions of 1937-1938 by mainstream histor ... 
. . 

ians are use.fol insofar as they document how the repressions pro--
ceeded. By surveying the large number of primary sources now 
available the mainstream accounts sh.ow how Stalin and the top 
Party leadersh·ip gradually came. to understand what was happen
tng. What they had been told was a battle against counterrevolu
tionary conspiracies had in. fact very often been directed against 
loyal Party members and completely innocent citizens . 

. But mainstream historians do not discuss the most important sets 
of documentary evidence that bear directly on the causes, course, 

and conclusion of the Ezhov mass repressions: 
. . . 

* The conspiracies that we kn.ow exis·ted. This includes all those 
that were the subject . of the three Moscow Trials plus the con
spiracy of military c.ommanders and other officers that is often re .. 

ferred to· simply as the Tukhachevsky Affair. These conspiracies 
provided ·the impetus for the resolutions of early June 1937 con

cerning the need to use massive force. 
. . 

* The investigation documents detailing the confessions of alleged 
conspirators and the conclusions of NKV.D inv·estigators with 

which Ezhov bombarded Stalin a·nd the central Party lea.dership 

for more than a year after the June 1937 CC Plenum. Dozens of 
these reports, often very long and always very detailed, h~ve been 
published. We cited the principal document collections in a ·previ

ous chapter. Only a few have been translated into English, lakov 
1·akovlev1s confession is one · of them. We don1t know how much 
more documentation Stalin received .. This is probably just a frac-
tion of it. . · 

* The confession of Ezhov's assistant Mikhail Frinovskii of April 
1939 and Ezhov's many confessions of 1939 are entirely ignored 

by mainstream scholars. 
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The few remarks mainstream historians make about thi·s material 
shows. that they prefer to ''no·t believe'1 it .. This is the fallacy of 
''begging the question," ''assuming that which is to be proven." It i.s 
illegitim·ate for historians to i.gn.ore evidence simpl.y because that 
evidence is not consis·tent with some preconceived paradigm of 
''what must have happened,'1 But these confessions dismantle the 
''anti~Stalin paradigm." Consequently, they are ignored. 

Mainstream sc.holarship ignores all the evi.dence that exp.lains the 
re-ason for the mass .repression of the Ezhov era. Then these 
scholars declare that the reaso·n for these re·pressions is a mystery: 
''We will never know'' why they took plac.e, and so on. ·Naturally, if . 

on.e decide.s in advance to ignore the evidence, then the events are . . 

indeed ''inexplicable." 

* * * * * 

. 
Already at the October 1937 CC Plenum the first protest against 
the mass rep.ressions was uttered by Kursk First Secretary 
Pes.karov: 

They [the NKVD? The troika? - GF.] condemned . 
people for petty stuff ... illegally, and when we ... put 
the question to the C .. C,, comrades Stalin and . 
Molotov strongly supported us and sent a brigade 
of workers from the Suprem.e Court and 
Prosecu·tor;s office to review these cases ... And it 
turned out that for three weeks' work of ·this 
brigade 56·% of the sentences in 16 ·raiony we.re set 

. . . 

aside by the brigade as illegal. Wh·at's more, in 45°;-0 
of the sentences there ·was no evidence that a crime 
had been committed. (Zhukov, Tainy, 43) 

Getty cites· some signs that Ezhov's activi·ties may hav.e come· unde.r 
some negative scrutiny as ea.rly as December 1937. (Origins 182 ... 
185) He concludes: 

The police had been implicitl_y insulted and. 
criticized in late 193 7, particularly· when they 
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tried to associate themselves with r.ank-and-file 
interests. ·Yet Ezhov' s NKVD establishment 
remained strong despite transfers a·nd Ezhov's 
simultaneous duties at Water Transport. Stalin 
wanted_ to stop local chao.s without totally 
discrediting th.e NKVD, for he supported 
continu.ed investigations and repression of 
oppositionists and other ''suspicious'' persons. 
(Getty Orig·ins 188) 

The January 1938 CC Pl.enum 
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It appears that this Plenum was called in .a hurry to deal with a 
serious s:ituation of mas·s expulsions and arrests of Party members, 
including many Pa·rty officials,, 

Sometime around the beginn.ing of th.e year, 
Politburo member A. A. Andreev was assigned the 
task of gathering compromising material on · 
Postyshev's party expulsions in Kuibyshev. These 
documents included documentati·on of mass 
party expulsions from the Kuibyshev soviet, from 
the ranks of party district committee secretaries, 
and from other organizations. One report from the 
Bazarno-Syzgansky district noted that large 
numbers had been expelled as enemies by 
order of Postyshev's men, though the NKVD 
subsequently found reason to arrest very few of 
them . 

... based on the materials Andreev compiled, the 
Politb·uro decided only on 7 r·anuary t·o use the 
occasion of a Supreme Soviet meeting ·to convene ,a 

plenum fo.r 11 January, a lead time of only four 
days. (Getty & Naumov 498-499; 501) . 

Pavel Postyshev, First Secretary of the Kuibyshev oblast' commit

tee of the Party, was sharply criticized and then removed first from 
his position as Candidat.e Member of the Politburo and then, at the 
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end of the month, from his position as First ·Secretary· of the Kuiby ... 
shev obkom. 

Postyshev's actions had shocke·d Stalin and other Politburo mem

bers. 
. . 

Beria: Is it possible that all m.embers of the plenums 
of the raion committees were enemies? 

Kaganovi.ch: There is no basis to say that they are 
all swindlers. 

Stalin evaluated Postyshev's methods this way: 
''This is the massacre of the organiz·ation_ They are 
very easy on themselves, but they're shooting 
·everybody in the .raion organiza.tions .... This means 
stirring up ·the party masses against the CC, it can't 

be understood any 0th.er way.'' 1 

Po·styshev later a.dmitted to being a member of the Right
Trotskyist conspiracy and deliberately wrecking the Party appara .. 
t·us 

• • • 

Molotov told Vladimir Karpov that he had doubted that Postyshev· 
' 

was guilty. Stalin suggested that he, Molotov, and Marshal Voro-
shil·ov go to interview Postyshev personally·. Karpov wr.ites; 

In my conv.e·rsa·tions·with Molotov at his dacha we 
had a conversation about the repressions. Onc.e I 
asked: · 

.. 
- Is it possi.ble that yo.u never had any doubts? After 
all, they· were arresting people whom you k.new 
well by their work even. before the revolution, and 
then also in the Civil War. 

- Doubts did arise, onc·e I spo.ke to Stalin about this, 
and he answered: ''Go to the Lubianka and ,check on 

. 

this yourself,. ta.ke ·voroshilov her·e with you. 

1 Stalinskoe Politbiuto v 30~e gody, PP> 161-4. See the Ru.ssian text of this session \Vith Posty~ 

shev from Stalinskoe Politbiuro , .. at 
http://msuweb.montclair.edu/-'furrg/ research/ postyshev013 8,pdf 
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Vo.roshilov· was then in the office. We bot·h. went 
ri·ght away. ·rhose were exactly the days when we 
had fresh doubts a·bout the a.rrest of Postyshev. We 
drove to Ezhov. He ordered Postysl1e·v's file to be 
brought out. We looked through the transcripts of 
interrogations. Postyshev ad.mitted his guilt. I said 
to Ezhov: ''I want to have a talk with Postyshev 
hi·mself.'' He was brought. He was pale, had lost 
weight, and generally looked depressed. ·1 asked 
him: Were his confessions written down 
accurately in the transcripts of interrogation? 
He answered: They are written correctly. I 
asked again - ''That means, you admit that you 
are guilty?'' He was silent, and somehow 
reluctantly answered: ''Since I signed them, that 
means, I admit it, what is there to say ... '' That's 
how it was. How could we not believe it, when 
the man himself said it?''2 
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The Politburo sent Andrei A. Andree.v to Kuibyshev to. make an on
the.-spot checkup. Below are parts of the letter Andreev sent to 
Stalin on January 31, 1938, about Postyshev's lawless and. arbi
t.rary repressions: · 

2·) Since .August about 3,000 members have been 
expel.led from the party, a si.gnificant part of whom 
were expelled without any basis whatsoever ·as 
''enemie.-s of the-peop·le 1

' or their -confederates!' At 
the plenum of the ob last committee the secretaries 
of the raion committees brought forwar.d facts, 
when Postyshev became arbitrary and demanded 
the expulsion and arrest of honest party members 
either for the slighte.st critici.,sm at party meeting·s of 
th.e leadership of the oblast committee [i.e~ 
Postyshev himself] or even without any basis at all. 

2 Karpov, Vladimir Vasil'evich, Marshal .Zhukov, ego soratnikii i pro·tivniki v gody voiny i ·mtra, 
B·ook 1. Chapter 6, "The Tukhach.evsky Affair.n http:/ /mili.tera.lib.ru/bio/karpov /06.html 
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In general this whole tone came from the ob.last 
committee, 

3) S.ince all these matters look li.ke a provocation} 
we had to arrest a few of the .most suspici.ous, 
zealous deviationists from the oblast and city 
committees, the former second secretary 
F.ilimonov, the obcom work.ers· Si.rotinskii1 Alakin, 
Fomenko, and others. At th.every first 
interrogations they all confessed that they were 
members of a Right-Trotskyite organization up 
to the present. Surroundin.g Postyshev and 
enjoying hi·s full confidence,. they develop·ed 

. . 

their disorganizational an.d provocati.onal work 
. . 

of dis.solving the party organizations and mass 
expulsions of party m·embers. We also had to 
arrest Pashkovskii, Postyshev's assistant. He 
confessed that he had concealed the fact that he 
had been a Social-Revolutionary iii the past, had 
been recruited to the Rig.ht-Trotskyite . 
organization in 1933 in Kiev, and. ob·vi·ously was 

·a Polish spy. He was on·e of the· .most active: of 
those in Postyshev1s circle in the matter of · 
ar·bitrariness and disorganization in Kuybyshev. 
We are untangling matters furth.er, in order to 
unmask this gang. 3 

A resolution of the January 1938 Pl.enum hinted that th.ose who 
use ''fo.rmal'istic and callously bureau.cratic attitude'' towards P·arty 
members might really be ''cleverly disgu.ised enemies-who try to 
disguise thei·r hostility with shouts about vigilanc·e, in that way to 
maintain themselves in the Party ra.nks, who strive through re .. 
pressive measures to beat up our Bo.ls.he·vik cadres and to so·w u.n
certainty and excess suspicion in ou.r ranks.'' 

3 Sovetskoe rukovodstvo, Pe,repfska. 1928-1941. ed. A.V. Kvashonkin et al,} Moscow: 
ROSSPEN, 19991 p . . 387. Full text at 
http:/ /msuweb.montclair.edu/ '""furrg/research/ andreevre.postysbev0138.pdf 
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During the J.anuary 1938 Plenum, more leaders 
criticized excesses in the ex·amination of pe.rsonal 
cases of communists~ Politburo candidate member 
Zhdanov demanded that people should no·t be. 
accused without grounds a:nd that accusations 

against every suspect should be investigated._ 
Kalinin wanted people to be judged on the basis of 
their actions instead of their relations. Even 

Molotov thought that people who had erred should 

be distinguished from wreckers~ (Jansen & Petrov 
125 .. 6) 
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Postyshev himself was arrested on February 22, 1938. On April 9 

he wrote a s·tatement to Ezhov in which he said he would ''give the 

investigation a frank confession a·bout his counterre·va·lutio·nary 

activity against the Party and Soviet power, which· I have been 

carrying. out for a n.umber of years:' The investigation determined 

that ''P ~P. Posty·shev, for a number of years, had been a member of 

the center of the Right-Trotskyist organization in the Ukrai·ne. In 

·his subversive work he was connected with Kosior, Chu.bar,, Balit

skii, Iakir,. Ashrafian, Veger, Kosarev, and others." He was accused 

of having been a Japanese spy since 1920. 

Postyshev confessed again.st others and reiterated his confession 

at trial. (Furr, Khru·shchev No. 23., text and Appe.ndix)~ His trial was 

in Febru.ary, 1939, after Beria had replaced Ezhov as commi.ss.ar of 

the NKVD and had begun to re-investigate all those repressed 

under Ezhov. 

We have a little documentation about early suspicion by· the Polit

buro against the NKVD itself. 

In early 19381 the Cen·tral Committee sent 

Shkiriatov to Ordzhonikidze to ''investigate 
evidence th.at .had come through about criminal 
perversions during the mass operatio·ns'' 

committed b.y regional NKVD o·rgans~ Jansen & 
Petrov 135) 

I 
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According to Iurii Zhukov, Stalin warned Ezhov twice. The first 
time was in April 1938, when Ezhov was named to be Commissar 
for Water Transportation. Getty states: 

... it could not have escaped notice that Yezhov's 
predecessor Yagoda had been eased out of his 
police position by first appointing him to a similar 
post. (Getty & Naumov 528) 

. . 

The second warning was unmistakable .. On August 22 Beria re~ 
placed Frinov·skii as Ezhov's as.sistant. 

Genrik.h Liushkov Defects to the Japanese June 
1938 
On June 13, 1938, NKVD General Genrikh S. Liushkov walked 
a.cross the border between Soviet Siberia· an·d Japanese .. occupied 
Manchuria and defected. Within a few days he had given press 
conferences during which he attacked Stalin and denounced all the 
Moscow Trials and the Tukhachevsky Affair as fabrications. To his 
Japanese military handlers, how·ever, Liushkov admitted that the 

, ' ~ consp1r·ac1es were genuine. 

Later, Frinovskii testified that during the summer of 
1937 the Georgian NKVD had sent them T~ I~ . 
Lordkipanidze's testimony that Liushkov belonged 
to the ''.co11spirators around I.agoda,' 1 but Ezhov had 
not only withheld the evidence from, the Central 
Committee but had also appointed Liushkov Far 
Eastern NKVD chief. He had instructe.d Frinovskii to 
reinterrogate Iagoda, thereby leaving Liushkov out 
of it. Understanding what was expected of him., 
Jagoda had testified that Liushkov was not involved 
in the conspiracy . 

... Testimony by ·L. Gi Mironov and othe.rs about 
Liushkov's conspiratorial activities was also 
withheld. ~,. In March or April, when reinterrogating 
Mironov, Ezhov induced him to retract his 
testimony against Liush.kov. Around the same time, 
on 16 April, Liushkov's deputy, M.A. Kagan, was 
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su.mmoned to Moscow and arrested upon arriva·l. 

Accordin.g to Frinovskii, this was meant to signal 

Liushkov to commit suicide, but he did not react. 

The Central Committee wanted him dismissed soon. 

A second signal was Ezhov,s telegram to Liushkov 

of late May 1938 about his promotion. to the central 

NKVD apparatus in M.oscow. But Liushkov, instead 

of committing suicide, escaped to Japanr (Jans-en & 

Petrov 144-145) 
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This evidence that L.ius.hkov was involved with. Ezhov in a real . 

conspiracy - a fa.ct we also know from the other sources men .. 

tioned above - contradicts Jansen and Petrov's position that no 

such conspiracies existed. 

August 22 1938: Beria replaces F·r·inovskii 

On August 22, 1938 Lavrentii Beria was appointed Assistant 

Commissar of the NKVD, replacing Mikhail. Frinovskii. According to 

the evidence now available Ezhov considered this to be a hostile 

move against him:self. 

Significantly, by 10 Augu.st there were rumors that 

a new deputy was to be appointed to Ezhov and 

that this boded ill for him .. It was no accident that 

th·e largest g_roup o·f prisoners was shot in a rush on 

29 July; a m.onth later, on 26 and 29 August) 

another group was shot, i.ncluding Zakovskii, Salyn', 

-and L. G. Mironov . Ezhov· was in a hurry to get rid 

of peop.le who might testify against him. 

On 22 August 1938, the Georgian Party leader, 

Lavrentii Beria, was made First Deputy Peop.le's 

Commissar of the Interior. Ezhov, it appears, ha.d 

started collecting incriminating evidence against 

him, in connection with his growin.g influence· . . 

(Jansen. & Petrov 148) 

On 27-28 August Frinovskii met with Evdokimov, 

who insisted that b.efore Beria arrived he must take 

care of any unfinished cases (.nedodelki) that might 
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com.promise them. He told Frinovskii: ';Check to see 
whether Zakovskii and a1·1 ·ragoda people have b·een 
executed, becau·se after Beria's arriv·al the 
investigation of these cases may be renewed and 
they may turn against us~'' Frinovskii then 
ascertained that a group of Chekists, including 
za·kovskii and M·ironov, had been shot on 26-27 
Augu·st (actually they were shot on 29 August). 
Ezhov, Frinov·skii, and Evdoki·mov were with 
g·ood reason con·cerned about Chekists who ·had 
been arrested on charges of con.s·piracy and 
.might under Beria's regime testify against 
Ezhov's circle, or even against Ezhov himself. It 
was no accident th·at the executions took place 
in a hurry in late A.ugust, while Beria was awa.y 
in Georgia. (Jansen & Petrov 151) 

. . 
Here as. elsewhere, Jansen and Petrov1s text. is compatible only 
with th·e hypothesis which these sam.e authors reject: that Ezhov 
himself was involved in a conspiracy .against the Soviet gov-. 
ernment .. 

A Politburo resoluti.on of 8 October ·formed a special 
commission to study arrest procedure·s and the. 
apparent lack o·f jud.icial supervision· over police 
activities·. (Getty & N·aumov 529A) 

Although Ezhov chaired the spe·cial commission., Beria was on it 
and none of Ezhov's ·NKVD men were members,. 

Novemb~r 1938: Orders to stop all mass 
~ . repressions. 

On November 15 1938 the hearing of cases by troikas were 
stopped, along with military tribunals a·nd the Military Collegium 
of the Supreme Court. 

15 November .1938 
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To confirm the following directives by the Council 
of People's Commissars 

(SNK) of the USSR. a.nd of the CC of the VKP(b) ~ .. 

It is ordered in the most strict ·terms: 

1. To st·op from November 16 o.f this year until 
further notice the review of all cases by troikas, 
military tribunals, and the Military Collegium of the 
Supreme Court of the USSR, that have been sent for 
their review by special orders or by any· other· 
simplified procedure. 

• • • 

V. Molotov, Chairman of the Council of People's 
Commissars (SNK) 

I. Stalin} Secretary of the CC of the VKP(b) 
(Lubianka 1937-1938 606 No. 361; Getty & 
Naumov 531-2. 
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On November 17, 1938 was issued the Decree of the Central Com
mittee ''On arrests, prosecutorial supervision, and conduct of in

vesttgations.)'4 An important section of t.his decree .reads as foJ .. 

lows: 

··~ [E]nemies of the people and spies employed by 
foreign intelligence agencies, ha.ving wormed their 
way into both the central and local organs of the 
NKVD and continuing their subversive activities, 

. 

sought in every way possible to hamper the work of 
investigators and agents. They sought to 
consciously pervert Sov.iet laws by carrying out 
mass, unjustified arrests while at the same time 
rescuing their confederates (especially those who 
had joined the NKVD) from destruction. 

4 Shearer, Lt1bianka 221 .. 4; Getty & Naumov} 532-7). Online at 
http://istmat.info/node/36068 and many other sites; Lubianka 1937-1938 No. 362, 607-
611. English translation online at 
https~ / / mst1we b.n1ontclair .edt1/....,fu rrg/research / onarrestseng.htn1l 
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The chief defici.enc.ies, brought to ligh.t ·recen·tly, in 
the work of the NKVD and the Procuracy are .as 
follows: 

First of all, officials of the NKVD had totally 
abandoned the work with agents and in·formers 
in favor of the much simpler method of making 
ma.ss arrests without c.oncerning themselves 
with ·the completeness or w·ith the high qua.Ji·ty 
of the investigation. 

Novembe.r 22, 1938: Ezhov resigns 
Iurii Zhukov says that he has held in his hand the resignation 
statement Ezhov signed on November 23, 1938, 

' . . 

On November 23· Ezhov was again summoned to 
Stalin's office. Molotov and Voroshilov were already 
_present. I have held in my hands the document that 
Ezhov signe·d, evidently at· their dictationJ It is 
written on three pages, all o.f different dimension. 
That is they grabbed the first sheets o.f paper they 
could get their hands .on and passed them to Ezhov 
just so that he would not stop writing. The formula 
of his leaving his position is changed twice. 
Evidently he protested, offered some resistance .. 
But it was necessary to wrest from him a decision 
to resign ''according to his own desi.re." .. ~.The. 
Politburo sent arou·nd telegrams with the direct 
instructions~ Immediately stop repressions an·d 
di·ssolve th.e ''troikas.>' Having seized the initiative, . . . 

the Stalin gr·oup once agai·n at the e·nd of 1938 
managed ·to conduc·t. th.e first trials at law of NKVD 
workers. accused of the falsification and fabrication 

. . 

of cases,. Through t 'hese trials, over a period of 
almost a year, were tried and exiled or.executed 
thousands of persons. This is how the great terror 
was brought to an end. (Zhukov, Komsoni.olsk·aia 
Pravda 20 Nov. 2002.) 
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Getty notes that the process of review and rehabilitation of 
Ezhov's victims began immediately. 

On December 8., ·the press announced that he had 
been relieved of his duties as head of the NKVD ''at 
his own request .. 1' Four days later, the Moscow 
Regional Court reversed the first of many 
convictions of former ''enemies.', The declaration 
noted that the Supreme C·ourt had not only 
released five construction engineers but had 
recognized that the five had actually tried to 
thwart ''real enemies." (Getty, Origins 188-189) 

• 
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Ezhov's Conspiracy Gradually Unco·vered 

'' ... legality is reintroduced under Beriya, November 
. . 

1938.'' (Wheatcroft, Agency 41) 

By the time oft.he October 1937 CC Plenum Stalin and the Polit
buro had begun to uncover evidence of massive illegal repressions,. 
Suspicions continued to grow in the Politburo that m.assive, un
authorized repressions were going on. In August 1938 Ezhov1s 
second--in ... command, Mikhail Frinovskii, was replaced by Lavrentii 
Beria~ Beria was chosen as a reliable person to keep watch over 
Ezhov, as Ezhov himself later stated. 

As soon as Ezhov resigne.d, to be replaced by Beria, orders were 
given to immediately stop all the repressions, to repeal all the 
NKVD Operational Orders that enabled them., to stop the work of 
the troikas an.d to re-emphasize the need for oversight by the 
Prosecutor's Office of all cases of arrest.1 

After this the·re began a .flood of reports to Beria and the central 
Party leadership concerning massive illegitimate repressions and 
shootings on the part of local NKVD groups. We have many of 
these documents now, and no doubt there are many more of them. 
The central Party leadership began to investigate. 

. . 

On January 29, 1939 Beria, Andreev, and Malenkov signed a report 
about the massive abuses during Ezhov's tenure. (Petrov & Jansen 
359 .. 363) 2 This very important evidence that the massive repres
sion was Ezhov·'s, not Stalin's, doing was only published in 2008~ It 
begins as follows: 

1 This document is available in English in Getty & N·aumov Doc. 190 pp. 532-53 ·7, 

z Russian text online at http:/ /istmat.info/node/24582 English translation at 
http://1nsuweb.montclair.edu/ ,...,furrg/research/beria._andreev _malenkov012939eng,html 
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We consider it essential to report to you th.e 
following conclusions about the situation of cases in 
the NKVD ·usSR: 

1. During the period of time that com. Ezhov 
headed the Narkomvnudel [People's 
Commissariat of Internal Affairs, the NKVD] of the 
US.SR right up until the moment he left the duties of 
People's C.ommissar a majority.of the leading 
positions in the NKVD USSR and in th.e organs 
under its supervision (the NKVDs of union and 
autonomous republic·s, the UNKVDs of the krais 
and oblasts) have bee.n occupied by enemies of 
the people,. co·nspirators, ·and spies. 

2. Eneml.es of the people who penetrated the organs 
of the NKVD have consciously distorted the 
punitive policy of Soviet power, have carried out · 
massive., unfounded arrests of co·mpletely 
inno·cent persons, while at the same time 
covering up real enemies of the people. 

3. The methods of conducting investigations have 
been perverted in the most brutal manner. They 
had recourse to beatings of prisoners on a 
massive level in order to force them into false 
confessions and ''admissions." The quantity of 
admissio·ns that each in·vestigator was supposed to 
obtain from .Prisone.rs in the course of 24 hours· h.as 
been decided upon in ad.vance. In add.ition, the 
quotas have often reached several dozen 
''admissions." 

Investigators have widely made use ·of the practic·e 
of fuII·y in.forming one another concerning the 
content a·f the confessions they obtai·ned. This gave 
the investigators the ability, during interrogations 
of ''their'' prisoners, to. suggest to them by one 
means or another fa·cts, circumstances) and names 
of persons about whom confessions had earlier 

111 
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been given by othe.r prisoners. As a ·result this kind 
of inv·estigation very ·often led to organi.zed false 
slanders against pe·rsons who were completely 
innocent. 

1·n o.rder 'to obtain a greater number of admissions a 
number of organs of the NKVD ·had recourse to 
direct provocation; they convinced prisoners to 
give confessions about s.upposed espionage 
work for foreign intelligence services by 
explaining that tb.ese k.inds of fabricated 
confessions were needed by the p·a.rty and 
government in order to di·scredit fore·ign states .. 
They also promised the prisoners that they would 
be libe·rated after they gave such ''admissions.;' 

. . 

The leadership of the NKVD· in the person of c·om. 
Ezhov not only did not pu·t a stop to this kind of 
arbitrariness and extremism in arrests and in the 
conduct of investigations) but sometimes itself 
ab.ette·d it. 

. 

Th·e slightest attempts by Chekist party 
m·ember:s to oppose this a·rbitrariness were 
stifled. 

Com. Ezhov co.ncealed in every way from the 
Central Committee of the ACP(b) the situation of 
the work in the NKVD organs. Besides ·that he hid 
from the CC ACP(b) materials that compromised 
leading N.KVD workers. 

In addition we believe it essenti.al to note that all 
the above disgraceful actions, distortions and 
excesses <in the matter of arrests and the 
cond.uct of investigation> w·ere carrie·d out with 
the sanction and knowledge of the organs of the 
Procuracy of the USSR (co ms. Vyshinskii and 
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Roginsky). Assistant Procuror of the· USSR 
Roginsky has been e·spe·cia.1.ly z .. e.alous in this matter~ 
Roginsky's practice of work raises serious doubts 

about his political ·honesty ·<and reli·ability>.3 

The report continues in this vein. 
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Reports and investigations of NKVD abuses continued rapidly. In 

April Mikhail Frinovskii, Ezhov1s former deputy commissar, and 

Ezhov himself were arrested. They immediately began to confess. 

We have put online all of Ezh·ov's confessions published so far in 

both the Russian original and in English translation.4 These con

fessions revealed the broad outlines of Ezhov's co.nspiracy against 

and deception of the Soviet leadersh.ip and of Stalin. We will exam ... 

ine them in the next four chapters. 

Dur.ing the ne.xt few years, until to the beginning of the war and 

even be.yond, further investigations and prosecutions of guilty 

NKVD men pro·ceeded, Accordtng to the editors of a major docu
ment collection~ 

... in 1939 the NKVD arrested more than 44 
thousand persons, about one-fifteenth of the 

. 

number arrested in 1938 .. Most of these arrests 

we·re in Weste.rn Ukraine an.d Belorussia [as a result 
of the retaking· of these territories from Poland in 
September 1939 and the arrests of Polish officials 
and settlers - GF]. During the same year about 
110,000 ·persons were ·freed after the review of 
cases of those arrested in 1937-1938. (Lubianka 
1939 .. 1946, 564 n. 11) 

''Memori·al1
' society re.searchers O.kh.otin and Roginskii agree: 

The investigation of cases of arr~sted persons 
continued after November 17, 1938 in a · 
signific.antly' gentler manner. This was due ·-· to 

3· According to the editors) the text within angled brackets is handwritten in the original. 

4 See "Additional Bibliogra.phy - Documentsn at the bottom of the following page: 

http://msuweb.montclair.edu/ rvfurrg/research/trials_Ezhovshchina~update0710.html 
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the renewal of prosecutorial supervision. On 
Nov·ember 27 ·vyshinskli ordered the prosecutors 
on .a.11 level·s to make th.e strict supervision of the 
NKVD of the prope.r procedures thei:r primary duty 
and to report all violations to the Chief Pro curacy of 
the USSR. ~··Along with the investigation of 
unfinished cases also went the review of 
se·ntences already handed down . ... [A]ccording 
to our ·present information; during the year 
1939 around 100,000 persons who had earlier 
be~n convicted o.f- ~ounterrevolutionary crim.es 
were freed. (TSD 5, 2 517) 

Michael Ellman, a scholar· ·very hostile to Stalin, refers to the ''re
ports of hu·ndreds of thousands of senten·c.es being overturned." 
Determined to say some·thing negative Ellman continues: 

On the other hand there are complaints about the 
unwillingness of the organs to disgorge prison.ers 
a.nd. the slowness of the re-examination process~ 
(Ellman, Trials 1317 n.20) 

. . 

A great many· cases were reviewed and at least 110,000 prisoners 
·freed~ ·sut the engine of re.pression was slow to turn around. On 
M:ay 31, 19·39 Vyshinskji sent Stalin and ~olotov another note 
suggesting that more tim·e be taken in reviewing cas·es .so as to 
avoid mistakes. 

Recently, large numbers of cases have passed 
through th.e Special. Board of the People's 
c·ommissar of Internal Affairs of the USSR, and at 
each session of the Special Commission [osoboe 
soveshchanie], from 200 to 300 cases are reviewed. 

In such a situation, the possibility o.f making 
erroneous decisions cannot 'be excluded. 

I presented my thoughts about this to c. Beria, along 
with a sug.gestion to establish an o.perating · . .,, 

procedure of work· of the Speci.al Board in which its 
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meetings are scheduled more often, a.nd with fewer 
numbers of cases to be reviewed at each session. 

I would consider it expedient .if the Commissariat of 
Internal Affairs received special instructions from 
the TsK VKP(b) and the SNK u·ssR about this 
matter. 

A .. Vyshinskii (Lubianka· 1939-1946 94~95 No. 50) 
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As late as October 28, 1939, a group of prosecutors (prokurory) 
• 

wrote to Andrei Zhdanov to ask hi.m to intercede with the Central 
Committee about the slowness of the NKVD to review cases of per .. 
sons innocently imprisoned. They complained that the new Chief 
Prosecutor of the USSR, Mikhail Ivanovich Pankrat'ev, was weak 
and defer·red too much to Commissa·r o.f the NKVD Beria, who was 
also a Politburo member. · 

T.h.e party's Central Committee decision of 
November 17, 1938, identified t'he grossest 
dis-'tortions of Soviet laws by NKVD organs and 
obligated th .. ose organs and. the Procuracy not only 
·to stop the-se crime·s but also to correct the gross· 
violations· of law that have resulted in m.ass 
sentencing of totally innocent, honest Soviet 
persons to various sorts o·f punishment, often 
even execution. These persons · .. not a few, but 
tens and hundreds of thousa.nds sit in camps 
and jails and wait for a just decision; they are 
perplexed about why and for what they were 
arrested and by what right the bastards from 
Ezhov's band persecuted them, using medieval 
torture. 

It would seem that the party's Central Committee 
decision of November 17, 1·938·, sho·uld have 
mobilized all attention on immediately rectifying 
the criminal policy of the bastard Ezhov and his 
criminal clique, which .has literally terrorized 
Soviet persons) upright, dedicated citizens, old 
party members, and entire party organizations. 
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In reality, S·o·mething else is happening~ · 
. 

Comrade Pankrat'ev, who has replaced Comrade 
Vyshinskii, cann.ot guarantee implemen.tation of 
this cri.tical decision of th.e pa·.rty Centr,al Committee 
because of his lack of ·au.thority in the Pro curacy· 
and particularly in ·the eyes of NKVD personnel~ 
(Koenker & Bachman 26-27)5 

The prosecutors end by asking for Pankrat'ev's recall since he did 
not. have e.nough authority, and - for a raise in pay for themselves, 
the prosecutors. This last re·quest imparts a somewhat .subjective 
tone to ·their letterJ 

But t.here is no doubt that the revie·w of cases was slow. Beria, af
ter all, could not fire all the NKVD men who had worked under 
Ezhov and, before him, under Jagoda~ And. in every loca·lity, the 
NKVD men must have been cautious about reversing verdicts . 
based on investigation-s that their predecessors) colleagues, or 
even themsel.ves, had performed. 

. 

The strongly ant·icommunist scho.lar Valerii Vasiliev admits that 
Beria's ex.onerations also took place .in the Ukrainian SSR: 

The absurd nature of·the case [an alleged rebel 
group in Poltava ob.last'] was so evident that in 
1939 the majority of those arrested were released 
and completely .rehabilitated. (Vasili·ev, Terror 15 7) 

. 
Vasiliev is in e.rror in assuming ·that cle~rly ''absurd'' charges 
would prevent unjust c·onvictions. Of co·urse this is not true. Ezhov 
and his men repre.sse.d and executed a great many people without 
any evidence at all!.. 

Beria, and Stalin and the Politburo, re·al.ly were trying to undo 
those of Ezhov's .injustices they could. Vasiliev simply does not . . 

wish to admit this. Meanwhile, on the same page Vasiliev co·ncedes 

5 Online at 
https://msuweb.montclair.edu/ ,..,.furrg/rese.arch/prosecutors_zhd~nov _102839.pdf 

v 
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that A. Volkov, one of the authors of mass repressions in the Uk
rainian SSR, had been arrested March 9, 1939, and was executed 
October 16, 1941 - that is, u.nder Beria. 

Ezhov's Confessions 
All ideologically anticommunist accounts suppress the evidence of 
Ezhov's conspiracy against the Soviet gove·rnment. None of them 
refers to the confessions of Ezhov and his men, though these con ... 
fessions have long been available to theml 

The apparent reason for the failure to discuss Ezhov's conspiracy 
is the desire on the part of anticommunist researchers to falsely 
accuse Stalin of having ordered all the huge number of executions 
carried out by Ezhov. But Ezhov explicitly states many times that 
his repressions and e·xecutions were carried out in pursuit of his 
own private conspiratorial goals and that he had deceived the 
Soviet government. 

Thus Ezhov's own confessions are evidence that Stalin and the 
central Soviet leadership were not responsible for his massive 
executions. There is no evidence that these confessions represent 
anything but what Ezhov chose to say - no .evidence of torture, 
threats, or fabrication. 

In his confession of August 4, 1939 Ezhov specifically states that 
he deceived the Soviet government about the extent and nature of 
espionage: ''[W]e were deceiving the government in the most bla-

. tant manner-.1
' Ezhov's confessions that he. deceived the gov

ernment for his conspiratorial purposes a·re n.ot contradicted by 
any other evidence.. · 

The only conclusion supported by the evidence contradicts the 
''anti-Stalin'' ideological aims of these anticommunist researchers. 
But it is important - in fact, indispensable .... to them that. Stalin 
and the Soviet leadership be ''guilty1

' of ''mass murders.'' It is vital 
to them that Ezhov be nothing but ''Stalin's loyal executioner.'' It is 
essential ·that Stalin be a ''dictator'' who could control everythi.ng 
with a word. So they omit evidence, such as Ezhov's confessions, 
that tends to disprove this preconceived, and erroneous, notion. 
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To concede that Ezhov was not acting under Stalin's orders or fuJ ... 
filling Stalin's wishes> but just t'he opposite, would mean conceding 
that Ezhov was not ''Stalin's loyal exe.cutioner," ''Stalin's nursling 
(pitomets)." It would dismantle t'he ''anti-Stalin paradigm'' of Soviet 
history. Acceptance of this paradigm is a requi.rement in main
stream Soviet history, and the evidence be damned! 

Jansen and Petrov quote from an. interrogation of Uspenskii, one of . . 

Ezhov's NKVD accomplices: 

In Kiev, the group carried out large .. scale arrests) 
with Ezhov, never sober, approving without looking 
into the matter. Uspenskii was astonished and 
alarmed by his drunken table talkw During the trip, 
Ezhov drank uni.nterruptedly, boasting to 
Us·penskii that he had the Politburo ''in his 
hands'' and could do literally anything, arrest 
anyone, including Politburo members. (Case of 
Uspenskii) (Jansen & Petrov, 133) 

. . 

Some pages later they outline Ezhov's plan ·for a putsch, a violent 
seizure of power planned for November 7, 1938. 

He [Ezhov] testified himself that after a.rrests began 
within the NKVD he, together with Frinovskii, · 
Dagin, and Evdokimov, made plans to commit a 
''putsch'' on 7 November, the October Revolution 
anniversary, during the demonstration in Red 
Square)< The pl.an was to cause a commotion and· 
then in the panic and confusion to ''drop bombs and 
kill someone of the government members."1

'· (Ja.nsen 
& Petrov, 155) 

They continue with yet more evidence of Ezhov's plot to kill Stalin: 

Evdokimov gave similar evidenceA Accordin.g to 
him, in September he discuss-ed the threatening . 
situation after Beria's appointment with Ezh.ov, 
Frinovskii, and Bel'skii. Allegedly, they agreed to 
prepare an attempt on Stalin and Molotov. 
Ezhov was also said to have had. plans to murder 
Beria ___ . According to lull K. Ivanov, an NKVD 
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executive from Evdokimov's circle, as early as late 
July, after a visit to Ezhov} Evdokimov had alluded· 
to terrorism against the Party leadership. 
(Jansen & Petrov, 156) 

A.ccording to Konstantinov, sometime in mid .. 
N·ovember Ezhov tol.d him that his song was ·ended, 
thanks to Stalin an.ct· loyal Stalinists like his deputy 
Beria: ''If they could be removed, all would. be 
different_,, He suggested that Konstantinov 
should kill Stalin, but without giving any concrete 
form to ·his plans. (Jans·en & Pe·trov, 1.56). 
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Yet Jansen and Petrov insist that Ezhov was ''loyal'' to Stali.n. They 

insist· on asserting the anti-Stalin paradigm, in defiance of the evi
dence they themselves provid.e. 

The edito.r·s of one of the important document collections write the 
following: 

I.la. Dagin w·as arrested on November 5 1938, 
before Ezhov's removal from the position of 
Commissar of Internal Affairs. Dagin was one of the 
workers i.n the central apparatus of ·the NKVD. who 
was closest to Ezhov. In the confessions of all of the 
arrested leading workers in the NKV'D he figures as 
one of the main participants in the so-called 
conspiracy in the NKVD. At the beginning of 
19 3 9 Stalin re.gularly read the transcripts of the 
interrogations of the leadership of the NKVD 
and it is po·ssible that he really believed that 
there was a conspiracy in the orga·ns of state 
securityA .... Dagin1s position as .chief of the security 
se·ction was considered one of the most importan·t 
of those in the operative sections of the GUGB and 
Stalin ·read his confessions concerning the 
co·nspir·acy. (Lubianka 1939-1946, 564) 

Obviously Stalin did not think that Ezhov was his ''loyal ex.ecu
tioner." Yet the editors, w.r.iting 65 years later and with much less 
evidence than Stalin had, call this ''the so-called conspi.racy.,' 
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In the following ch.apters w·e will examine Ezhov's· and Frinovskii's 
confessions at some length, We will also outli.ne t·he method that 
should be used for evaluati·ng these confessions. 
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Beria April 11, 1939 

In this cha.pter we examin.e the confession statement by Ezhov's 
deputy·, Mikhail Frinovskii. This statement and the confessions and 

. . 

interrogations we will ana.lyze in the fo.llowing chapters are essen-
tial evidence for an accurate understanding of Soviet hig·h politics 

of the 1930s. They are ignored by almost all professional students 

of Soviet history on ideological grounds alone.1 

According to the ''official version', of Soviet history of the Stalin 

period - what we call the ''anti .. Stali.n paradigm'': 

·*Stalin was a ''dictator.,, 

* The opposition conspiracies revealed in the Moscow T·rials and 

Tukhachevskii Affai.r were frame ... ups of innocent people. The bloc 

of oppositionists d.isclosed in all these trials never existed. And all 
such revelations and confessions were the result of torture and/ or 

threats. 

Once thes·e positions are accepted a priori it follows that the ma.ss 
repression of 1937-1938 must have been Stalin's. plan. It would 

also follow - ag·ain, from ·thi.s wrong a prio.ri assumption - that 

Stalin could have stopped the mass repressions wheneve·r he 

chose· to do so. He c·ould have done so earlier, or he could have 

chosen not to have mass repressions at all. It also follows that 
Stalin must have shifted the blame to Ezhov and his men, making 

them his s·capegoats when all they had been doing was carrying 

out his orders as they understood them~ 

But all this ·is nonsense. It directly contradicts all the .evidence we 

now have · and we have a great deal of it. But this preconceived 

1 Ideology is not a category opposed to evidence. Rather, ideology shapes· ·how evid·ence is 

'interprete.d. Ideology bereft of evidence is prejudice, not an atte.mpt to discover the truth. 
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conclusion is dernande.d by the prevailing model of Soviet history, 
the ''anti .. Stalin paradigm." 

In this chapter we will exami·ne Frinovskii'.s confession statement 
addressed to Lavrentii P. Beria. As of this writing (June 2016) this 
is the only document from Frinovskii's investigation file that has 
been made public. We will cite quotati.on.s from this doc·ument. The 
full texts in both Russian and English are online for those who 
wish to study them more closely. (Fri.novskii) Throu.ghout this 
chapter quotatio.ns are from Frinovskii1s statement unless other-. . . 

wise noted. 

Frinovskii's Statement of April 11, 1939 
Mikhail Petrovich Frinovskii had been replaced as Ezhov's deputy 
by Beria-on April 22, 1938. He was· a·rre·ste·d· on Apri.l 6, 1938 and 
made a comprehensive statement five days later. Fri.novskii's most 
significant revelations in it concern the different co·nspiracies 
against. the Sovie.t government and ,the Stalin leadership and his 
own and Ezhov1s involvement in th.em. 

At that same time, 19.341 I had several meetings 
with [Efim Georgievich] Evdokimov2 when he ca·me 
to Moscow. At these meetings he gradually 
disclosed to me his practi.cal. work an·d s-poke about 
the work of th·e center of the Rights and around the 
u·ssR. In p.articular he tol.d me that he .had a number 
of peopl.e inside the apparatus of the GPU, and 
named Rud', Da.gin)RaevJ Kurskii, Dement'ev., 
Gorbach, and others. He .said th.at he was beginnin.g 
to have contacts in the national oblasts: in 
Dagesta.n, though Mamedbekov, in Chechnya -
Gorsheev or Gorshenin, and then said th.at the only 
person he had trouble wi·th was K.almykov, who ·had 
his own line of work, and Evdokimov couldn't cut 

. . 

z. Wheatcroft1s 2007 article gives biographical information about Evd~kimov. He was active 
in the Cheka and GPU u·ntil 1934 when he went into Party work, serving as First Secretary 
of several different areas. Frinovskii note·s t.hat Evdokimov was close to E-zhov and to him
self. Evdokimov was ultimate-Iy· tried and executed at t.be same time as many -other Ezhov 
men in the NKVD and Ezhov himself1 in late January to early February 1940. 
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him off in any way~ but he characterized Kalmykov 
as a man wholly ''oursJJ> a Rightist, but evidently one 
who had his own line of wor·k . 

. I ask·ed him what was being done generally in the 
USSR? Evdokimov -said that 1-arge-sca.le work was 
going on, a whole number of people who had 
important positions in a number of other oblasts of 
the USSR, ha·d crossed over to the Rights. An.d h.ere 
he stated: ''You see how we must now c.onduct the 
struggle with the Central Commi_ttee: at one time 
we fought against the movement of upris.ings, and 
now we ourselves must seek out the threads, ties to 
this movement and, in order to orga·nize it, we must 
go down to its base. This is very complicated and. 
dangerous work but without the base - the 
secretarie.s of the regional committees, the 
chairmen of the regional executive committees 
(RIKs) or men who have contacts with the 
countryside - we w·ill not be able to lead the 
movement of uprisings, and that is one of the 
fundamental tasks that prese.nts itself to us.'1 (38) 
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The above passage makes it clear that by 1934 the Rights had re
cruited ma-ny local Party leaders and were plan.ning to recruit 

more of them. This con.stitutes important eviden·ce that many 
Party leaders were in fact involved in the far-flung ''bloc11 of Rights, 

Trotskyists, and other opposi.tionists. 

In his ''Secret Speech'1 to the XX Party Congress in 1956 Nikita 

Khrushchev reve.aled that a great many delegates to the XVII Party 
Congress in January 1934 were executed withJn the next several 

years. Khrushchev falsel·y implied that they were all innocent vie ... 

tims of frame~ups. He arranged for many of them to be ''rehabiJi .. 

tated'' and other·s were later rehabilitated under Gorbachev. 

Extracts from Evdokimov's case are given in a report dated Feb ... 

ruary 9, 1'956 in the document collection Reabilitatsiia. Kak Eto 
Bylo. Mart 1953 - Fevral' 1956. (RKEB 1) The section of this report 
ti'tled ';On the 'co.nspiracies' in the Organs of the NKVD'' (RKEB 
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1 . .,339 ff_) notes that ''Beria arrested [many N.KVD men] and stated 
that he was liquidating a conspiracy heade.d by Ezhov, Fr·in.o·vskii, 
and Evdoki.mov." (340) 

In Khrus·hchev Lied we analyzed a number of Khrushchev-.era ''re .. 
habilitation,, reports and showed that they are dishonest ''white~ 
washes'' that, moreover, do not in fact demonstrate the innocence 
of those ''rehabilitated.'' Others like Matthew Lenoe have shown 
that Khrushchev an.d his men l·i.ed about. the· events of ·the 1930s. 
Frinovskii continue·s: 

At one of th.es·e meetings during horseback riding 
L.ifs.hits said. to me: ''I ·heard about yo·u from 
Evdokimov. Frankly, I did not suspect that you were 
al·so with us. Good for .YOU!'' r be.gan to speak with 
Lifshits - and how a.bout you? He answered: 
''Evdoki.mov has already told you that I am · 
doing work.1

' I asked him again - are you doing 
important work? He said that he was· doing 
important vyork, he ha.d contact with the 
conspiratorial center through Piatakov, had a 
large number of people and was not breaking his 
contacts with the Ukrainians~ (39) 

. . 

lakov Abramovich Lifshits, ·along with Iuri.i Piatakov, was to be a 
defendant in the January 1937 Moscow Tri.al of the ''Anti~Soviet 
Trotskyite Center.'' Lifshits confessed his guilt, was convicted, and 
exec.uted on February 1, 193 7. 

Deribas 
Frinovskii:. 

. 

.I had that conversati·on wit.h Deribas, and Deribas 
was i·nterested, in th.e main, in the name·s of the 
people wh·o h.ad already bee~ repressed and the 
people who were mentioned in the [investig·at.ive] 
materials. I told him about Lifshits and Piatakov . . 

who were on the point of being exposed~ ( 41) 
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Terentii Dmitrievich Deribas was head of the .NKVD in the Far 
Eastern region. He was arrested by Genrikh S. Liushkov on Ezhov's 
orders, tried, conv.icted, and shot ('-for espionage, T·rotskyism, and 
organizing a series of conspiracies in the NKVD and the Red 
Army."3 Deribas was rehabilitated. under Khrushchev in 19·57_ 

But Liushkov told his Japanese handlers that .Deribas was in .fact 
guilty. 

According to Lyushkov, the interrogatio·ns of 
Deribas, Zapadni, and Barminski esta.blished that 
i.n the NKVD and the border guard forces, a plot 
centering on Gamarn.ik had been fomented) For a 
long time Deri.bas had been in contact with 
Rykov and was the latter's r.hidden conspirator'. 
In concert with Lavrenty Lavre.ntiev (former First 
Secretary of the Regional Committee of the Party 
until J·anuary 1937), with G.rigory Krutov (shot in 
April 1938), and with the army plotters Sangurski, 
Aronshtam, and others, Deribas supposedly 
intended _to conduct a putsch in the Far East .and 
to reach agr.eement with the· Japanese for help 
and for combi"ned operations against the Soviet 
Union. (Coox, Lesser 1, 156) 

Liushkov was in Japani So we have good evidence from a source 
outside th.e Soviet Union that Deribas was in fact guilty! This is not 
only furthe·r evide.nce that Khrushchev's rehabilitations are dis .. 
honest - we ·know that already from many sources. More import
ant for us here, it is evidence that co·nfirms and is consiste:nt with 
Frinovskii's sta.tement~ 

Eikhe 
At one of my meetings in 193 5 Evdokimov at his 
apartment told me about a number of men whom 
he had drawn into the work in Pyatigorsk. He 

3 Russian Wikipedia page on Deribas at https://ru.wikipedia.org·/wiki/ · 
AepH6ac,_ TepeHTHH_AMHTpHeBfflJ 
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. 

named Pivovarov and a. large group. of c·hekists: 
Boiar, Diatkin, and Shatskii. He.re too he told me 
about his contacts with Khataevich, and also 
praised him in every way as. a man who knew the 
countryside; with Eikhe, about ·part of the 
Leningrad group ... ( 40) 

Robe.rt Indrikovich Eikhe was First Secretary of the Western Si
beria region. As ·we have seen in an e.arlier chapter1 it was Eikhe 
who first requested the extraordinary powers that, when given to 
other First Secretaries, became the ''kulak operation,~ and then the 
Ezhovshchina.4 

According to documents available to Janse.n and Petrov, many of 
which have since been-reclassified by the Russian government and 
are no longer availabl·e to researchers, Eikhe interfered in NKVD 
matters, insisting on the arrest of persons against whom there was 
·no ev·idence. Ezh.dv told ·his .subordinates n.ot to oppose Eikhe but 
to cooperate with him. · 

. . 

Consid·er the objecti.ons_raised ·at ·the ·time of the 
July 1937 Moscow conference by the Western 
Siberian NKVD chief; Mironov, t·o Ezhov against the 
First Party secretary, Robert Eikhe. Mironov 
reported to Ezhov according ta· hi·s testimony 
after arrest that Eikhe ''interfered in NKVD 
affairs~'' H.e had ordered the chiefs of the Kuzba,-ss 
NKVD town branches to arrest Party members, 
although .in mos.t cases evidence was mis·sing·. 
Mironov thought his position difficult: eith.e.r he had 
to liberate part of the prisoners and clash w·ith . 
Eikhe, or the NKVD organs were forced to ''create 
fictitious· cases~', When Mironov suggested to orally 
instr.uct the NKVD org.ans concerned onl.y to carry 
out ·orders approv.ed by hi.m, Ezhov answered: 

4 Khrushchev famously quoted from a letter by Eikhe to Beria in 1939 in which Eikhe re
peatedly· declares his innocence and p.rotests that he has been badfy beaten b.y Ezhov1s men. 
I have studied this letter and rep·rinted the whole text, including the parts omitted by 
Khrushchev; in Furr, Khrushchev. 
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''Eikhe knows what he is doing. He is responsible 
for the Party organization; ·it is useless to fig·ht with 
him. You better report to me the moot points 
arising, and I will settle them .... l Comply with 
Eikhe's ins·tructions, and don't strain your 
relations with him,)" (Jansen & Petrov, 91) 
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This is consistent with Frinovskii's statement a.bout the way 

Ezhov1 and he himself, operated - b·eating and framing innoc.ent 

per·sons in order t·o appear to be fighting a conspiracy while hiding 

their own conspiracy. Fr.inovskii1s statement, together with the 

docu·ments quoted by Jansen and ·Petrov, are strong e·vidence t·hat 

Eikhe was indeed involved in a Rightist conspiracy. 

The Conspiracy of the Rights 
Before the arrest o·f Bukhari·n and Rykov Ezhov, 
speaking with me openly, started to talk about the 
plans for Chekist work in connection with the 
current situation and the imminent arrests of 
Bukharin and Rykov. Ezhov said that this would 
be a great loss· to the Rights, after that regardless 
of our own. wishes, upon the instructions of the 
Central Committee large .. scale measures might be 
taken against the cadre.s of the Right, and that in 
connection with this his and my main task must 
be to direct the investigation in such a way so 
that, as much as possible, to preserve the 
·Rightist cadre . 

... In carrying out thls sugge·stion of Ezhov's we 
chose a firm course ·in pre.serving Yag:oda's 
cadres in leading posts in the NKVD. It is 
essential to mention that we only ma.naged to do 
this with difficulty, since in ·various local orga.ns 
[of the NKVD] there were materials on the 
majority of these people about the·ir 

. . 

p,articipation in the consp·iracy and in anti ... 
So·viet work gen er.ally. ( 42) 
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Here Frinovskii makes it clear that the Moscow Trial·s were not 
fabrications but genuine. He mentions Piatakov's guilt, and that of 
Zinoviev and Kamenev. 

Evdokimov swore, spit, and said: ''Can't you g·et me 
into the ·N.KVD, I'l.l be able to help more than the 

. . 

rest~'' E'zhov said: ''It would be good, but the Central 
. Committee will scarcely agree to tr.ansfer you to the 

NKVD. I think t:hat the situation is not altogether 
hopeless, but you. ·ne.ed to have a talk with Da.gin, 
you have influence on him, it's necessary for him to 
develop the work in the operations department, 
and we need to be prepared to carry out 
terrorist acts.1

) ( 43) 

Ezhov"s discuss.ing the need for ''terror~' ~ :meaning assassination -
is consistent with Ezhov's own con·fessions that he attempted to 
assa.ssinate Stalin and oth·er . Politburo members, in part at the 
urgi·ng of the G:er,mans .. 

... here Evdokirno·v and Ezhov to.gether talked about 
the possible limiting of the operations but, as ·this 
w.as con.si.dered impossible, they ·agreed to deflect 
the blow from their own cadre and to try to 
.direct to aga.in·st honest cadres who were . 
devote.d to the Central Committee. That was 
Ezhov's i.nstruction. ( 44) 

This is consistent with Ezhov's later confe·s.si.ons that an important 
part of his conspiracy was to kill a great man_y people loyal to the 
Soviet leadersh.i.p, and many more who were simply innocent, in 
order. to weaken the Soviet state and sow discontent with it among 
the population. The hope wa.s that this would facilitate uprisings 
aga.inst the Sovie·t government in the eve·nt of a German or Japa
nese invasion, thus helpin·g Ezh.ov and his accomplices to seize 
power. 

In the autumn of ·1935 at Lifshits' dacha a meeting 
between Evdokimov, myself, Dagin, and Lifshits 
took place, at whi.ch Evdok.imov in an e·xtreme·ly 
irritated condition began to say that he did not have 
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confidence at all in the success of the t.errorist acts 

that were under preparation by Trots.kyites and 

Rights aga.inst Stalin. Evdokimov then directly 

stated that a terrorist act against Stalin c·ould only 

be realistically carried out by the forces of the 

security departmen.t of the NKVD. ( 44) 
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We have inde·p.endent e·viden.ce of Trotsky's and .. sedov's dedica ... 

tion to ''terror'' (assassination), and also that of the Rights. (Furr, 

Amalgams) Frinovskii1s statement confirms that evidence. It also 

makes sense~ Unlike the political a.ctiv·ists and Party malcontents in 

the bloc of oppositionists, NKVD forces were trained in the u.se of 

violence. 

Other Important Aspects of Frinovskii's Statement 

The following section of this chapter concerns the falsification of 

cases against innocent persons for the purposes of massive re .. 
• press1on. 

The Falsification of Ca·ses 

Frinovskii1s discussion of massive falsification of cases against in .. 

nocent persons, including the fabrication of false case files and t'he 

torture of prisoners, de.serves quoting at length. 

The invest.igative apparatus in all departments of 

the NKVD was divided into ''investigator
bonebreakers," 1'bonebreakers," and ••ordinary'' 

in·vestigato rs. 

What did these groups represent and who were 

they? 

''Investigator-bone breakers'' were chosen 
b.asically from among the conspirators or · 
persons who were co.mpromised. They had 
unsupervised recourse to beating arrested 
persons and in a very short time obtained 
''confessions'' and knew how to write u.p 
transcripts in a gram.matical and elegant 
fas-hion. 
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In this category belong: N·ikolayev, Agas, Ushakov, 
Listengurt, Evgen'ev, z·hupakhin, Minaev, Davydov, 
Al'tman, Geiman, Litvin, Leplevskii, Karelin, Kerzon, 
Iamnitskii, and others. 

Since the quantity of those under arrest who 
confessed due to such methods grew daily and 
there was a great need for investigators who knew 
how t·o compose interrogations, the so~called 
''investigator~bonebreakers'' began, each on his 
own, ·to create groups of simple ''bonebreakers." 

The group of ''bonebreakersi' consisted of · 
technical workers. These men did not know the 
evidence concerning the suspect, but were sent 
to the Lefortovo [prison in Moscow]~ summoned 
the accused, and set to beating him. The 
beatings continued up to the moment that the 
accused agreed to giv~ a confession. 

The remaining group of investigators took care of 
in·terrogations of those accused. of less serious 

. . 

crimes and were left to themselves, without 
leadership from anyone. 

The further process of investigation was as follows: 
the investigator conducted the interrogation and 
instead of a transcript put together notes. After 
several such interrogations a draft transcript was 
put together by the investigator. The draft went for 
''correction'' to the chief of the appropriate 
depa.rtment, and from him, still unsigned, for 
''review'' to former People,s Commissar Ezhov and 
in rare cases to ·myself, Ezhov looked through the 
transcript, made changes and additions, In most 

. . 

cases those under arrest did not agree with the 
editing of the trans.cript and stated that they 
had not said that during the investigation and 
refused to sign it. 
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Then the investigators would remind the 
arrested party about the ''boneb·reakers,'' and 
the person under investigation would sign the 
transcript. Ezhov produced the ''correction'' and 
''editing'' of transcripts, in most cases, never having 
seen with his own eyes the person under arrest and 
if he did see him, then only during a momentary 
inspection o·f the cells. or investigative rooms·. 

With such methods the investigations supplied the 
names. 

In my opinion I would speak the truth if I 
declared, in general, that very often the 
confessions were given b.y the i-nve.stigato·rs, and 
not by those under investigation. 

Did the leadership of the People's 
Commissa·riat, that is I and Ezhov, know about 
this? We knew. 

How did we react? Honestly speaking - not at 
all, -and Ezhov even encouraged it,. ~o one 
bothered to find out. to which of the accused 
physical pressure was applied. And since the 
majority of the persons who were .employing these 
methods were themselves enemies of the people 
and con.spi·rators, then clearly false ac.cusations 
took place, we took false acc.usati0'1S and 
arrested and shot innocen.t people who had 
been slandered by enemies of the ·people from 
among those under arrest and by enemie·s of the 
people among the investigators. Real 
investigation was wiped out .. ( 45-46) 
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Since the end of the Soviet Union a large body of evidence has been 

published that alleges the torture of innocent pe.rsons· to force 

them to confess. Here Frinovskii verifies that this practice was a 
policy of the Ezhov .. Jed NKVD. It cannot be impugned ·because the 
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fabr·ication of false cases aga.inst and tort.ure of innocent persons is 
confirmed by so much independent evidence. 

Frinovskii's testimony also co·nfirms Ezhov's confessions, which 
we will examine in subsequen·t chapter.s. It is also strong ev.idence 
that Ezhov's NKVD acted not under Stalin's orders · but against 
them. · 

Frin·ovskii Confirms the Guilt. of Bukharin and Defe.ndants 
at the Third ·Moscow Trial 
Frinovskii explicitly states that the Third Moscow Trial was not 
fabricated, that t·he defendants were not forced to c.onfess to 
crimes they did not commit. This is very significant. In the follow .. 
ing passage Fri:µovskii states that Ezhov did not force Bukharin 
and others to ·fa.lsely confess( Instead he· asked them not to name . . 

him. as one of the Rightist conspirators - and Bukharin and the 
othe.rs did not. 

The preparation of the trial of Rykov, Bukharin,. 
Krestinskii, Yagoda and others 

An active participant in investigations generally, 
Ezhov kept himself aloof from the preparati·on 
of this trial. Before the trial the face-to-face 
confrontations of the suspects, interro_gati·ons, 
and refining, ·in which Ezhov did not participate. 
He spoke for a long time with Yago·da, and that talk 
concerned, in the main, of assuring v·agod·a that he 
would not be shot. 

Ezhov had conversations several times w·ith 
.Bukharin and Rykov and also in or.der to calm them 

. 
assured them that un.der no circum.stances would 
they be shot. 

Ezhov had one co·nversation ·with Bulanov, and 
began this conversation in the presence of the . 
investigator and myself) and finished the 
conversation one on one1 having as.ked us t·o leave. 
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At that moment Bulanov had begun talking ab.out 

the poisoning of Ezhov·. What the conversation was 

about Ezhov did not say·. When h.e asked u.s to enter 

again he said: '"Behave yourself well at the trial - I 

will ask that you not be shot." After the trial Ezhov 

always expressed regret about Bulanov. At the time 

of the executions Ezhov suggested shooting 

Bulanov first and he himself did not enter the 
building where the shootings took place·, 

Here Ezhov unquestionably was ruled. by the 

. necessity of cover·ing up his own ties with. the 
arrested leaders of the Right who were going 
into the public trial. ( 47-48) 

1.33 

We have. a great deal of other evidence that Bukharin was gui.lty~ 

This evidence also serve.s as confirmation of the genuine nature of 

Fri.novskii's statement. 
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April 26, 1939 

Ezhov was arrested on A.pril 10,. 1939. As in the c.ase of Frinovskii 
we do not h·ave his entire file with every inte·rrogation and state
ment. We have excerpts from two .earlier interrogations which we 
will touch upon b.riefly in a future chapter. The text of this specific 
interrogation app·ears to be complete. Like Frino·vskli's, it is pub
lished in a -semi-official collection of declassified docume·nts· from 
So·viet archive·s~ 

The cent.r·al focus of this inte·rrogation is Ezhov1s collaboration 
with the German military "in a conspiracy to overthrow th.e Stalin 
·leadership. 

Question: .At the last interrogation you confessed 
that over the period of ten years you ·carried out 
espionage work for Poland. However, you hid a 
number of ·your espionage contacts, The 
investigation demand.s from you truthful and 
exhaustive confessions on this question. 

Answer: I must admit that, although I gave 
tr·uthful confessions about my espionage work 
for Poland, I really· did hide from the 
investigation. my espionage ties with the 
Ge.rm ans. 

Question: With what a·ims did you try to lead the 
investigation away from yo-ur espionage ties with 
the Germans~ 

. 

Answer: I did not want to confess to the 
investigation about· my direct espionage ties with 
the Germans, all the more since my collaboration 
with German intellige·nce is not limited only to 
espionage work assigned b·y German intelligence, I 
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organized an anti-Soviet conspiracy and was 
prep·aring a coup d'etat by means of terrorist 
acts against the leaders of the party and 
government. (Ezhov 04.26.1939, 52--53) 
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Ezhov explains how he was blackmailed by German intelligence, a 

claim that the interrogator finds difficult to believe- . 

Questio·n: The conditions of your recruitment by 
German intellig.ence that you have related do 
not inspire belief. 

It is incomprehensible and strange th.at you should 
have agreed to be recruited when all ·you had to 

fear was pu.blicity in the foreign press about your 

intimate relationship with some woman. 

Speak plainly: how did German intelligence get its 

claws into you? 

This statement by the int·errogator is good internal evidence that 

Ezhov's confession was not ''scripted11 in any way by the NKVD but 

represents· what Ezhov himself wished to say, We should recall 

that lakov Iakovlev stated that the Ge·rmans also used blackmail 

against him. 

Answer: At that time I had only· just been promoted 

to important po.litical work. P·~blicity about th.is 
incident wou.ld have discredited me in the USSR 

and p.ossibly led to the exposure of m.y personal 

depravity, Besides that, before this, as the 

investigation is aware, I had already b·een tied with 

Polish intelligence, so there was no·thing for me ·to 

lose. (54) 

Austrian Doctor Carl von Noorden's .clinic in Vienna was indeed 
. 

visited by man.y high .. ranking Bolsheviks. Ezhov names some of 

these patients of van Noorden's: 

Answer: At the beginning of 1936 upon th.e 
recommendation of the medic·al directorate of th.e 

Kremlin Noorden was invited to Moscow for 
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consultation with a number of hig·h .. ranking 
workers. He stayed in the USSR for 10 - 15 days. 

Of the large number of persons whom Noorden 
consulted I specifically remember Gamarnik, 
Iakir, Chubar', Petrovsky, Kosior, Veinberg, and 
Metallikov. (57) 

Gavriil Ve.inberg was a Soviet Trade Union official. Mikhail Metalli ... 
kov, a surgeon, was himself t'he director of Kremlin medical facili
ties. With the exception of Veinberg, all those ·named by Ezhov 
here were eventually arrested, tried, and executed for participa-
tion in anti-Soviet conspiracy.1 

· 

Ezhov testifies in detail about his contacts with Ge·ne,ral Kurt von 
Hammerstein-Equord.J Hammerstein was a partisan of an alliance 
with Russia but not with the Stalin ·1eadershipk At least two of his 
children were secret members of the German Communist Party. 
He was on friendly terms with the Soviet Generals who had visited 
Germany during th.e Soviet .. German collaboration under t.he Treaty 
of Rapallo. 

On the fifth or sixth day of my stay in Merana 
Kandelaki informed me that the pro.minent 
German general Hammerstein had arrived at 
our sanatorium in the company of the Polish 
minister of trade whose name .I cannot now recall. 
(58) 

Ezhov descr.ibes the different pro-German groups of high-ranking 
Red Army commanders that were conspiring against the Stalin 
leadership but were unable to unitek 

At the beginning of our talk Hammerstein· 
declared: ''We are very grateful for all the 
servic:es you have rendered us.'' He declared that 

i There is an article on von Noorden;s Bolshevik patients in the Russian business ·ne\vspaper 
Kommersant athttp://wwiv.kommersant.ru/doc/761081 It does not mention the blackmail 
and recruitment of von Noorden's patie·nts by Germa.n intelligence. Von Noorden1s life and 
career are summarized on a German Wikipedia page at 
https:// de,wikipedia.org/\viki/Carl_ von_Noorden_(Mediziner) 
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he was satisfied with the information that the 
Germans had received from me. But, declared 
Hammerstein, it was all trivial stuff! The position 
in the USSR that you occupy is such that we 

cannot· be satisfied with the information that 

you are giving us. Before you stand other 
assignments of a political order.·'' 

Question: What kind of ••political'' assignments? 

Answer: Hammerstein, knowing that I had already 

·been elected secretary of the C·entral Commi.ttee of 

the ACP(b·), declared: ''You have the possibility 
not just to inform us but also to influence the 
policy of Soviet power.'' · 

Further Hammerstein ·made known to me the 
very seriou.s, in his words, relations that the 
Germans had in the circ·Ies ·of the high command 

of the Red Army, and. informed me of the 
existence in the Soviet Union of· several 
military-conspiratorial groups. 

Hammerstein told me that a number of hi.gh
ranking military workers wer·e dissatisfied with the 

situation in the USSR and had set as their goal to 
change the internal and inte·rnatio·nal p·olicies of the 

Soviet Union. (59) 

Hammerstein answered: ''We have relations 
with different circles among your military. Thei·r 

goal is the same but, eviden.tly, their points of view 

are diffe.rent·, and they cannot reach an·y agreement 

amongst themselves even though we ha.ve 

categorically demanded it," 

Question: What assignments dld H.ammerstein .give 

you? 

137 
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Answer: Hammerstein proposed that I contact 
these military circles, and with Egorov first of 
all. He declared that he knew Egorov very well as 
one of the· mos·t im.portant and influenti·al figures 
among that pa·rt of the m.ilitary· conspirat·ors 
who understood that without the German army, 
without a solid agreement ·with Ge,rmany it 
would not be possible to change the political 
order in the· USSR in the desired direction .. 

. 

The view that any conspiracy had to have a prior agreement with 
Germany was als.o set forth by Trotsky to Radek and Piatakov. It 
made a lot of sense. The overthrow of the Stalin leadership or as ... 
sassin.at.ion of Stalin would ce.rtai.nly create profound disorder and 
di:s·unity· in the country. Some agreement with the most aggressive 
imperialist countries would be needed ·so they would recognize 
the new regime rather than invade and permanently occupy large 
parts of the USSR. 

Hammerstein proposed to me that thro.ugh ·Egorov 
1· should be current with all the conspiratorial 

. . 

matters and influence the conspiratori.al groups 
that existed in the Red. Army in the direction of 
bringing th.em close to Germany whi.le at the 
same time taking every step· towards their 
''unification.', ''Your position as secr.etary of the CC 
ACP(b) will help you in this," declare.ct 
Hammers.tein .. (59) 

Question: .Did your further meeting·s with 
Hammerstein take p1a.ce? · 

Answer: Yes, I had three. ·more meetings with 
Hammerstein. At the second meeting. 
Hammerstein expressed interest in the detaiI·s 
related to the murder of S.M. Kirov, and about 
how serious the influence of Trotskyites, 
Zinovievites and Rights in the ACP(b) was .. 
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I gave him exhaustive information, and specifically 
noted the fact that there was at that· time a sense of 

despai.r among Chekists and that lagoda's position 
in connection with Kirov's murder had been 

. . . 

shaken. Then Hammerstein said: ''It would be very 
good if you managed to occupy lagoda's post,.•' 

. 

(59-60) 
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According to Ezhov,s account, it seems as though Hammerstein 
was already cons.idering what a ·useful role the NKVD coul·d play in 

undermini·ng the Soviet lea.dership if it were under the command 

of a German agent like Ezhov. 

Ezhov then outlined the various conspirat·orial groupings among 
the. leading Soviet military commanders. 

Answer: In the conversatio·n with Hammerstein it 
was -agreed that I would maintain 
comm.unications with him through Egorov and 
Kan.delaki, durin.g the latter's trips to ,Moscow. 

On a non-workday he [Egorov] came to my dacha 

and the first conversation took place in which 
Egorov told me_ that he already: knew about my 

. . 

meeting with Hammerstein, with whom·he 
himself had long had tiesl ... Egorov further gave 
me the names of the participants of the 
conspiratori·al group that he led: Budennyi, 

· Dybenko, Shaposhnikov, .Kashirin, Fed'ko, the 
commander of the Transbaikal military district, and 
a number of other impor·tant commanders whose 
names I will remembe·r and give. in ·a supplement. 

Further Ego.rov said that in the RKKA there exist 
two more groups competing with each other: 
the Trotskyist group of Gamarnik, Iakir and 
Uborevich, and th.e offlcer-Bonapartist group of 
Tukhachevsky. (61) 

In his letter t.o Marshal Voroshilov after the Tukh·achevskii trial 
and executions Marshal Semion Budennyi also noted that a distinc--
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tion between the pro-Trotsky· commanders and Tukhachevskii's 
group was exp·ressed during t'he Tu.khachevskii trial of June 11, 
19 3 7. This confirms the genu.ine nature o·f Ezhov' s confession here. 

Understandably, the Ge·rmaris were unhappy with the divisions 
among th.e different groups of military conspirators. They de-
mantled unity - in vain, as it turned ou·t. 

. . 

Then [German military attache to the S·oviet Union 
Gene-ral Ernst] Kostring informed me that my 
appointment as People1s Commissar of In·ternal 
Affairs opened up the perspective ''of uniti.ng all 
those dissatisfied with the existi·ng political 
leadership and that, at the head of this 
movement, I would be .able to create a 
considera.ble force.'' 

Kostring said: '(We military men think like this·: for 
us the decisive facto·r is military strength. The.re.fore 
the fir.s.t task which, as it seems to us, pre,sents 
itself is to u·nite the military fo·rces in the 
interests ·of the common task. We must · 
strengthen in every way our influence in the Red · 
Army, so as to direct the Russian army at the 
deci·sive moment in a manner correspon.ding to 

. . 

the interests of Ge.rmany." 
. . 

How Ezhov's Mass R'epression Originated 
According to Ezhov the idea .of an N.KVD conspiracy was-first sug
ge.sted to hi·m by German military attache q.en·eral Ernst K.ostring. 

Kostring touched on the NKVD. He said: ''In the 
general plan of the tasks we face, the People's 
Commissar for 1·nternal Affairs m·ust play a 
determining role. Th~refore fo·r the success of the 
coup d'etat and our seizure of power you .must 
create in the NKVD a ·bro·ad orga:nization of 
those who agree wi.th you, and it must be united 
with the military· .m ·en." Kostring declared that 
these organizations, in the army and i·n the NKVD, · · 
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must be prepared in such a way as to guarantee 
unite-d acti.ons at th·e outbreak of war towards 
the goal of seizing power. ·(62) 
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After the Tukhachevsky Affair trial and executions, Egorov and the 
Germans reconsidered this original plan, which was oriented to
wards action upon an invasion of the USSR by Germany and/or 
allies. With the · top figures in t:he military conspi.racy now re
·moved, the Germans ·suggeste.d a coup d'eta·t in.st.ead of the initial 
plan of coordinating Red Army acti..ons with an invading German 
armyw 

Question: How· did your espionage work proceed 
further? 

Answer: In the summe.r of 193.7, after the trial of 
Tukhachevsky, Egorov in ·the name of German 
intelligence set be.fore me the question of the 
necessity to build all the espionage work in the 
army and the NKVD in such a way as to organize, 
under certain conditions, the seizure of power 
without waiting for a war, as we had agreed 
according to the preliminary plan. 

Egorov said that the Germans explained this 
alterati.on by the fear lest the destr-uction which 
had begun of the anti-Sovie.t formations in the 
army reach us, i.e. me and Egorov. · 

Accord·ing to Egorov the Germans proposed that we 
communicate to th.em our concrete ideas about this 
question as soon as possible. 

We ·discussed t·hls ·new situ.ation with Egorov and 
arrived at the conclusion that the Party and the 
popular masses were behind the leadership of 
the ACP(b) and that the ·soil for this coup d'etat 
had not b·een prepared. Therefore we decided 
that it. was necessary to get rid of S.talin or 
Molotov under the flag of some other kind of anti
Soviet organization in order to create. the 
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co·nditions for my fu.rther ad.vancement towa.rds 
political power. After ·that, once I occupied a more 
leading position, the possibil·ity would be created 
for further, more decisive, changes in the 
politics_ o·f the Party ·and the Sovi.et Un.ion that 
corresponded to the interests of Germany. 

I ask.ed Egorov to tran.smit t.o the Ge·rmans through 
Kostring our ideas a_nd to reques.t the opinio·n of· 
.governmental circles in Ger·many about this 
qu.estion. 

Question: What answer did y·ou receive? 

Answer: Soon after that, according to the words of . 

K·ostring, Egorov informed me that the 
governme.nt circ·Ie.s of Germany agreed with our 
p.roposal,. 

. 

Ac.cordi.ng to Ezhov, it was at this time that .his pla.n of an NKVD 
conspiracy was born. 

Question: What measures did you undertake to 
realize your traitorous designs? 

Ans·wer: I decided to organ.ize a conspiracy 
within the NKVD ~n-d to a~ract to .it people 
through whom I c.ould carry out terrorist acts 
against the leaders of the Party an.d 
govern_ment. (64) 

. 

The NKVD· conspiracy was to include terrorist acts against the 
Stalin lead.ership. 

Ezhov goes on to pame those in the NKVD,. plus Evdokimov (not an 
NKVD man), who were already in his conspiratorial group, includ
ing a group of NKVD men who had been in. lagoda's ·conspiracy. In 
·rater confessions Ezh.ov goes. into detail about h·ow the mass 
repression·s were. planned and executed~ We will discuss them in 
future chapters. 

J 

The final section of this confession detai.ls the plo·t to assassinate 
St.alin. Marshal Egorov was arrested on March 27, 1938. In one of 
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the document collections which we have cited previously, we have 
a Politburo decision of January 25, 1938 detailing suspicious ac
tions by Egorov. Marshal Budennyi had evidently testified that Eg
orov had tried to recruit him into an anti--party military conspiracy 
of his own. A number of persons already under arrest had testified 
that Egorov knew about the Tukhachevskii conspiracy but had 
failed to denounce it to the Soviet leadership. (Lubianka 1937-
1938 No. 281) 

A decree of the Central Committee Plenum dated February 28 -
March 2, 1938 reported that Egorov had had a face ... to-face con~ 
frontation with four of his accusers and concluded that 
''com[rade]. Egorov has turned out to be politically more tarnished 
than one could have thought before the face .. to-face confronta
tion.1~ At this point Egorov was only removed as a candidate mem
ber of the Central Committee. (Lubianka 1937-1938 No. 297). 

In a list dated July 26, 1938, of 139 persons for whom the NKVD 
recommended execution if convicted at trial, Egorov>s was the only 
name crossed out entirely. (Lubi·anka 1937--1938 No. 331). Egorov 
was not tried and executed until February 22, 1939, long after 
Beria had taken charge of the NKVD from Ezhov and embarked on 
the task of reviewing the cases of tens of thousands of persons 
condemned under Ezhov. 

Egorov's arrest caused a change in Ezhov's plans, 

I informed Kostring abou·t further arrests among -
military workers and declared to him that I did not 
have the power to prevent these arrests, and in 
particular I reported about the arrest of Egorov, 
which had the possibility of causing the ruin of 
the whole conspiracy. 

Kostring was extremely upset by all these events. 
He sharply p·ut to ·me the question that either we 
immediately take some kind of measures to 
seize power, or we will be destroyed one at a 
time. 
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Kostring again re·turned to our old plan. of a so·
ca.lled ''short blow'' and demanded that it be 
executed immediate.ly. 

Accordi.ng to Ezhov, the idea of a.ssassinating Stalin and/or other 
Politburo members originated with the Germans . 

. Khoziainov had been made aware of that not only 
by me but by German intelligence, since during the 
fi.rs·t meeting after we h.ad established contact 
b·e·tween us Khoziainov transmitted to me a 
dire.ctive of t ·he Ge_rma·ns: to speed up a.tall costs 
the c·arrying out of.terro·rist acts. 

Besides that Khoziainov transmitted t.o me the 
d.irectives of German. intelligence t'hat in connection 
with my dismissal from work in the NKVD and the 
naming of Beria as People's Commissar for Internal 
Affairs German intelligence considered it 
.essential to assassinate s·omeone among the 
Politb·uro members and by ·this means to 
provoke a new leadership in the NKVD. . . 

In this same period in th·e NKV·D itself there 
began arrests of the active members of the 
conspiracy which I headed·, and then we 
concluded that it was esse·ntial to organize a 
mass a.ction on November 7, .1938, (67) 

Ez.hov again .attributes the plan to a·ssassi.nate Soviet leaders to the 
G·ermans. 

A·nswer: In the last days· of November 1938 I was 
dismissed from work in the N'KVD. Then I fi.nally 
understood that the Party did ·not tru_st me and the 
moment of ·my exposure was approaching. I started 
to seek a way out o.f the situation I had created and 
deci.ded not to stop at anythi.ng .in order to 
eithe.r carry out the assignment of German 
intelligence, to kill one of the members of the 
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Politburo, o·r to flee abroad myself and save my 

skin . 
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... I told Lazebny: ''There is no way out for you, you are going to be 

destroyed in any case, but by sacrifici.ng yourself you might save a 

large group of peo·ple." When Lazebny questioned me about this I 

informed him that the murder of Stalin would save the situa

tion in. the country. Lazebny agreed. (69) 

Boris Berman 
Pavliukov, who bas had access to NKVD documents not cited by 

others, transmits this testimony concerning Ezhov's conspiracy 

from Boris D. Berman. It confirms what we know from the other 

sources we have~ 

... [T]he confessions made by B.D. B-erman during 
the fourth week of January 1939, had d,otted almost 

all the ''i~s11 as· concerns the political accusations 

against Ezhov. Berman, ·the former chief of the 

· Transportation Directora.te of the NKVD and, before 

t·hat, Commissar of Internal Affairs of Belorussia, 
declared that unjustified mass arrests, as-a result of 
which completely innocent persons died, were 

conducted b.y Ez·ho·v and Frinovsky on the 
instructions of foreign intelligence services while at 

the same time actua·l spies, div·ersionists and 

terroris.ts remained at liberty. By this time Berman 

had already 'confessed, to contacts with German. 

intelligence, so that such knowl.edge concerning 

Ezhov ·could not compromise himself i.n any way. 

Pavliukov cites the following direct quotation from Berman's 

statement.: 

It was im·portant to both Ezhov and Frinovsky to 
create as much damage to the Party and in the 
country as possible and to strive, through their 
hostile work in the. NKVD, to ruin the authority 
of the Party, the authority of the Central 
Committee, as much as possible among the wide 
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circles of the population. This was Ezhov's and 
Frinovsky's principal assignment, and they acted in 
this direction, involving and corrupting the 
apparatus of the NKVD both in t·he periphery and, 
especially, in the center. This was done upon the 
directive of foreign intelligence services of 
aggressor countries ... with whom Ezhov and 

. . 

Frinovsky were tied and whose agents they 
were. (Pavliukov, 516--517) 
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· August 4, 19 39 

Ezhov's interrogation confession of August 4, 1939 is a most im

portant document fo·r understanding t.h-e mass repressions. In it 

Ezhov explains how he ca1"'ried out the mass repressions of inno~ 

cent persons and duped Stalin and the Soviet leadership into be

lievi-ng that it was a battle agai.nst subversion. Ezhov also touches 

on this topic in other interrogations, of which only certain sections 

have been published. We consider them in the next chapter. 

Mainstream Soviet ·histo·riograp.hy ignores this confession ... 

interrogation of Ezhov's .. No wonder! ·For it demonstrates how in

valid the ''anti~Stalin paradig·m'' of Soviet history· is. We will give 

lengthy quotation·s from this document and comment on them« I 

have put an English translation of the whole text online .. 1 Unless 

otherwi.se specified, quotations are from this translation. 

Ezhov· begins by asserting that there ·was some validity to the 

charge that r.eturned ku.laks, criminals, and others were indeed 

causing disruption in the country. Therefore the repressions were 

initially wel·comed by the Soviet population. 
. . . 

· Question: Did you achieve your provocational, 

conspiratorial ai.ms in carrying out these mass 

operations? 

Answer: Th·e first results of the mass operati·on 
were completely unexpected by us conspirators. 

Not only did ·they not create dissatisfaction 
among the population with the, punitive policy 
of Soviet power, but on t·he contrary they 

i English t.ranslation: 
https;/ /msuwe b.montclair.edu/ ,._,furrg/research/ ezhov080439eng.htm1 Russian original~ 

https;//msuweb,montclair.edu/"'furrg/ research/ezhov080439ru.html Set Text Encoding 

to Cyrillic (Windows). 
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resulted in a large political upsurge, especially 
in the countryside. We observed a great many 
cases in which the kolkhoz work·e·rs themselves 
came to the UNKVD and the regional sections of 
the UNKVD with the dema·nd that we arrest one 
or another fugitive kulak, White Guardist, 
trader, and so on. 

In the towns the levels of robbe.ry, knife-fighting, 
and hooli.ganism, from which wor.k·ing-·class regions . 
suffered especiall·y, were sharply reduced. 

It was completely obvious that the ·cent·ral 
Committee of the All.-Union Communist Party 
(Bolshevik) was corre.ct and timely in deciding to 
ca.rry out these measures. Despite the 
provocational measures with which we 
undertook to carry out the mass operation it 
met with fr.iendly approval by the working 
peo.ple. (Ezhov 04.26·.1939, 367). 

''Approval by the working people'~ was the opposite of what Ezhov· 
and his men wanted. Ezhov continues by noting how t'hey turned 
this situation aro·und~ 

Question: How dict· you ma.nag-e to use the working 
people's sympathy wit'h repression against kulaks, 
counter-·revolutionary clerics, and criminals, in 
order to a·ttain the goals set by the conspiratorial 
organizati.on? 

Answer: In the provinces, when the. so-called 
''limits'' that ha.d been set of the numb.ers of former 
kulaks, White Guards·, counter ... revolutionary 
cleric·s, and criminals to be r.epress.ed had been 
e.xhaus:ted, we the. con·spirators a.nd I in . 
particular again set before the go·vernment the 
question of the need to prolong the mass 

IJ 

operations and increase tlte number of those to 
be repressed, · 
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As evide·nce of the need to prolong the mass 
operations we alleged that the kolkhozes in the 
countryside and the factories in the towns had 
been heavily infested by these eleme.nts.) and 

' 

stressed the interest and sympathy of t·he 
working people of town and country for these 
measures. 

Qu.es·tion: Did you succeed in obtaining a 
. government decision to prolong the mass 
operations.? 

Answer: Yes. We did obtain the decision of the 
government to .prolong the mass opera·tion and 
to increase the num·ber of those to be repressed. 
(367--368) 
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Here is the reason for the increases in limits that have been widely 
publicized as showing how ''bloodthirsty'' Stalin was .. Ezhov told 
him that the workin_g people showed support for the.se actions. 
This also shows that dis·ruptions by anti-Soviet force.s were far 

. from ended. 

''We Were Deceiving the Government'' 
The interrogator asks Ezhov to specify whether he had deceived 
the government or, on the contrary, was acting according to the 
go.ve·rnment's wishes. 

Questio.n: What did yo.u do, deceive th.e 
go·vernment? 

Answer: It was unqu.estionably essential for us 
to prolong the mass operation and increase the 

. . 

number of persons repressed. 

However, it was necessary to extend the _·time 
period for these meas.ures and to set up a real and 
accurate account .so that once we had prepared 
ourselves, we could strike our blow directly on the 
most dangerous part, the organizational leadership 
of the counterrevolutionary elements. 
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The government, understandably, had no 
.conception of our conspiratorial plans and in the 
present case proc·eede.d solely on the basis of the 
necess-ity to prolong the operation without go.i.ng 
into the esse·nce of how it was carried out. 

In this sense, of course, we ·were deceivi.ng the 
government in the most blatant manner. (368) 

. 

I cannot find any quotation of this passage by any mainstream h·is--
torian of the Soviet Union. The reason should be clear; it directly 
contradicts the anti-Stalin paradigm, the false notion that all of 
Ezhov's rep·ressions, mass murders, etc., were ·plann.ed o.r at least 
desired by Stalin, and that Ezhov was just ''Stalin's loyal execu
tioner," 

As Ezhov explains, increases in repression eventually began to 
seriously alie·nate large parts of the Soviet population who could 
not unde:r·s·tand what was happening, and how this repression ·el~ 
icited the 'kind of opposition and p.rotest from the Soviet popula
tion that he, Ezhov, .aimed at. He t·hen explains how he and his men 
managed to stifle. these pro.tests, especi·ally those from honest 
NKVD men. 

. 

Questi.on: After you succeeded in prolonging the 
mass operation.s, ·did you achiev.e the set aims of the 
cons.p.irato.rial organization to cause dissatisfaction 
among the population with the punitive policy of 
Sovi,et power? 

Answer~ Yes, once we had prolonged the mass 
operations o.v·er m.an.y mo~ths we finally 
succeeded, in a number of areas, ·in causing 
inco.mprehe·nsion and dissatisfaction with the 
puniti·ve policy of so·viet power among specific 
sectors of the population. (369) 

Ezhov lists the areas where this policy of repression of innocent 
persons was su.ccessful, and says: ~ 

In all of these ob lasts there· were more gros.s anti
Soviet acts of repression against people who were 
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basically innocent, which caused legitima·te 
dissatisfaction among the working .people. (369) 
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We won't q_uote or summarize ev.erythi.ng Ezhov says about the 
repressions. Rather; weJil concentrate on emphasizing a few cru
cial points. Ezhov says that Leplevskii, in the Ukraine, repressed 
persons who wer·e either not politically active or were ·in fact loyal 
to the So.viet government, while letting th.e dangerous el.ements go. 

In carrying out the mass operation Le·plevskii, like 
most of the .other chiefs ·of ·the UNKVDs who were 
not conspirators,2 spread them out over a broa.d 
front while leaving the most bitter and active of 

. 

the organizers from among the kulaks, White 
Guardists, Petliurovists, counter-re-volutionary 
clergy, etc., almost untouched~ At the same time 
he concentrated the whole force of his blow 
against the less a.ctive elements and in part 
among that part of.the population that was close 
to Soviet power [i.e . . loyal to the Soviet 
governme.nt]. (370) 

Under Uspenskii, who succeeded Leplevskii in the Ukraine, this 
same policy was accelerated. 

Uspenskii was comp·Ietely informed about ou.r 
conspiratorial plans and I informed him a.bout them 
personally. I personally also gave him co·ncrete 
assignments concerning this matter~ The ·result was 
that Usp·enskii not only continued Leplevskii's 
pra·ctice of sabotage b·ut increased it 
significantly. 

Uspenskii .received additional ''limits'' after my 
arrival in the Ukraine and, on my direction, he did 
not l.imit himself only to repression of former 
kulaks} clerics, and criminals, but broadened the 

. . 

category o.f those subject t.o repression to include 

2 We will return 'to Ezhov's claim that Leplevskii was not a part of his conspiracy in a later 
chapter. 
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n.ationalists, former prisoners of ·war} and others. 
(370) 

Ezhov describes the negative reaction · on the part of the Soviet 
p.opulation. 

All of this caused bewilderment and 
dissatisfaction among the working p·eople in 
many reg·ions of the Ukraine. This dissatisfaction 
was especially strong i.n the reg.ions near the 
border, ·where there remained famil.ies of those· 
who were repressed. 

The NKVD of the ·uss·R a.nd the Pr·o·curacy receive.ct 
many warnings a.bout this from the oblasts of t·he 
Ukraine. However no one reacted to them in any · 
way. (370) 

·Ezhov makes it clear that the central gove,rnment - Stalin - did not 
learn of this negative reaction: 

Th-ese warning·s wer·e hidden from the Central 
Committee of the Pa.rty and from the gove.rnmentJ\ 

The negative reaction to Ezhov's mass repression of innocent per
sons was considerable. 

From what Uspenskii said I know that flights 
through the ·border posts into Poland increased as a 
result of the provoc.atio.nal conduct of the mass · · 
operations, especially in the border regions of the 
Ukraine. The families of those repressed b·egan to 
be expelled from kolkhozes, and in ·c.onnection with 
that, robberies, arson, and thefts began. There were 
even a few examples of terror.ist acts against 
workers· of the village sov·iets and .kolkhozes. Not 
o.nly families of th·e rep·r-essed, but rank-and-file 
kolkhoz members and even Party .members began 
to wri.te complaints. · 

... Such in general terms were the results of the 
pr.ovoc.ational condu·.ct of the mass operations in the . 
Ukraine. 
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We were successful in achieving about the same 

results in Belorussia too. (370) 
. 
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Ezhov gives more detail in his discussion of the mass repressio.ns 

in Belorussia: 

. 

He [Boris Berman, NKVD chief in B'elorussia. and 
originally a Iagoda man] incessa.ntly demanded an 
in.crease of ''limits,, and, following Uspe.nskii's 

exam·ple, put ''nationalists'' into the category· of 

persons subject to re·pression, carried out 
completely unfounded arrests, created exactly· 
the same kind of dissatisfaction in the border 
regions of Belorussia, and left the families of t·hose 
repressed where they were, 

There were even more warnings sent to the 
NKVD and the Procuracy concerning 
dissatisfac·tion amf?ng the population of the 

border regions of Belorussia than in the Ukra.ine. 
We left all these too without investigating them 
and hid them from the ·Central Committee ofth.e 
Party and the government, ... In the other oblasts 
I enumerate.d in my confession we· a·chieved 
analogous results and also succeeded in creating 
di·ssatisfaction among certain sectors of the 
population. (371) 

E.zhov discuss-es the operation in the Far Easte·rn _Region (FER), the 

Don bass, and the · Central Asian Republics. ·His discussion of 

Frinovskii's actions in the Far Eastern Region give some more d.e

tail about how the repression was conducted~ 

Q; But .can i.t be that in June 1938 this· operation had 
still not been completed in the FER.? 

A: It had already been completed in the FER. 
However, we had arranged with Frinovskii that 
after he had arrived in the Far East he would 
send a telegram with the request to increase the 
''.limits'' of the numbers of persons to be rep·ressed, 
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giving as the reason for this measure that the 
FER was heavily infested with counter
revolutionary elements who remained almost 
untouched. 

F·rinovskii did this. He a·rrived in the FER and after a 
few days asked that the 'limits be. increased by 
15,000 persons, for which he re·ceived permissioni 
For the FER with its small population this was a 
significant figure. 

Q: Why di.d you find it necessary to renew the mass 
operation in the FER? 

A: We cons·idered it to be the most convenient 
and most effective form of sabotage, capable of 
very quickly evoking dissatisfaction among the 

. . . 

population. Since the situation in the FER at th.at 
time was rather tense we therefore decided to 
exacerbate it eve:n further through the 
provocational prolongation of the mass operatio:n. 
(373) . 

Ezhov summarizes Frinovskii's achievements in furthering their 
conspiracy by sparing the real counterrevolutionaries while re
pressing the innocent. 

According to Frinovskii's words the mass ope·ration 
prolonged by us came in very handy indeed. He 
created the impression that he had thoroughly 
routed the anti"Soviet elements in the FER and in 
fact was successful in usi.ng_ the mass operation in 
order to preserve the more leading and active cadre 
of the counterrevolution and o.f the conspirators. 
Frinovskii concentrated the whole blow of the mass 
operation on those sectors of the population closest 

~ . . . 

to us and on passive, declassed elements and was 
able on the one hand to. stir up legitimate 

s Evidently Ezhov means "closest t.o the Soviet government/' 
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dissatis·faction among the population of many areas 
of the FER, and on the other hand to preserve the 
organized and active cadre of the 
counterrevolution. (3 73-3 7 4) 

The ''Foreign Operations'' 
The interrogator asked abo·ut the so-called ''foreign operations." 

Q: Above you have touched on the question that you 
also utilized the mass operations concerned with 
the repression of pe.rsons of foreign origin from the 
capitalist countries neighboring with us (refugees, 
political emigrants, and others) in .a provocational 
manner in the interests of realizing your 
con.spiratorial plans. 
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Ezhov discusses how the ''foreign operation'' intended by the 
Stalin governmen·t to rid the country of spies, was turned by 'him .. 
self and his men .tnto .another massive repression of innocent 
Soviet citizens. 

The mass operations concerning the repressio·n of 
persons of foreign origin from neighboring 
capitalist countries had as their goal to des·troy the 
base of foreign intelligen.ce services within the 
USSR. The.y took place at the same time-as the mass 

·operations against kulaks, criminals., et al . 
. 

We consp·irator·s n~turally could. not carry out . 
. 

these operations wit.bout try.ing t.o use them for 
our conspiratorial ends. 

We conspirators decided to cond.uct these 
operations too on a. broad front and strike as 
great a number of persons as p·ossible, all th.e 
more so· since there were no definite limits as.signed 
to these operations and, accordingly, we were able 
to broaden them at will a.ccording to our judgment~ 

Q: W.hat were yo.ur aims in carrying out these 
operation.s? 
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A:· The aims that we pursued in the provocational 
conduct of these operations also c·onsisted in 
causing dissatisfaction and ferment within the 
Soviet population who belon·ged to these 
nationalities. Besides that we hoped, by the 
provocational conduct of these operations, to 
create the public opinion in European states 
that people in ·the USSR are being repressed 
solely according to the criterion of na.tionality, 
and to stimulate protests by some of these 
states. 

I must say that all this a.lso coincided with our 
conspiratorial plans ·of orie.nting ourselves 
towards the seizure of power during wartime, 
insofar as it created the prerequisite conditions for 
this. These conditions in the present case were 
expressed in creati·ng a ·co·ndition of 
dissatisfaction not just with the punitive but 
also with the national policies of Soviet power . 

. 

Asked whether this policy of massive repression of innocent per-
sons on national pretexts was successful, Ezhov asserted that it 
was. 

. 

[W] e succeeded in achieving the :result that among . 
the Soviet popu.lation of nationalities under 
repression we created a great sense of alarm, 
incom.prebension concerning the pu.rpo.se of the·se 
repressions., dissatisfacti·on with Sovie.t power, talk 
about the approach of war, and a str.ong orientation 
t.owards emigration. . 

An important. r·es.ult for Ezhov1·s purposes were the protests of for-
eign countries and o·f some well-known individ.uals. · 

... as a result of the p.rovocational conduct of these, 
. . . 

o·perations there were .many protests on the part of 
the government of Germany, Poland, Persia, Greece, 
and other sta.tes, and articles of prot.est appeared in 
a number of newspapers. of Europea.n countries. 
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According to Ezhov, Iran, Greece, Finland, England, Germany, Po
land, and France protested. 

Besides that, as I have already said, in the 
European press a number of articles of protest 
appeared, which succeeded in evoking 
incomprehension and protests even among 
friends of the Soviet Union. 

Question: And n.amely? 

Answer: I have in mind in the first place Romain 
Rolland. He sent a special letter in which he asked 
that he be told whether it were true that 
repressions against foreigners had begun in the 
USSR that took place purely on the basis of 
nationality without regard to their attitude towards 
the Soviet Union. He explained this request by the 
fact that a number of protest articles had appeared 
in the foreign press, and then many prominent 
figures in Europe had turned to him to ask about 
this, knowing that he was a friend of the Soviet 
Union. 

Besides that Romain Rolland had already asked 
about certain persons under· arrest whom he knew 
personally and whom he recommended because of 
their. sympathy with Soviet power. 

Ezhov explained how the ''national operations'' were used to re .. 
press anybody he and his men wanted, not only spies or even just 
those of a given nationality. 

As I have already said, we had decided ·to carry out 
these mass operations on a broad front and to 
encompass in the repressions the greatest 
number of people possible. 

Our main pressure on the heads oft.he UNKVDs, 
whether they were conspirators or not, was 
precisely along these lines with the aim of forcing 
them all the time to expand the operation. 
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As a result of this pr.essure the practice of 
repressions without any incriminating evidence 
whatsoever on the sole basis o·f one criterion 
alone, th.at the person repressed beJ.onged to 
such-and ... such a nationality (Pole, German, 
Latvian, Greek, e.tc.), was ·broadly expa.n·ded . . 

However, that was not enough. The pract.ice o·f 
including Russians, Ukrainians, Byel.orussians, 
et al. in the category of Pol·es, Finns, Germans, et 
.al., became a ·rather mas·s phenomen.on, 
especially in certain oblasts. 

Of those who especially di~tinguish.ed themselves in 
this manner were th.e People's Commissars of 
Internal Affairs of _such rep·ublics a.s: the Ukraine, 
Belorussia, T·urkmenia, and the heads of the 
UNKVDs of such ob lasts a.s the Sv-erdlovsk, 
Leningrad, and Moscow. 

So for exampl.e Dmitri·ev, ·fo·rm.er hea·d of the 
NKVD of the Sverdlovsk o·bla.st i·ncluded a gre·at 
many Ukrainians, Byelorussians, and even 
Russians under the category of repressed Polish 
refugees. In any .case for every ar·reste.d Pole 
t ·here were no fewer than ten Russians, 
Ukrainians, and Byelorussians. 

There were ma·ny cases in which Russians, 
Ukrainians, and Bye·torussians gener~.lly were . . . 

made into Poles with falsified documents. 

The practice in Leningrad was the same. Instead of 
Finns Zakovsk·ii arrested many native 
inhabitants. of the USSR - Karelians, and . 
''transformed1

' them into Finns .. 

Uspen·skii, under the app.earance of Poles 
arrested many Ukrainian Uriiates, _that is, 
selected them not on the basis of national origin but 
according to their religion~ I could multiply many 

' 
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times examples of this kind. They are 
characteristic for the majority of ob lasts. 
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Thereupon Ezhov outlines the impunity he and his henchmen en
joyed by virtue of the special powers of the judicial system. 

Question: Was it only the simplified judicial 
procedure that permitted you to realize your 
provocational plans? 

Answer: Basically, of course, it permitted us to 
. . 

carry out sabotage with impunity. 

As a result of such an extremely simplifi·ed j·udicial 
procedure in the oblasts, for example, the practice 
of falsifying investigative facts, forgery, and 
deception was widely developed. 

Ezhov claims that the Procuracy, which was supposed to oversee 
police actions, did not do so. · 

·' 

The procuro·rs of the oblasts, krais, and republics, 
and also the Procuracy of the USSR could not have 
been unaware of such a blatant criminal practice of 
mass provocational arrests and falsification of 
investigative facts, since they bore responsibility, 
together with the NKVD, for the review of such 
casesk 

This inactivity of prosecutorial supervision can only 
be explained by the fact that in charge of the 
Procuracy in many oblasts, krais, and republics
were members of various anti-Soviet 
organizations who often practiced even more 
widespread provocational repressions among 
the population. . 

Another part of the procurors, those who were not 
involved in participation in anti .. Soviet groupings, 
simply feared to argue with the heads of the 
UNKVDs on these questions, all the more so since 
they did not have any directives on these matters 
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from the c·enter, where all the falsified investigative · 
reports that had been me·chanically signed by 
themselves, i.e. the proc.urors, we·nt through 
without any kind of restraint or rema.rks . 

... The Procur-acy of the USSR could not, of-course, 
have failed to notice all these perversionsl 

I explain the behavio-r of the Procuracy of the ·ussR 
and, in particular, of Procuror of the USSR 
Vys.hinskii by that same fear of quarr~~ing with the 
NKVD and by [the desire] to prove themselves no 
less ''revolutionary1

·' in the sense of conducting mass 
~ repressions. 

. . 

I have come to this conclusion also because 
Vysh.inskii often spoke to me personally about 
the tens of thousands o·f complaints coming in to 
the Procuracy and to· which he was paying no 
attention. Likewi.se, during the whole period of th.e 
conduct of the operations I do not .recall a single 
instance·of a protest by Vyshinskii concerning the 
mass operations, while there were .instances when 
he insist.ed o.n more -severe sentences in relation to 
some persons or o.ther. 

This is the only w·ay I can explain ·the virtual 
absence of any pro·curatorial su·pervision at all 
during the mass operations and the absence of any 
protests from them to th·e ·government against the · 
acts of the NKVD. 

Ezhov's Use o·f the GULAG for his Conspira·cy 
.At the end of the interrogation the interrogator raises the question 
of the role play:ed by the fa.ct that the NKVD also controll·ed the 
GULAG, the la.bar camps wher.e those not sentenced to execution 
were confined, Ezhov discusses this question briefly .. 

Question: It is well .known t·hat a large number of 
those persons repressed in all the mass operations 
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were sentenced to terms of imprisonment in th.e 
camps_ 

How is it that you did not fear the exposure of your 
criminal practices, since you knew that many of 
these people were convicted on the basis of falsified 
materials? 

Answer: We, and specifically I, had no fears that our 
criminal machinations might b·e exposed by those 
imprisoned in the camps. All the camps were not 
only under the command of the NKVD but were 
also commanded from the GULAG by 
conspirators. Under these conditions we could 
always take the appropriate preventative 
measures. 

Most important, we had our own special 
consideration whe.n we sent this contingent to ·the 
cam·ps~ 

These considerations and plans were as follows: 
when we sent repressed persons to the camps 
'OD the basis of materials that had no sufficient 
basis we planned to use their dissatisfaction 
during wartime and, in particular, upon our 
seizure of power. 
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In the next chapter we will discuss Ezhov~s testimony about the 
use of the GULAG ca~ps as a component of his conspiracy. 



Chapter 14. Other Interrogations of 

Ezhov 

We do not know how many transcripts of interrog·ations of Ez.hov 
are in existenc.e. The prosecution mate·rials concerning virtually all 
the important matters of the later 1930s in th.e USSR are still top
secret, kept in the Presidential A·rchives of the Russian Federation. 

Under Russian law materials are to be declassified a·fter 75 years. 
If this law were followed, all of the documents concerning the 
repressions o,f the 1930s should have been declassified and should 
n.ow be available to researcher.s. · 

However, as of the time of this writing (June 2016) all investigative 
materials of pe:rsons not subsequently ''rehabilitated1

' ar·e still be
ing refused to researchers by the FSB, which is the successor to the 
KGB - MGB - MVD - NKVD. Ezhov has been denied ''rehabilitation', 
so his file, which must be very large, i.s not open to res.earchers. We 
h.ave to work with what is available. I have collected and trans
lated those texts that have been published. 

Certain other materials are also being withheld. One example is 
the transcript of the Tukhachevskii trial of June 11, 1937. All the 
military men. convicted at it have long since been ''-rehabilitated." 
But as of early 2016 the FSB claims that the trial t.ranscript is sti.11 
at the Procuracy, meaning that it is still under investigation, We 
assume that this is a legal,.sounding sub·terfuge to prevent the 
transcript of this t~ia1 from being made public. From other evi
dence we know that the trial transcript would. provide the strong
est possib .. le proof that Tukhachevskii and the other military lead-
ers were guilty and that the conspiracies alleged in the Moscow 
Trials wer·e also genuine. , 

I have compiled -and translated all the Ezhov"interrogations now 
available from the following ''semi ... official1

' sources: 
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* Briukhanov, Boris Borisovich, and Shoshkov, Evgenii Ni
kolaevich. Opravdaniiu ne podlezhit. Ezhov i Ezhovshchina 
1936-1938 gg. Sankt--Peterburg: 000 '(Petrovskii Fond'' 1998. 

* Polianskii} Aleksei. Ezhov~ Istoriia <<zheleznogo>> stalinskogo 
narkoma. Moscow~ <<Veche>>, <<Aria .. AiF>>, 2001. 

* Pavliukov, Aleksei. Ezhov. Biograftia. Moscow: Zakharov, 
2007. 

A few remarks have been taken from Vassilii Soima, Zapreshchen
nyi Stalin, Chast' 1~ Moscow: OLMA--PRESS, 2001. 

I consider these sources to be ''semi ... official't since they are quoted 
unproblematically by all the anticommunist scholars. For the most 
part these scholars ignore these confessions and what they may 
imply concerning Ezhov,s mass repressions. No one, howeve·r, has 
made any argument that the documents are false, 

I have made available online the original Russian text and English 
translations of all the extant interrogation-confessions of Ezhov's. 
(Ezhov, Interrogations) Here I exa.mine only those interrogati9n .. 
confessions that bear directly on the question of the mass repres-
sions and quote only selections from. them. · 

In some cases we are told that we have direct quotations from 
Ezhov's interrogation-confessions~ In other cases the authors have 
summarized parts of the texts of the interrogations. Usually they 
have done so without tellin.g us why they have chosen some parts 
and what they have left out. However, the small part of Ezhov~s 
lnvesti.gative file now public is enough to give us vital. evidence 
about Ezbov1s mass repressions,. 

Ezhov interrogation of April 18 20, 1939 
Acc.ording to Pavliukov this is the first confession in Ezhov's file. 
The quotations are from pp. 519--520 & n. 481 p. 564. The sum ... 
mary is on pp. s20 .. s21~ 

Summary of other parts of Ezhov1s statement. 

Ezhov started the history of his ''fall into sin'' in 
1921, when he worked in Tartaria and under the 
influence of anarcho-syndicalist ideas supposedly 
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joined the local group of the 'Workers' Opposition.' 
In the following years, the period of inne·r ... party 
discussions of th.e 19·3osJ he also supposedly 
expressed differences in his political views with the 
general li.ne of the party. However, the investigators 
sho.wed no. interest i·n digging so deeply into the 
garbage~heap of history, and they did not perm.it 
Ezhov to deviate long .from the basic theme~ 

Quotation: 

Question: What is the point of this e.xpansive story 
about these or those 'poli·tical waverings' of yours? 
As a long .. time agent of foreig.n intelligence services 
you must confess about your direct esp.ionage 
work. Talk about that! 

Answer; All right, I will go directly to the moment 
when my espionage ties were formed, 

Pavliukov's summary contin.ues: 

Ezhov re.lated that he was drawn into espiona·ge 
work by his friend F.M. Konar*, who had long been 
a Polish agent. Konar learned political news from 
Ezhov and gave them to his· bosses in Poland and on 
one occasion told Ezhov ab·out this and propose·d 
that he volunteer to begin w·orking for the Poles. 
Since Ezhov had in fact already become an 
info·rmant of Polish intelligence, since he had 
transmitted to them vi.a Konar man.y significant 
pa.rty and state secrets, he supposedly had no 
other choice than to agree· with this proposal. 

* F ~M, Konar - An ass·istant Commissar of 
Agriculture, he was among those convi.cted and 
executed in March 19.33 for sabotage i·n agriculture 
at the height of the serious farrtine. Konar had a·lso · 
been a friend of the· poet Osip M·andel'shtam, · 
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according to Mandel'shtam's daughter Nadezhda 
(Memoirs). 

The Poles supposedly shared a part of the 
inte·Iligence received from Ezhov with their 
allies the Germans, and so after a time an offer 
of c.ollaboration from the latter was also made. 

According to Ezhov Marshal A-I. Egorov, first 
assistant Com.missar for Defense, acted as the 
middlem·an [between Ezhov and the Germans]. 
He met with Ezho·v in the su.mmer of 1937 and told 
him that he knew about the latter's ties with the 
Poles, that he himself was a German spy who on 
orders from the German authorities had . 

organized a group of conspirators in the Red 
Ar.my, and that he had bee.n. given a directive to 
establish close working contact between his 
group and Ezhov. 

Ezhov agreed ·with t:his proposal and promised to 
protect Egorov's men from arrest." 

Ezhov interrogation of April 3·0, 1939 
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This Ezhov interrogation is taken from Pavliukov 525-6 & n. 489 p~ 
564. According to Pavliukov p. 526, Ezhov named 66 of his fel.lo·w· 
conspirators in this one interrogation. 

Summary: 

The first sta.ge of the investigation was completed 
on April 30, 1939. In the ·course of the interr.ogat·ion 
that t:ook place on that day Ezhov told about the 
method of recruiting his subordinates in the Cheka 
int·o th.e anti-Sov.iet conspiracy and about the basic. 
direction of the sabotage work in the NKVD. 
This sabotage consisted in massive arres~s 
without any basis, falsification of investigative 
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materials, forgeries, and reprisal·s against 
undesirable elements. 

Yezhov vs. Stalin 

Quotation (Pavliukov 525-6) 

All this was done in order to cause widespread . 
dissatisfaction in the population with the 
leadership of the Party and the Soviet 
government and in that way to create the most 
favorable base for :carrying out our · 
conspiratorial plans. 

Here Ezhov confirms the reason for his mass repressions and exe
cutions. This is good evidence that this - Ezhov's conspi.racy - and 
not any initiative by Stalin, was the basic cause of the ''Ezhovsh
china." 

Ezhov interrogation of May 5, 1939 
Pavliukov sum.marizes it on p. 526, with no quotations or notes. 

Summary: 

... at his interrogation of May 5 1939 Ezhov 
recounted the wor·k of the ''conspirators'' in the· 
Commissariat o.f Foreign Affairs. Here at that same 
time took place the beginning of the large""scale 
purge (after the removal of M.M. Litvinov, the 
director of the division of fa.reign politica·l affairs). 
Therefore the theme of subversive activity in the 
Commiss·ariat of Foreign Affairs was especially 
timely in those days. 

Ezhov stated that the goal of this activity was the 
creation of conditions for the victory of 
Germany and Japan in tbe inevitable war with 
the USSR. Sp.ecifically, they undertook attempts to 
create disagreements between the Chinese 
government of Chiang Kai-shek and the· Soviet 
authorities, for the purpose, in the last analysis, of 
facilitating Japanese seizure of the· Soviet Far East. 
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Here Ezhov confirmed that hls general goal was the same as that of 

·the Rightists and Trotskyists, as outl.ined in the Second and Third 

Moscow Trials. 

Ezhov interrogation of June 21, 1939 
This i.s taken from Polianskii pp. 235-238. It is summarized by Pav-

liukov on p. 527. 

Ro dos: If you intend to lie again and make fun of the 

investig·ation, then we will not waste our time. I'd 

prefer to send you·back to _prison for a week or so 

to think it over. · 

These words suggest that Ezhov· was not being tortured or indeed 

subjected t.o any physical abuse. 

Ezhov confirms his espionage work for Germany. 

Ezhov: I admit that I was connected with 
Zhukovskii ·in espionage work for Germany 
since 1932. The fact that I tried to concea·l that 
circumstance from the investigation can be 

explained only by my cowardice, which I showed at 

the beginning of the i·nvestigation ·when I tried to 

minimize my personal guilt, and since my 

espionage link with .Zhukovskii concealed my even 
earlier ·ties with German intelligence, it was hard 

for me to speak [about them] at the first 
interrogation, 

In the direct quotation below taken from this interrogation Ezhov 

tells how he arranged for Zhukovskii to be recruited by the Ger .. 

mans on the strength of his (Z.hukovskii's) obvious pro-Trotskyist 
• views. 

. . 

Not long before Zhuko.vskii's arrival there arrived 
at the office of foreign groups, which at tha·t time 

was also a part of the Raspredotdel of the CC of the 

Party and was under my supervision, there had 
arrived materials that cha·racterized Zhu.kovskii in 

an extremely negative way. From these· materials it · 
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wa.s obvious that Zhukovskii had carried out a 

number of trade operations that had been 

unprofitable for the· Commissariat of Foreign Trad·e~ 

From 'these materials it was also obvious that in 

Berlin Zhukovskii was involved with the 
Trotskyists and spoke in their defense even at 

official Party gatherings of the Soviet colony 

[Soviet citizens residing i.n Berlin]. 

Semion Borisovich Zhukovskii did not join the NKVD until October 

15, 1936. Before that he was involved in for·eign trade) which 

would have often ta.ken him abroad. 

Ezhov considered Zhuko·vskii's Trotskyist sympathi.es as qualifying 
. 

hi.m for recruitment as a spy. This is consistent with what we know 

about Trotsky's conspiracy with Germany, which Trotsky of course 

d.enied.1 · · 

Ezhov interrogation by Rodas of July ·2, 1939 
This is taken fro·m Polianskii pp. 252-260. 

. 

In this passage Ezhov r·eveals that he was involv·ed in anti-Party 

activities long before he wa·s appointed to the NKVD in August 

1936. . 
. 

Ezhov: In my hands at that time was in fact all the 

work of reas·s·igning of leading cadr·es. Choosing 

their activities, punishments·, directing the~ for 

work abroad. So I did everything that a saboteur 
could do i·n such po·sitions . . I directed to leading 

positions p·eople who were weak i,n 
profess·ion.al, political, and moral se·nse, people 

who c·ould ruin production, un.dermine the 

fulfillment of the Five~v·ear Plan. To compromise 

the Party~ In th·e Party Control Commission I · 

managed things so as to cover up and not 

& 

1 See Furr, 11Evidence of Leon Trotsky1s ·collaboration with Germany a.nd Japan. Cultural 

Logic 2009. At http~// clogic,eserver.org/2009 /Furr.pdf A fuller stu·dy of this subject, titled. 

Trotsky's Conspiracies, will be published in late 2017. 
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disclose elements hostile to the Party, and to 
deprive of Party membership and shut out in 
every way those who were-loyal to the Party. 
Abroad I tried to send those who would 
probably becom.e spies or non-returnees. 

. . ' 
R.odos: What tasks did Mnatsakanov2 give yo·u? Did 
you hand over to him secret NKVD information? 

Ezhov; He was not interested in s·ecret NKVD 
information. In the leadership of the · 
Commissariat on the level. of heads of 
departments and their assis.tants were Gestapo 
agents. Then man·y of them were exposed, as was 
Mnatsakanov himself. These agents knew more 

. . 

detailed informat.ion than I did_ So I told him about 
PoJ·i·tburo sessions, CC plenums, con·versations 
with Stalin, Molotov, Kaganovich and other 
leaders, related to him the contents of secret 
letters and telegrams o.f the Central Committee 
and the Council of Peo·pJe's Commissars. 
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It has long been known that documents supposedly coming from 
the Soviet Politbu·ro made their way during the 1930s to the Ger
man go·vernment. We don~t know whether they came fro.m Mnat

sakanov, from one or more other German ag.ents., or whether they 

· were forgeries foisted off on the Germans for profit.·3 

~zhov interrogation by Rados of July 9, 1939 

From Polianskii PP~ 262--268 

2 Azarii Airapetovich Mnatsakanov was an employee of the Foreign Division of the NKVD, 

3 See Michal Reiman and Ingmar Sutterlin, asowjetische 'Politburo~Beschliisse' der Jahre 

.1931 .. 193 7 in staatlichen deutschen Archiven.u ]ahrbiicher fil·r Geschich·te Osteuropas 3 7 

(1989) 196~216. 
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This in.te·rrogation concerns Ezhov's NKVD conspiracy, of which 
the mass repressions known as th.e ''E.zhovshchina'' or ''.Great Ter-
ror'' form an important part.. · 

Question: Tell us how and when you recruited 
Uspenskii in the espionage-sabotage 
organization in the NKVD ·that you had created. 

Answer: I turned my· attention to Uspenskii already 
at the beginning of 1936. 

Question: That was w·hen he WCl:S still the assistan·t 
co·mmandant of the Moscow Kremlin for internal 
security? 

Answer: Yes. 

Q: Where did you find out about Uspenskii's hostile . 
a.nti.~Soviet views( Did he express them to you 
himself? 

A: No.· Veinshtok and Frino·vskit told me about that. 
They kne.w 'him we.II and believ.ed tha·t he·'d be 
very suitable fo.r espionage work. 

Q: Did you recruit U spensk·ii person.ally? 
. 

A: v ·es~ That was right afte·r my arrival in t.he 
C,ommissariat. He qutck.ly agreed and I told him that 
we needed our own men in the provinces. That wa·s 
wh·y I sent him to Western Siberia. 

Q: What kinds of assignments did you given him 
then? 

A: He was supposed to recruit agents into our 
organ·ization from among the Chekist4 cadre and 
to p.romote them to leading positions so that 
they could seize power in ·the event of war or a 
coup. 

4 (i.Chekist'' means NKVD man, The original. name fo·r the police organization was uchek·a/ ' an 
acronym for ''Extraordinary Commission" fo~ combating co·unterrevolution. 
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Q: In November 1937 you sent Uspenskii a coded 

message with the following content: ''If you think 

you are going to sit in Oren burg for five years, you 

are mistaken. Very soon} it seems, I will have to 
promote you to a more responsible post." 

Q: What is the meaning of this message? 

A: At that time the leadership of our organization 
decided to move to active measures, There was a 

lot of evidence against Leplevskii and Zakovskii 
showing that they ·were spies and enemies of the 
people,. It was impossible to hide suc.h matters, and 
we h.ad to get rid of these people, we couldn't use 

them, they could cause everything to faili We 
de-cided t·o replace them wi.th Uspenskii and .Litvin. I 

gave Uspenskii a c·oded message so that he would 
find out about his· forthcoming departure from 
Orenburg and wo.uld switch all the sabotage· 
espionage work over to. other people whom be 
had been able to recruit there . 

• I(. 

In September of that year [1938] Litvin was in 

Moscow and used to come to my da.cha. He told m.e 

that the arrival of Beria at the NKVi>5 was the 
beginning ·of the end and soon we would all be 
arrested1 ·since the Party was m-ost likely aware 
about our plot. And he also said that he would not 
give himself up alive and that if they unexpectedly 

recalled him to Moscow he wo·u}d shoot himself. 
That1s· what ·happene.d. 

Q: Did Shap.iro carry out sabotage activity in the 

Commissariat of Agriculture on your instruction? 
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• 

5 Lavrentii Pavlovich Beriia was appointed to be Ezhov1s second-in~co·mmand on August 22, 

1938. This was clearly a sign that s·talin and the Politburo no longer entirely trusted Ezhov. 
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A: Yes, he did. B·ut for a short time only. I decide.d to 
take 'him into the Central Committe.e, since there I 
needed people for su.bversive work. 

Q: He-knew that-you wer.e a German s-py? 

A: Yes, I told him that together w·e would work 
for Ge·rman intelligence, so as later to 
overthrow the government and come to power 
if the-re were a war with G.ermany. 

Ezhov and Liushkov .. 

When NKVD General Genrikh Samoilovich Liushkov, chief of the 
NKVD in the Far ·Eastern Re.gion, defe.cted to the Japanese in June 
1938 few persons took his statements as anything· more tha·n 
propaganda. The New York Times reported with skepticism on his 
press conferences under Jap.anese m.ilitary auspices. H.owever, 
since Khrushchev's ''.Secret Speech'1 Liushkov's accusations against 
Stalin have fit into the ''anti..:stalin paradigm'~ and so have been ac
cepted as truthful by historians of the USSR. 

Liushkov claimed that all th.e conspiracies alleged in the Moscow 
Trials and confessions by the defendants were fabri·cations by 
Stalin and that no such conspiracies existed( Liushkov also claimed 
that desp·ite their confessions at the First Moscow Trial of August 
1936 Zinoviev and Kamenev had nothing to do with the murder of 
Sergei Kirov. Indeed Matth.ew Lenoe, author of a mainstream study 
of the Kirov murder, accept·s these stateme·n·ts by Liushkov as the 
most import·ant evide:nce concerning the Kirov murder. 

In 1999 American professor A·lvin D~ Coo·x published a two-part 
artic·le in which he reve·aled that Liushkov had lied at h·is press 
conferences. Privately, he ·had told his Japanese military handlers 
tha.t in fact there were conspiracies among Party an.~ military 
leaders in the Far Eastern Re·gion a.nd tha~. the conspirators were 
linked with the Rights through Aleksei Rykov, one of the major de
fendants. in the Th:ird Moscow Trial of March 1938~ Lenoe had 
simply failed to mention this fact, which disproves his whole thesis 
about the Kirov murder and, in fact, dismantles much of the ('anti .. 

. . 
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Stalin paradigm1
' by itself. We have examined Liushkov's state .. 

ments to the Ja·panese in Chapter 17 of The Murder of Sergei Kirov. 

Coax did not k·n·ow that Liushkov himself was a conspirator who 
was guilty of the mass executions of innocent people. Jn his 2000 
doctoral dis·sertation Steven E. Merritt discussed ma.terial from 
former Soviet archives that revealed something of Liushkov's 
bloody prints in the mass murders of the Far Eastern Region. 
(Merritt, Purges, Ch.apter 8) But that in itself did not suggest that· 
Liushkov was ·any more than an ag.ent of Sta.lin. Perha.ps, as the 
anti--Stalin paradigm dictates, it was Stalin who was ordering the 
mass repressions and that Ez.hov was, in the words of Jansen and 
Petrov, only his ''loyal executioner?'' 

In the present interrogation-confe.ss.ion of July 8, 1939 Ezhov dis
closes that Liush.kov w·as a member of his, Ezhov's, N.KVD con
spiracy. Because of its importance we reproduce ·the whole of this 
section of Ezhov's statement, still from Polianskii. 

A: I recruited Liushkov right after his return frQm 
Lening·rad from the investigation of Kirov1s murder. 
At that time I was already secretary of the Central 
Committee and Liush.kov knew that I was beginning 
to oversee the NKVD. Therefore, when I .called hi·m 
to my office and hinted that I had in.formation about 
his ties with the Petliur·ovis.ts during the civil war in 
the Ukraine and other incriminating facts, he was 
frightened and immediately agreed to work for .me 
as a Germ·an-Japanese intelligence man. 

. . 

Q: Did you :really have that kind. of information? 

A: No, I did not have_ I made it, a1·1 up in order to 
recruit L.iushkov. But I guessed that he was a hostile 
element. with a foul past, and turne.d out t.o be 
correct. Liushkov agreed to become a spy. 

Q: How did you order Liushkov to flee to the 
Japanese? 

A: .Frinovs·kii often told me. that he did not like 
Liushkov. He was cowardly and coul.d betray u.s -all 
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at an.y moment~ Upon our orders he was carrying 
out import·ant es·piona.ge tasks for Ja.panese 
inte.lligence and knew a great deal about our 
subversive and sabotage work. Frinovskii said 
that we had to get rid of him, that means, kill him. 
And he told me that he would take care of th·at . . 

himself. I dec.ided not to hinder him. 

Q: Did Frin.ovs.kii say how he wanted to kill 
Lius,hkov? 

A: No. But I ·think. that he wa.nted to arrest him first, 
and ·t'hen in the inner pri~on t.o po.ison .him or put 
him t·o death somehow. 

Q~ What .a gang! And who. W·arned .Liu.shkov anyw.ay 
abo·u·t the danger? 

. 

A: I donjt know_ But Frinovskii wanted to appoint 
Gorbach from Novosib.irskto Liusbkov's place and 
recall the latter to Mosc·ow, supposedly for a new 
job, but in reality to arrest him. Liushkov, most 
likely, found out that Gorbach was already on route 
to Khabaro·vsk, and fle-d across th.e border. 

It has always been a mystery how Liushkov· succeeded in walking 
unscathed across the heavily·-·gu-ard·ed b.order be-tween t:he USSR 
and Japanese-occupied Manchukuo. Logic ·alone suggests that 
Liushkov must .. have had some arrangem-ent with the · Japane.se. 
Ezhov's confession confirms this: Liushkov was a Ja.panese spy and 
a part of Ezhov1s con·spiracy_ His crossing of the borde.r to the . . 

Japanese m·ay have been prea.rranged with the Ja.panese border 
guard. 

Ezhov interrog.ation by Rados of July 24, 1939 
From Polianskii pp. 272 .. 275. 

Ezhov: The use of poisons for the purpose 9f terro.r 
against the go·vernment was discussed by us, whe·n 
our original plan of a coup d.1etat an.d seizure of 
power fell apart. · 
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Q: Tell us about this in more detail. 

A: Already in the summer of last year our 
organization took the decision to organize a 

. 

military coup on the 7th of November. 

Q: Who was present at this assembly and where did 
it take place? 

A: It took p~ace at. my dach-a . . Present were 
Frinovskii, Evdokimov, Dagin, Zhurbenko, 
Zhukovskii, and Nikolaev~Zhurid. Th.at was, so.to 
speak, the general staff of our subversive 
organization. Oh, I for.got, Litvin was also there, .he 

. . 

was coming to Moscow at that time on official 
business . 

. . .. 
Q: What· did you discuss there at the dach.a? 

A: We decided that the interior troops [of·the NKVD 
'":: GF] that.were in Moscow and were under the 
command of Frinovskii as first assistant to the 
Commissar woul.d carry out the coup. As for him, 
he should prepare a fighting group that would 
annihilate the members of the government in 
attendance at the par·ade. Then ·we decided to 
confirm a final plan for the coup in s·eptember 
or October and to send around directive to our 
people in th.e· republics and. oblasts' a·bout what 
they should do on the seventh of November. 

Q: And this meeting took place, who was present at 
•t? 1 • 

A: There were on.ly three of us: Frinovskii, 
Zhukovskii, and I. Bit.her the end of September or 
the beginning of October we met in my office. 

Q: And what did you discuss? 
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A: At that time the possibilities of our organ.ization 
had been seriously disrupted by the arrival of Beria 
in the NKVD. He replaced Frinovskii, and we could 
no longer u.se the internal troops .. 

Q; But why, he must have had his agents there? . 

A: Yes, he did have his agents, but obviously Baria 
already had information a_bout our conspiracy and 
arrested almost a·11 of.them in September. I could . 
not prevent these arrests or I would have exposed 
myself. Then Frinovskii proposed that we put off 
the coup and take power by means of poisoning 
the members of the-government and in the first 
place Stalin, Molotov and Voroshilov. Their 
deaths would have immediately caused 
confusion in the country and we would have 
taken advantage of this and seized power. We 
calculated that we could ·then arrest all the 
people in the government and the NKVD who 
were unsuitable for us, and to claim that they 
were conspirators guilty in the deaths of the 
leaders. 

•t•Frinovskii then said that Dagin would carry out 
the po'isoning, and that.Alekhin and Zhukovskii 
would give 'him the poisons. But it would be 
necessary to prepare th.e poisons, and we decided 
to carry out thi·s terrorist act when the requisi.te 
poisons were collect.ed. We agreed to meet when 
Dagin had ·the poisons and to put togethe·r a 
detailed plan for the coup. But Zhuko·vskii was 
unexpectedly arrested, a few days after this 
meeting, and after him Alekhin and Dagin, and I do 
not know whether or not Dagin received th.e 

• poisons. 

These three men were indeed all arrested during Ezhov's last 
mont.hs as head of the NKVD. E·zhov gets the order of their arrests 
wrong. According to the information now available Mikhail Ser ... 
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geevich Alekhin was arr·ested on Se.ptember 19, 1938; S.B. Zhuk-

ovskii on October 23, and Izrail' Iakovlevtch Dagin ·on November 5, 

less than 48 hours before the corispirato.rs had planned to strike at 

Stalin and t'he .Politburo during the celebration of the twenty--first 

anniversary of the Bolshevik· Revolution on November 7. 

Ezhov and the GU.LAG 
Ezhov interrogation 08.02.3'9 by Rodos 

Polianskii pp. 27.5-280; Briukhanov &. Shoshkov· 139-142. Some 

text is in both of them. 

N:KVD means ''People1s Commissariat of Internal Affairs." Its area 

of respon.si.bility went far beyond that of police work and_.included 

labor camps. Ezhov discusses how he and his acco.mplices utilized 

the vast resources of the labor camps and the hundreds of thou

sands of prisoners in an attempt to further their conspiracy. 

Sabotage and mismanagement. in the 
construction sites ·flouri.sh.ed with complete 
impunity. We managed to go over completely to 
questions of defens.e construction, achieving 

p.ractic.al .co·ntrol over a significa·nt part of it. This 

gave us the possibility in case of need in our . 
conspiratorial goals to va.ry and carry out 
different subve·rsive measures which could h·elp. 
accomplish ·the defeat of the USS.R in wartime 

. . 

and our coming to power . 

. r.The greatest po·pulation of prisoners was in th.e 

border regions of the far Eastern borders. Here it 

was.very easy for us to take over different 

economic tasks of a defense nature because of the 

lack of workers. How:ever the camps of the Far 
Eastern Region were situated not only near to 
the borders bu.t we sent there mostly prisoners 
sen.tenced for espionage, diver.sion, terror and 
o·ther m.or.e serious crimes, and we sent almost no 

so-called ''ordinary1
' prisoners. 
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In this way along the borders of the FER, in the 
direct rear of the Red Army was prepa.red the 
most active and embittered 
counterrevolutionary force, which we planned 
to use in the widest possible manner in case of 
complication or of war with the Japanese ... A 
sig·nificant quantity of prisoners were c.oncentrated 
on our weste1'(n borders of Ukraine, Belorussia1 the 
Leningrad oblast', and the Karelian ASSR} especially 
·in road construction . 

.... The whole conspiratorial plan of the regime 
we created for the prisoners consisted in tha·t 
the most privileged conditions were created for 
the prisoners sentenced for the most serious 
crimes (espionage and terrorism), since that 
was the qualified force that would often be used 
for directing ·the administrative and economic 
work in the camps .. In their hands was 
concentrated also all the cultural and 
educational work of the prisoners. It is clear in 
what spirit they were educated. Finally the 
regime created in the camps often permitted 
·the counterrevolutionary activity of the 
prisoners to continue with complete impunity, 

In the camps the work of the so-call.ed 3rd sections 
was so badly organized and the camps were 
guarded so poorly, that the prisoners had the 
possibility of creating their own 
counterrevolutio·nary groups in the camps and 
to associate with each other at will. Facts like · 
this were many. The guard of the camps was 
extremely small, made up of unreliable people, 
the material situation of the soldiers and the · · 
command staff was very poor, and, finally, the 
prisoners th·emselves were used in many cases 

$ 

in the capacity of guards. As a result of a 
security organized like this there were many 
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cases of mass escap·es from the camp.s. We 
fought against this evil .poorly and did so 
conscio.usly, in the hopes that the escapees from 
the camps ·would continue their 
counterrevolutionary activity and would 
become a force that would sp"read all kinds of 
anti-Soviet agitation an.d rumors. (Briukhanov 
and Shos·hkov 140, The final paragraph above is 
also in Polianskii 279). 

. 

At the beginning of 1937 Frinovskii and I conferred 
with. eac·h other and decided that. we had to have 
our own man in the Far East, through whom we 
co·uJd maintain contact with J.apanese · 
intelligence. In the event of an attack by the 
Japanese he was. to let the counterrevolutionaries 
out o·f the camps, seize with their help t'he s·tores of 
arms and military supplies, and then head terrorist .. 
diversionist work in t'he rear of the Red Army·. We 
thought about this and chose Liushkov for these 
purposes, whom I ·had already recruited to our 
organization in 1936l Then I transferred him from · 
th·e Azovo .. Chernomorskii region and ma'de h'im the 
head of the NKVD .in the Far Eastern Region. 

Q: In which ot·her area·s did you create the same 
kind of espionage ... diversionist centers? 

" 

A: We also did this· in the ·western borders of the 
USSR. A significant quantity of prisoners we.re 
concentrate·d on. our western borders of Ukra.ine, 
Belorussia, the Leningrad oblas·t', and t·he Kar·eiian 
A.SSR. 

Q: In ·Leningrad oblast and Karelia Litvin was in 
charge for you, of c.ourse? 
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A~ Yes. I ·sent him there specially at the beginning of 
1938 instead of Zako·vskii, whom I could not fully 
trust. 

Q: And in the Ukraine? 

A: There Uspenskii carried out all the 
assignments, including conta.ct with Polish an·d 
German intelligence- That is why I made him 
Comm·iss.ar of Internal Affairs of the Ukraine. 

Ezhov also discussed his use of GULAG prisoners in a face .. to ... face 
confrontation (ochnaia stavka) with Zhu.kovski·i on July· 21, 1939. 
This is in Polianskii, pp. 269-272; in Briukhanov and Shoshkov, pp. 
138-139. . 

We conspirators had. special p·lans about the G'ULAG 
about whi.ch I have given detailed confessions, and 1· 
decided to bring Zhukovskii up to date. By this time 
th.e p.eople who could have expos.ed Zhukovskii 
along the lines of his Trotskyi.st and es.pionage 
connections were already condemned and the 
danger of Zhukovs.kii's arrest had pass,ed. I told 
Zhukovskii about the. ex·istence of the conspira·cy 
in the N.KVD, that the c.o:nspiratorial 
organization is connected with governmental 
circles of Germany, Poland, and Japa.n. I don'·t 
remembe.r exactly now, but I think. that I told him 
about our desire to get into contact with the 
English. Then I told hi·m. about the· ·leading members 
o·f the con.spiratorial organization and about our 
plans, specifically about our terro·rist plans., . 

... The. co·nspiratorial ass.ignments c.oncerning the 
GULAG that I gave to Zhukovskii consisted in. thi·s: 
we sent to work the GULAG a very great 
quantity of compromised people .. We could not · 
leave them in the operational wo.rk, but we kept 
them in the GULAG for the purpose o~f forming a 
sort of reserv·e for c.onspir.acies in the· case o.f a 
coup in the country. I assigned Zhukovskii to 
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maintain th.ese people, but not to connect himself 
wi.th them along conspiratorial lines, but to· carry 

out all conspiratorial assignments that came to the 

GULAG through these people ... 

There were two vari.ants of our pJa·ns. The fir.st 
variant: ~n the case of war, when we proposed to 
carry out the arrests of the membefS of the 
g.overnment and their physical removal. And the 
second variant: if there we-re no war in the 
immediate future, then to get rid of the 
leadership of the Party and the gover.n·ment, 
especially Stalin and Molotov, by carrying out 
terrorist acts against them. 
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The ''two variants'' outlined below by Ezhov are the same as those 

described. by the defendants in the Second Moscow Trial and by 

the conspirators in the clandestine Zinovievist group that mur

dered Sergei Ki·rov in Leningrad on December 1, 19 34. 

Ezhov interrogation by .Rodos of August 3, 1939 

Text from Polianski.i pp" 280-284. 

This is an extended explanation of how Ezhov and his men used 

the GULAG camps to sabotage the Soviet economy, in conjunction 

with German and Japanese intelligence_ 

Q: Name the concrete properties where sabotage 

was carried out according to you·r instructio.ns. 

A: Th.e construct'ion of ·the Ukhto-Pechersk ro·ad has 
a decisive meaning for the develo·pment of the 

extraction of coal, oil, and 0th.er valua.ble products, 

without which th.e economic development o.f the 

Northern region as a whole is impossib.le. 

Meanwhile the co~nstruction of this road was 
retarded by us deliberately and in every way, 
under various·pretexts and the resources 
allotted to it were sp.read over a large area of 
work and did not have any effect. The retardation 
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in the construction of the Ukhto ... Pechersk railroad 
is expla.ined in the main by the lack of a satisfactory 
plan, which the Commissariat of Roads and Rails 
should present. The saboteurs in the GULAG and 
in the Commissariat of Roads and Rails with our 

. . 

support organized a never-ending dispute about 
the choice- of the direction of the roads, which 
has been going on for a long time now, and the 

. . . . 

planning and even the exploratory works in 
many sectors have n.ot been begun- to this day. 

. . 

Ezhov gives a detailed discussion, wh.ich we omit here, of sabotage 
activity in Kolyma. 

Ezhov also discusses the use of GULAG prisoners as a part of their 
conspiracy. The text given here by Polian·s.kii is also in Briukhano·v 
and Shoshkov, w·here it is attributed to an August 2, 1939 interro
gation of Ezhov-. 

Q: What ·subversive, espionage and sabotage 
activity did you carry out in the GULAG itself? 

. . 

A: We ·understood, that the expansion of the 
economic functions of t·he NKVD .must expre:ss 
thems-elves i-n the worsening of our basic operative 
work. We proposed to widely use the system of 

· camps so as to send there the compromised part 
of NKVD workers. There are not only 
drunkards, id.lers and wastrels. Among them 
were people with a Trotskyist past, Rights who 
sympathized with Bukharin, and Iagoda's 
people. De-fa·cto they were all recruited by us 
since, in sen.ding them to the GULAG, we were 
hinting to them that we had evidence against them 
that could be investigated at any moment. In this 
manner we created a special reserve of people 
read to carry out any conspiratorial task. 
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But there were many anti-Soviet elements in the 
GULAG even without this. The conspiratorial 
leadership of the GULAG remained, for all 
practical purposes, unreplaced. At the time of my 
arr·ival in t·he NKVD the GULAG was headed by the 
conspirat·or of Iagoda1s group Matvei Berman., Boris 
Berman's older brother. He had put together a 
large anti-Soviet group of people who occupied 
more or Jess responsible posts in the GULAG. 
Among these people were. a great many 
Trotskyists·, Zinovievists, Rights, and ·it was easy 
to attract them to our side after Berman left 
when the GULAG was headed by Ryzhov, a 
participant of the conspiracy recrui.ted by me, 
who was se·nt to this w·ork on my i.ni·tiative· in· 
order to carry out sabotage assignments. And 
after his departure for the c·ommissariat of Forests, 
the GULAG was _headed b_y the conspirator and 

· spy Zhukovskii, who was connected with me 
.an·d who was at the same t.ime my assistant, 
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Accounts of the GULAG agree that conditions in the camps were 
b·ad during 1937--1938 an.d improved immediately upon Be,ria's 
taking over the NKVD from Ezhov. ·Ezhov's account here explains 

. this. This fact also helps to exonerate the Stalin leadership, since it 
was they who rep.I.aced Ezhov with Beria. 

. . 
Evg.eniia Ginzburg, who was in Iaroslavl' Prison and 
who saw no newspapers, said th·at the pr.isoners 
could tell when E.zhov fell: The draconian regime in 
the prisons. (frequent solitary confinement and 
deprivation of all privileges) was relaxed. one day. 
The timing was confirmed a few days later when 
Beria's name began to appear on offici.al prison 
notices. (Getty, Origins 189) 
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Frantsevich Re.dens 

In Octo.ber 2016 my colleague Vladimi.r L. Bobrov of Moscow sent 
me some important materials from the NKVD investigative file of 
Stanisla·v F. Redens. From July 1934 to January 1938 Redens 
headed. the directorate of the NKVD (U-.NKVD) of Moscow ob last'. In 
N ove-mber 19 35 he was promoted to the rank of Commissar of the 
State Security, .1st rank. From J.anuary 1938 until his _arr.est in Sep
tember ·1938 Redens was Pe.ople>s Commis.sar (= minister) of In-
ternal Affairs of the Ka.zakh SS.R. . 

Redens was one of Ezhov>s main co .. conspirators, a spy and a mass 
murderer .. His file is available to us only by a historical fluke. As of 
2016 the FS.B archive in Mose.ow makes available only the files of 
persons who have been ''rehabilitated." As. we shall see Redens 
confessed to capital c·rimes. His confessions were confirmed· by 
other of Ezhov's NKVD men, including by Ezhov himself. 

But Redens was ;'rehabilitat.ed'' in 196·1, o·n the appeal ·o.f his wi·fe 
Ann·a Sv Allilueva.1 _and reportedly a·t the specific command of Nikita 
Khrushchev. The ''reh:abilitation'' document, available in his NKVD 
file, states the following: 

From the rehabi.litation determination No. 4n-
1304/ 61 of the Military Colle·gium of the Supreme 
Court of the USSR of 16 November 1961 concernin.g 
Redens S.F. 

p. 3·73 

As the case file esta-blishes .RED ENS, whil.e working 
as chief of the UNK-V.D of Moscow ob last, and 
Narkom [People,s Commissar] o.f Internal Affairs of 

./J 

1 Anna Sergeevna Allilueva \Vas the sister of Stalin's second \Vife Nadezhda S. Allilueva) so 
Redens was Stalin>s brother~in-la\V, 



the Kazak·h SSR, carried out baseless arrests of 

Soviet citizens, used illeg·aI methods of 

in.terrogation against arrested persons, and falsified 

investigation materials, and his actions, as indicat.ed 

in the conclusion, fall under the article of the 

Criminal Code concerning responsibility for crimes 

committed while in office. However, a·t the 
present time it is not expedient to decide this 
question concerning the classification of these 

actions of RED ENS. 
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In 1988 and 1989 Rede·ns' rehabilitation was reviewed ·by the Pro

curacy of the USSR and his crimes were reaffirmed, But the legal 

period for withdrawing his rehabilitation had long elapsed, so Re

dens' rehabilitation remain·s in effectl2 

At this present time, therefore, Redens' file is the only file, of all 

t·hose of Ezhov's closest henchmen, including Ezh.ov him-self, which 

is open to research.ers. Moreo·ver, it i.ncludes materials from the 

files of other NKVD men, including of Ezhov him.self, that bear on 

Redens' c·as·e. For example, it contains the transcript of one face-to

face confrontation} or ochnaia stavka) between Redens an.d Ezhov. 

Here we only cite a few qu.otations from t'his file.3 

E.zhov's Conspiracy 

. 
• 

From the Transcript of the interrogation o.f the 

prisoner RED ENS Stanislav Frantsevich of 28 May 

1939: 

~ -.. EVDOKIMOV beat the leader of the t.errorist group 

'(Promparty'., PREDTECHENSKII and demanded that 

he withdraw his confessions of terror, and from . 

the group of mi.litary conspirators .he demanded 

z RKEB 3, 266~268. This document is available online at 

h.ttp://www.alexanderyakovlev.org/fond/issues~doc/67909 

3 The archival identifiers are as follows: TsA FSB ·( = Tsentral'nyi Arkhiv FSB) Rw24628, T 

(tom1 =volume) 1 or 2 (I.J;A <P.C:B, P-24628. /I;eJio no ooBHHeHliJO Pe~eca C .. <P., ToM 1 HJIH 

ToM 2)1. plus the page numbers (C. = stranitsa, page). 
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retraction of th.e.ir c·onfessions about 
TUKHACHEVSKII. (1,· 291) 

Yezhov vs. Stalin 

EZHOV, with KOSAREV and AGRANOV were se·nt to 
Le.ningrad in 1934 to oversee. the investigation of 
the murder o·f S.M. KIRo·v and see that it was done 
prop.erly. He did not do this and instead of working 
he got. drunk with ZAKOVSKII. As a result of . 

EZHOV'S inactivity LUR'E, (''Emil'''), TROTSKY'S 
emissar.y to the Soviet Union who had been 
named in SAFAROV'S confessions, was not 
arrested in time .. The arrest ofLU.R'E would 
have made possibl.e the discovery of the role of 
German intelligence of TROT·SKY'S and 
ZINOVIEV'S in the murde-r of S.M . . KIROV, (1, 300) 

·After that I helped EZHOV and FRINOVSKII to retain 
IAGODA'S men in leading positions in the NKVD 
de-spite that fact that IAGODA'S ow.n confessions 
named m·any of ·them. 

Although we had age.nt reports from our secret 
agent ZAFRAN I sµppressed these signals and did 
not expose the· hostile (literall.·y: ''enemy'') 
activiti.es ofthe.Trotskyi.st center in Mos:cow :led 

·by RADEK, l.N. SMIRNOV, KAMENEVand 
ZINOVIEV. (1, 302) 

. . 

Despite the fact that t'he arrested group of terrorist 
in the field of athletics admitted their intention to 
car·ry out terrorist acts against leaders of the 
Party a·nd government and confessed about 
ST AROSTIN'S. leaders·hip role as an agent of ·the 
Gestapo, he was not arrested. (1, 303) 

For more of what we now know about Trotsky,s real conspira~ 
torial activities through his adherents in the USSR see. Trotsky's 
'Amalgams'. We will deal with Trotsky's ties to Germany and Japan 
in t'he n.ext volume, Trotsky's Conspiracies. 
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Volume 2. Concerning the Conspiracy in the NKVD 
Headed by Ezhov 

TRANSCRIPT OF INTERROGATION 

of the prisoner RED ENS Stanislav Frantsevich 

Of 29July1939 

Qu~stion.~ To what do you confess? 

Answer:. I confess. that I am guilty of being an 
active participant in the anti~Soviet 
conspiratorial organization that existed within 
the NKVD. 

EZHOV gave me the job of preserving all hostile 
('literally: ''enemy'>) cadres. He specifically told me 
that i~ conducting the investigation not under any 
conditions to record for myself {samomu 
realizovat'} all incriminating conspiratorial 
materials but to hand them to him personally .... 
EZHOV instructed me under no conditions was I 
to inform the Central Committee of the Party 
what was going on in the NKVD without his 
knowledge . 

. Qµestjo.11:. Was this the extent of your ·hostile 
· (literally: '' e-nemy',) activity? 

Answer: Of course not. I carried out hostile 
(literally: ''·enemy·1~) work by keeping safe the 
conspirators within the NKVD and the Righ·t .. 
Trotskyist underground in Moscow and Moscow 
oblast'. (2, 88) 

[Redens] EZ.HOV said to me: ''The problem is not to 
seize power, that is. not all, be·re is what troubles 
me: What will happen on the day after the coup 
d'etat, what will the Party say? What will the Soviet 
people say? F~r the Central Committee of the . 
Party has enormous authority among the Soviet 
people. So we must patie·ntly undermine the 
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a.uthority ofth.e Politburo .members. We must 
prepare everything very well, so everything seem.s 
to happen naturally*'' (2, 93) 

Mass repressions 
Redens' testimony fully confirms the account of ·the mass oper
ations that we find in Ezh.ov's· and Frinovskii's stat·ements and in~ 
terrogations. As Redens stated in the preceding quotation, Ezhov's 
plan was to und·ermine the confidence of large sectors of the Soviet 
popu'lation by, carrying out massive, violent repres.sion, inclu·ding 
mass murder,. against innocent Soviet citi.zens· and. in the name of 
the State~ This is in fact the phenomenon that anticommunists and 
Trotskyists call ''the great terror.'' 

Ques.tjon; What hostile (literally: ''enemy'') tasks did 
you carry out at EZHOV'S behest? 

Answer: On EZHOV'S instructions I carried out 
hostile (literally: ''enemy'') work ·in distorting the 
p·unitive ·policy of S-oviet power, specifically in· the 
mass operations, Among the 36 thousand 
persons con.demne.d in Moscow oblast' were 
many who were complete,Jy innocent. It was the 
same in Kaz·akhstan, where I demanded the 
intensification of the mass operations. As a result 
about 4000 pers.ons were arrested and 
convicted without sufficient ev·idence. (1, 301) 

Answer: Eztt·ov told me that the .main task of the 
conspirat-orial or.ganizati.on within the· NKVD that . 
he had set up was to use, in every possible way, the 
organs of the. NKVD of the USSR, by means of the 
conspir·ators he ha·d pla..ced a.round the country, to 
overthrow the Party leadership and the Soviet 
government so that .EZHOV could co·me to power 
in the USSR .. To further this goal1 he had set. as one 
of the primary tasks the fomenting of 
dis·satisfaction o·f the population in the country 



and in particular, through m.ysel.f, in t·he capital of 
the USSR - Moscow and Moscow oblast'. (2, 87) 

Questio11:. How did you i·nte.nd to foment the 
dissatisfaction of the population? 

Answer: By means of the so-call.ed mass 
operations for carrying out a large number of 
baseless arrests of Party an.d Soviet cadres. 
Accordi.ng to EZHOV ·tbe.s_e meC:J.sure would, on 
the one h.and, be dire·cted at the arrest of many 
completely innocent persons, and on the other 
they would help create a great aura of authority for 
the organs of the NKVD and for E·ZHOV as its leader. 
(2, 88) . 

... EZHOV assigned m·e to continue in Kaz·akhstan to 
use the mass operations to foment 
dissatisfaction against the leadership of the 
Party -and the country .... in Kaz~khst·an I did not 
manage to ful.Iy devel.op my hostile (literally: 
''enemy'') work, although even so I arrested 
around 4 thousand people, amon·g whom many 
people, completely innocent, were shot. (2, 96) 

EZHOV: I told RED ENS that it was essential to direct 
the work of the conspirators in the NKVD, like those 
in other organizations, in every way so as to 
foment the dissatisfa.ction of the population in 
the country agai.nst the leadership of the Pa.rty 
and the government. In other words, in the NKVD 
this meant to carry o·ut baseless arres·ts of 
completely innocent persons. (2, 112) 
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The policy of the repression - · arrest a.nd shooting - o.f i.nnocent 
persons in order to foment dissatisfa.ction among the Soviet popu
lation and direct against the Party and government leadership, is 
repeated in many other passages in the Redens file. Redens1 testi-
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many co.nfirms Ezhov:;s testimony a.s we have outlined it. in previ· 
ous chapters, 

We con.c.lude this section with one quotation from ·the face·-to ... face 
confrontation, dated August 28, 1939 between . Ezhov1s assistant 
Frinovskii1 whose confession statem.ent we examine,d in an earlier 
chapter, and Aleksei A. Nasedkin, another of Ezhov1s NKVD 
henchmen. Nasedkin was arrested under Beria in Decemb.er, 1938, 
and was tried, convicted., and executed. in late January, 1940, at the 
same time as Ezhov and many of h.is men) including Rede·nsl<~ Ap
parently this document was .inserted into the Redens file because 

. . 

the evidence of th.ese two NKVD men was use·d.in Rede·ns' case. We . . 

do not. have access to eithe·r Frinov·skii's or ·Nasedkinls investiga
tive files, as neither has been ''rehabilitated." 

[N.ASEDKIN]: FRINOVSKII told me that the 
conspiratorial organizatio.n set as its goal the 
elimination of the existing le·a.dershi.p of the 
Party and government bu·t he failed to ·say only by 
what methods he intended t.o accomplish this. In . . 

giving me instructi.ons on practical hostile· (liter.ally.: 
''enemy',) work FRIN·OVSKII told· me to develop 
more wide.ly the m.ass operations· and to 
compro·mise the current Party l·eadership by the 
ar·rests of innocent persons. 

Coup d'etat and plot to seize power 
,Ques.tion:. Wh·en did you inte.nd to carry out your 
evil plan. of a coup in our country? 

. 

Answer! Ple.as·e believe ·me tha.t I was not i·n.formed 
about all the plans that EZHOV .mentioned .. For 
conspiratorial purp.oses there were many things he 
did n\ot tell me. Sti.11, after my frequent questions 
a.bout this EZHOV told me th.at he intended. to 

4 See Petrov, Kto 312 on Nasedkin. Online at. 
http://www.memo.ru/ history /NKVD /kto /biogr / gb344.htm . 



carry out this coup in either 1938 or 1939. (2, 
89-90) 

Q·uestion to .RED ENS: Did EZHOV tell you about the 
goals and tasks of the anti-Soviet cons·piratorial 
orga·nization? . . 

Answer: After I had been recruited EZHOV 
·informed me generally about the goals and tasks of 

the anti .. Soviet conspiratorial organizationv EZHOV 

told me that the main task of the conspirato·rial 
organization that he had created within the 
NKVD was the overthrow of the leadership of 
the Party and the Soviet government so EZHO.V'S 

coming to power in the USSR. To these goals, 

EZHOV said, was subordinated all the work of the 
conspirat.ors whom he had spre·ad around in the 

appara·tus of the NKVD of the USSR. (2, 109)-. 

Question to .EZHOV: Do you confirm this? 

EZH OV: During the per:iod of my conspiratorial ties 

with RE DENS I fully informed him of the course of 

the goals set. before the conspiratoria.l organization. 

I told RED ENS that once a sui·table time had 
been chosen and an essential pretext created· 
·for carrying out the coup in the country, it 
would be essential to replace the current 
leade·rship of ·the Party an·d government and to 

seize power in our own hands. · 

I told RED ENS about the two plans for a po.ssible 
seizure of power. The first was to schedule the 
seizure of power at the beginning of a war. The 
second did not exclude the possibility of seizing 
pow·er in the. country ·before war, if a suitable 
mo·ment were t ·o o.ccu·r. (2, 110) 

[EZHOV]: It should be understood that in these 

con·versations the plan to seize power by means 
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of terrorist acts were always stressed, for without 
them no coup could be carried out. (2, 112) 

[EZHOV]: Fifthly, in O·ne of our talks I gav·e RED ENS 
the assignment of scrutinizing the people. around 
him for the purpose of bringing them in to carry 
out terrorist acts against the leadershi.p of the . 
Party and government. (2, 115) 

[EZHOV]: ~··I really did intend to use poisons in my 
terroristic goals against the members of the 
Politburo of the CC VKP(b). Specifically, I assigned 
REDENS to take steps to poison STALIN since I 
knew that he would be able to carry this out.5 (2, 
120) 

German and Other Foreign Connections 
[R.EDENS]: To this EZHOV added: ''As you see, both 
internal and foreign affairs are now in my hands 
and the capitalist states will render us full support 
at the necessary moment, i.e. at the time of the cpup 
in the country." 

.Qu:estio~: Which states? 

Answer: EZHOV was referring to Germany and 
Engla.nd. (1, 91) 

[REDENS]: EZHOV told me something like this: 
''Class struggle continues, even though the 
Trotskyists, Zinovievists, and Rights have been 
crushed, and the crushing of the conspiratorial 
organizations in the Red Army is takip.g place. 

None of this happened because the conspirators in 
the USSR wanted it to happen~ In spite of our own. 
will and wishes there is necessity, coercion~ 
Whether this· or that conspirator wishes it or not he 

. ~ 

• 

5 Presumably be·cause Redens was related by marriage to Stalin and would be able to gain 
access to him. 
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must carry out the orders of his real ''bosses," who 

are abroad. 
-· 

You, REDENS, have one group of bosses and I 
another. Who t'hese are you do not have to know 

now; you will know in time." 

Questio.n: Stop trying to wiggle out a.fit~ You knew 
exactly about EZHOV'S ''bosses." Why don't you ·t-alk 
directly about them? 

Answer: Ple~se believe me when I say that I do not 
know exactly who EZHOV'S ''bosses'' are,. But I 
pr·esume t·hat he was connected with either German 
or English intelligenc.e. (2, 91-9.2) 

[EZHOV]; At last, as my fu.ndame-ntal resources I 
told REDENS about my ties to the government 
circles of German_y, Poland, England_, and Japan. (2, 

112) 

[REDENS]: EZHOV told m.e; ''If on the periphery I 
am more or less at ease, then here.at the center it 
will be more difficult to c.arry out the coup1 

everything ·must be well prepared so as not t·o fail, 
as it is easy to lose one's· head, if you do anything 
carelessly all will be lost . . I have the experience of 
the failure of the others, I have studied all their 
mistakes and ·believe that I'll carry .out the matter 
well to the end_, I will not hurry, ·but I also cannot 

drag it out too long, because somebody is ins.isting 
on speeding up the coup. 

Question to RE.DENS: Who, exa.ctly, was insisting 
upon speeding up the cou.p? 

Answer~ EZHOV did .not say, but i·t was clear that he 
was talking about his 1'bosses1

' - the leaders of 
foreign intelligence services. 
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In other passages Redens makes i·t clear that Genrikh S. Li·u.shkov, a 
lagoda man, was retained by Ezhov Iagoda. had named Liushkov in 
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his confessio.ns but Ezhov refused ·to use these confessions, saying 
th.at ''Liushkov is ours, '' 1'we trust· Liushkov completely," and ''we 
will not let Jagoda compromise Liushkov.'' On the point of be·ing 
identified and arrested, Liushkov deserted to the Japanese in Ju.ne 
1938. Liu·shkov proceeded to claim for propaganda purposes that 
all the M'oscow Trials had been Stalin's fabrications. Meanwhile, he 
told his Japanese handlers that these. conspiracies really did exist. 
Now w·e know ·that Liushkov was an important figure in Ezhov's 
conspiracy. 

Conclusion 
Th.e testimony of Redens, Ezhov, and others contained in Redens} 
investigative file confirms the account. of the Ezhovshchina doc ... 
umented in the earlier chapters o·f this book~ It con.stitutes more 
evidence that the only framework of Soviet history considered ''re
spectable'' b.y mainstream Soviet historiography - what I have 
called ''the anti-Stalin para.digm'' - is .completely· false. 

There is no basis to think ·that all th.i.s material was obtaine.d falsely· 
- forged, dic·tated to he.Ipless prisoners, etc. - and then inserted 
into various investigative files for some ·purpose .. That is in fact the 
local stance o·f thos.e who ignore all this e.vidence1 though they do 
not have the c·ou.rage to state it outright. 



Chapter 16: Source Criticism of 

Interrogations and Confessions 

In the study of history it is always necessary to base one's conclu

sions upon primary source evidence. That primary source evi ... 

dence must be studied and evaluated to assess it for reliability. 

This is true of all primary sources, including archival documents, 

memoirs, eyewitness accounts, and of course interrogations a·nd 
confess,ions. 

Any fact-claim - statement about an e·vent that is presented as be

ing truthful - can be deliberately false., false but not deliberately· so 
. . 

(the person making the fact-claim aimed to give a truthful account 

but was mistaken), or true. This is not only the case with confes

sions and interrogations,' but with fact-claims in a.II other sources 

as well, from archival documents to oral accounts that exist only as 
. . 

audio files. It is true about all fact-claims made by. all persons at all 
,. 

times. 

There is no way to prejudge the degre.e of truthfulness or false

hood of a fact-claim . solely on the basis of what kind of source it is 

or who produced it( Specifically, it is not the case that fact .. claims 

made by prisone·rs during i·nterrogation are more likely to be false 

than fact-claims in other kinds of sources. 

All source·s must be carefully evaluat.ed. An important method of 

eval.uation is to determine whether the fact-claims .made in a given 

primary source are consi·stent with fact-claims made in othe.r in~ 

dependent primary sources. Often th~ degree to which different 

primary sources are independent of one another is easily· deter

mined, though sometimes it is not. 

lnterrogation·s and confessions 
Much of the evidence a.vailable to researchers .concerning the 

caus·es of the Ezhov mass repressions is in the form of interroga

tions of persons who have been ·arrested and are in detention - we 
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will call them ''priso.ners'' --- and fact-claims mad.e by th.em of a con .. 
fe.ssional nature, or ''confessio·ns." 

In mainstream historiography of the St·alin-era Soviet Union the 
accepted practice is ·to r_eg·ard all such confessions as .l'fabrications'1 

- deliberately false statements dictated iri some way or other by 
the autho~ities: the NKVD investigators, their supervisors, the 
Com.missar of the NKVD himself (Iagoda, Ezhov, Beria), or Stalin. 
This is done without any attempt to evaluate the fact .. claims made 
by the defend-ant., That is, according to a conventio.n widely prac-

. . 

ticed in mainstrean1 historiograp.hy of th.e Stalin era, there is no 
attempt at source criticism of prisoners' confessions~ The fact .. 
claims they make are simply discounted, ignored. 

However, this is not done uniformly, in all case·s. Fact ... claims made 
by prisoners in interrogations or confess-ions are not ignored 
when they can be made to fit smoothly into the anti-Stalin para-

. . 

digm. An example is the confessio·n statement made by Mikhail 
F·ri·novskii dated April 11, 1939, that we have examined in a previ~ 
ous chapter. When Frinovskii outlin.ed how Ezhov's men fa-bricated 

. . . 

false ·confessions, his statement is treated as cr·edib,le ... )he follow~ 
. . 

ing statement of Frinovskii's fits well into the anti-Stalin paradigm 
and so is accepted as truthful. 

In my op.inion I would speak the truth if .I declared, 
in general, that very often the confessions were 
given by the investigators, and not by those under 
investig.ation. ( 46) . 

In the same confession statement Frinovskii. t.est.ifies that the Mos
cow Trials defendants were gu·ilty, ·that the conspiracies to which 
they confessed were not fabr.icated but were true. He testifies th-at 
Bukharin, Rykov, lagoda, and Bul.anov knew that Ezhov was part of 
the conspiratorial bloc and did not reveal this at triall Frinovskii 
testified that ''E.zhov kept himself aloof' ·fro.m the_ preparation of 

. 

the Third Moscow Trial - he did not falsify it. These statem.ents by 
Frinovskii do not fit the anti ... st.al'in paradigm. On the contrary: they 
dismantle it enti.rely. These pa.rts of Frinov·skii:s statement are rou .. 
t:inely ignored. · 
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For example, in the rec.ent (2015) collection. by Shearer an.d 
Khaus·tov only the first paragra·ph of Frinov·skii's statement is re-
produce.d - the part where h.e says that he is going to co.nfess. 
Nothing at all of his dr.amatic confession itself is given, No doubt 
the editors i'do not believe'' it, (Shearer & Khaustov 236-237) 

One of the ·very few scholars who does at least cite this confession 
statement of Frinovskii1s as ev1.dence is Stephen G. Wheatcroft. In 

his 2007 ess.ay· Wheatcroft, one of the best mainstream historians 
of the Stalin period, cites Frinovskii's statement in a way that te·nds 

to undermine-its validi.ty but with no evidence provided, On page 
42 Wheatcroft writes: 

According to Frinovskii's forced statements taken 
after his arrest, Yezhov went to pieces at this time, 

Chec·k to se.e whether ·zakovskii and all Yagoda1s 
people .have been executed, because after 
Beria's arrival the investigation of thes_e cases 
may be renewed and they may turn against us .. 

Of cou.rse ther.e are grave .do·ubts as to how we 

shou.ld treat these forced depositions, but they 
are interesting. Either they were what really 
happened, or if not, then. they Were something that 

Beria's invest.igators were imagining could have . 
happened. (Wheatcroft, Agency 42) 

Wheatcroft c.ompletely avoids the issue of s.ource criticism. What 
do.es ''forced'' mean? Are all confessions ''forced?11 O.nce you have 

called the deposition ''forced,'1 does that ma·ke it invalid? Wheat

croft. does not discuss this obviously very important question, as 

though th.ere were no way to resolve it - that is, no way to attempt 

to test the usefulness of this document (Frinovskii's confession 

statement) as evid.ence." 

Moreover, what Wheatcroft says here is vacuous with respect to 

the pos.sibili.ti·es he names: that. Frinovskii was telling the truth, or 
that Beria's investigators ''i.magined'' that this 'icould have hap
pened." That is, it was either true or false but, if fal.se, made to a.p-
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pear other than absurd. That could be said about almost any delib
erate lie, since lies are normally told in a way that ''could be 1

' true. 

Whea.tcroft concludes: 

It is possible that in this one instance they [''these 
forced depositions,'] may be telling us something 
that really happened. 

Wheatcroft avoids the issue a.ga.in. What does ''possible'' mean 
here? Why ''in this one instance',? Why not in many instances,. or in 
no i·nstance at all? 

It appears ·tha·t Wheat.croft does not realize that in calling 
Frinovskii's confessf on (Jo reed'' he is not in fact making a .statement 
about what Frinovskii said at all" Rather, he is t·elling us something 
about himself, his own attitude~ Wheatcroft is really saying; ''It ·is 
my opinion ·that Fr·inovskii'·s confe·ssion was 'forced'.11 

But the fact that Wheatcroft ch.oases to regard it as ''forced'' does 
not m.ean that it· ls not truthful., or is ''less likely to be truthfu.l,." 
Likewise, the fact that some other person does not regard 
Frinovskii's confession as ''forced'' does not mean th:at it z<s truthful, 
or more likely to be truth.ful, In the absence of evidenc~, as here, 
statements such as ''the confe-ssion was ''forced," ''the confession 
was not ''forced," are statements about the _person who is m.aking 
the statement. They say not.hing at all a·bout ·the confessio·n itself~ 
They are not objective. 

When Wheatcroft calls Frinovskii1s confession ''forced>' he is com
mitting .the logical fallacy of petitio principii} ''begging the ques
tio.n." He· is ''assu.ming that which must be proven.'~ What we must 
do i·s to as·sess Frinovskii's st.a·temen.t, and all historical s.ources, 
objectively. 

. 

Eval-uat.ing confessions made under interrogation 
Source criticism is always necessary. It is invalid to assume that a 
confession is :a fabric·ation just as it is to assum.e it is what the per
son under interrogation wan·ted to say. 

We can, and are obligated to, eval.uate - verify- interrogations and 
confessions in the same way we verify any other evide.nce. We 
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check to see if there are any fact-claims that are a.lso made in other 

documents. If there are, we ask whether they could have been ''co

ordinated'' so as to look genuine when they were not, or whethe.r 

such coordina.tion can be ruled out. In the l.atter case, the fact

claim can. be accepted a~ genuine, meaning: it represents what the 

speaker wished to say. Sometimes we can assess it as to truthful ... 

ness as well. 

In all source cri·ticism the student must beg1n with studying the 

evide.nce by reading it carefully and rep·eated.ly. We must attempt 

to determine the reliability of the testimony by trying to discover 

whether some of the fact-claims contained in it can be verified in 

other sources that are independent of it~ When two or more inde ... 

pendent sources agree on the same fact ... claim, the likelihood that 

that fact ... claim is true increases dramatically. If we can verify a 

number of fact-claims made in these interrogation confessions 

through independent sources, then we have established th·at the 

testimony under study should be considered to be legitimate evi

dence. 

This is the process we have undertaken here. Every time we can 
check a statement made in the testimony presented here against in
dependent evidence, we fi.nd that the testimony under consideration 
is verified. This m~ans that we have no objec.tive basis to r.eject 

these confessions, 

We have .devoted the first twelve chapters of Trotsky's 'Amalgams', 
more than 250 pages, to source criticism of the testimony given at 

the three Moscow Trials of August 1936, January 1937, and M·arch 
1938_ We were able to check a grea·t many fact--claims made by the 

defendants at ·those trials against independent evidence. Almost all 

of them proved to be true. 

The few exce·ptions are especially inte·resti.ng, In the few cases 

wh·ere we can determine today that a defendant lied1 we can prove 

that he was hiding facts from the prosecution that the defendant 

did not want the prosecution to know. The defendant lied. not to 

falsely in.culpate himself, but to falsely ex.culpate himself. 
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Th.is itself i.s evidence that the confess-ions are gen·uine, for why 
wou.ld the NKVD or the prosecution ''force'' a defendant to lie and 
successfull.y hid.e some crime he had indeed committed? 

We are able to prove that th.e testimony of the defendants at the 
Moscow Trials was truthful whenever it can be checked~ That 
means that the interrogation .. confessions at the ·Moscow Trials are 
what they appear to be. They represent what the defendants chose 
to say, not what the_y were ''for-ced'' to say. The interrog·ation
confessions of the M.oscow Trials de·fendants are therefore judged 
to be valid evidence. 

Frinovskii's statement of April 11·, 1939 
In an earlier chapter we studied this important confessio_n s·ta.te
ment by Mikhail Frinovski.i. Frinovski.i confi.rms what· we know 
from much other; independent evidence: that the conspiracies al-. 
leged in the First Moscow Trial ag.ainst Zinoviev an.d Kamenev, and 
in the Third Moscow Trial ag.ainst Bukharin, Rykov, Jagoda, and 
others, did in fa.ct exist, 

Absent evidenc-e to the contrary, we can accept F.rinovskii's ac-
. . 

count in ·this statement as falling into on.e of the latter two catego-
ries: ·either tru.e, or what F·rinovskii believed to be true. But 
Fri·novskii's fact-claims demolish the anti .. Stalin paradigm! This i·s 
why this evidence i.s ignored by mainstream anticommunist his
torians: not on objec·tive gro:u·nds, but be.c-ause it doe·s ·not fit the 
req_uired, but r-adically invalid and false, paradigm of Stalin-era 
Soviet history that dominat.es the academic study ·o_f this period, 

. 

S·ource critici·sm of Ezhov's interr·ogation-
confessions 
Ezhov's interrogation-confessions must be subjected to source 
·criticism using th·e same method. We must try to check as many 
fact-claims made by Ezhov as we can against other sou.rces. As ·in 
the case of Frinovskii's stat.ement, there are not as many other 
sources with which. to compare Ezhov's fact-claims as there are for 
the Moscow Trials testimony} a much larger amount of text. Never-
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theless, some of .Ezhov's fact-claim.s can be checked against other 
sources. 

Mar'iasin 
Lev Efremovich Mar'iasin. was Chairman of the directorate the 

. . 

State Bank, Ezhov names him in his interrogation of June 16, 1939: 

Q·uestion (Investigator Ro dos): Were you. friends 
with Piatakov? 

Answer (Ezhov): Never. Mar1iasin, the president o.f 
t 'he Gosbank, introduced us. We would get together 
for a drinking bout· sometimes at his place, 
sometimes at Piatakov's. And then I always got 
angry with Piatakov . 

... Q: ... Wh.en was this? 

A: In 1930 or 19·3_1; I can't. remember now. 
(Polianskii, Ezhov 230--233) 

Mar'iasin did not become Chairman of the Directorate of the State 
Bank until 1934 . . In 1930-1931 he· was a member of the Director
ate but not its chairman. By 1939, whe:n this interrogation took 
place, Mar'iasin was dead. He was chairman from 1934 to 1938. 

At his trial in February 1940 Ezhov repudiated his confession.s and 
claimed they were all false. But he does confirm this specific fact ... 
claim. · 

I have already told the investigation about my 
enmity with Piatakov. In 1931 Mar~iasin tried to 
make peace between us, but l refused to do it, 

Here Ezhov asks the court to consult the text of one of his confes~ 
sions in order to find out the truth about his atti·tude towards Pi ... 

atakov, Here Ezhov himself verifies a fact-claim that he made in 
one of his confessions. Ezhov is telling the court: ''This state·ment 
in that confess·ion of mine is true.'' But Ezhov has just told the 
court that his confessions are false! Evidently he did not reco.gn.ize 
the contradiction. · 

Ezhov also confirmed that Mar,iasin had been his friend; 
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With Mar'iasin I had personal, everyday ties for a. 
long time. 

According to Frinovskii Ezhov had ordered Mar'iasin to be beaten 
repeatedly. · 

Mar'iasin was arrested, the former chairman of the 
Sta.te B·ank, with whom ·Ezhov had b.een in close 
relations before his arrest. Ezhov exhibited an 
exceptionall_y great interest in the investigation of 
his case·-He led the i.hvestigation on his case 
personally and was often present at the · 
interrogat.ions. Mar'iasin was held. the entire time in 
the Lefortovo prison. He was beaten ferociously 
and continually. If other pers·o.ns under. arrest 
were beaten only up· to the moment they 
confess·ed, Mar'ias.in was beaten even a·fter the 
investigation had ended and no more 
confessio.ns were being taken from him. 

Once, as I walked around the interrogati.on rooms 
with Ezhov (and Ezhov was drunk) we dropped in 
on an interrogatio.n o.f Mar'iasin and Ezhov spoke 
for a long time with M·ar1iasin1 told him that. he had 
still not said everything an.d, in particular} made a 
remark t·o Mar'iasin about terror·in general and a 
terror act against himself, Ezhov, and then stated 
that ''we will beat, beat, beat you.'' (Frinovskii, 
46) 

In his confession of November 15, 1938, I.N. Dagiri, one of Ezhov's 
''investigator~bonebreakers," testified as follows: 

One time, at the end of October or· the beginning of 
Nov_embe.r· of this year, I stayed in the Kremlin on. 
official business. K.nowing t·hat E.zhov was not 
sleeping (.this was about 6 o'clock in the morning) I 
phoned Ezhov. From his voice I could clearly tell 
that Ezhov was in a seriously inebri.ated condition. 
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... Suddenly Ezhov glared at me and said, gritting 

his tee·th and clenching his fist: 

''What, you have all led me on? And.this Nikolayev) 

the swine, .is giving confessions against everyone r1t 

We'll cut him to pieces . 

..... I had this good friend, Mar'iasin - continued 

Ezhov, we worked together in the CC. Mar'iasin 

opposed our.business and for that he w·as beaten 

every day by my order ... 

-- Mar'iasin's case was long finished, it had been set 

to be heard, but I arranged for it to be postponed 
each time in order to continue to beat Mar'ias.in. 

I ordered them to .cut off his ear, his nose, to 

poke out his eyes, to cut Mar'·iasin into pieces. 

And that's the way it's going to be with all those~··~ ', 

(Petrov & Iansen, 350) 

Both Frinovskii and Dagin testify that Ezhov had Mar'·iasin sav

agely beaten. In his final stateme.nt at trial and after having repu

diated his confessions Ezhov still admitte·d that he had had 

Mar'iasin ·beaten: · 

When he had been arrested, for a long tim .. e 

Mar'iasln did not confess about his espionage and 

provocations in relation to the members of the 

Politburo. Th.at is why .1 gave the order to ''beat 

up'' Mar'iasin .. 

Frinovskii and Dagin agree that Ezhov had Mar'iasin badly beaten. 

Ezhov too agr·ees. Thi.s is another instance where Ezhov, having 
. . 

just declared his confessions to be false, then confirms that the 

confessions of others about some of his actions are true, and there

fore a statement in one of his confessions is true as well. 

Ezhov's birth 
In his interrogation of October 25, 1939, by NKVD invest.igato.r 

Esaulov, Ezhov claims to clarify the question of his birth. 
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Q: In official documents you lied that you were born 
in Petrograd. No information about your birth in 
that ci.ty has been found. Where were you born in 

I . ? rea 1ty . 

. .. . 
A: I only know about the place I was born from my 
mother's words, from memories of .my early 
childhood. Mother .said that I was born in th-e·city of 
Mariampol [today Marijampole, Lithuania - GF], in 

. . 

the former Suv.al'sk guberniia of Lithuania. 
Afterwa:rd·s I went to Petrograd, s·y means of the 
facts about ·my birth in Petrograd I ·wan·ted to 

. . 

portray myse.lf in th~ guise of a deeply-rooted 
proletarian and old revolutionary, 

In ·the confession already c·ited Dagin confirms Ezhov's confusion 
abou·t his place of birth . 

... Then we all began to review doc·uments that 
Ezhov brought, and during this he made the 
following ·remark: ('Here is eve.rything almost from 
the day of my birth, although where I was born, .I 
my·self do not _know, no one know.s. l l;:>elieve I was 
born in Leningrad, but according t·o the way m_y 
mother told it, somewhere on the road, the devil 
knows wh.ere.1

' 

... I seem to remember that sometime earlier Ezhov 
had somehow mumbled t.o me that he had been 
born of Polish blood, his grandfather or someone 
else wa·s of Polish descent. 

Once.· again, Dagin's confession verifies a fact-claim from one of 
Ezhov's confessions. 

Liushkov 
NKVD General Liushkov was sent to the Far .East by Ezhov in 1937 
and defected to the Japanese in June 1938~ Un.de.r Japanese aus
pi.c·es Liushkov ga.ve press confere·nces in which he claimed that. all 
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the allegations of conspiracies, beginning with the First Moscow 

Trial of August 1936 (the Zinoviev-Kamenev trial) ·were fabrica-

tions by Stalin. But this was p·urely for propaganda purposes. Pri~ 

v·ately, Liushkov gave his Japanese military handlers details about 

real conspiracies in the Far East among the military commanders 

and about their ties to the Rights through Rykov~ Liushkov con

firmed that-the conspiracie.s existed. His testimony, as uncovered 

by Alvin Coax, dismantles the anti--Stalin paradigm1' 

But Liushkov did not tell the Japanese, or of course admit at his 

press conferences, that he himself was part of Ezhov's conspiracy 

to overthrow Stalin, or that he himself was .responsible for mass 

repressions} including the falsification of evidence. This was re

vealed by Stephen Merritt's dissertation in. 20·00. Merritt writes: 

Material fro.m both ·the ·testimonies of victims and 

the interrogations of the NKVD operatives 

them·selves, taken when th.ey were late.r arrested, 

bears out the claim that the arrival of Liushkov and 

his group signalled an increase in the use of 

physical torture and the wholesale fabrication of 

evidence. Typical of the statements made by N"KVD 

. operatives was that by Dimentman, w·ho was to 

repla.ce Vizel' as head of the Primorsk NKVD. 

Dimentman stated that illegal methods had begun 

in Khabarovsk in 1937, when ·he arrived with the 

brigade of Mironov, but that the beating and torture 

of arrested persons began on a mass order with the 

arrival of Liushkov~ (348) 

A.S. Suturin's book on repression in the Soviet Far East, cited by 

M·erritt here, contains t.estimony by NKVD me·n arrested and inter-

rogated in 1939 under Beria that attests to the fact that, under 

L·iushkov's leadership, they engaged in beating an.d fabricating 

confessions against completely in.nocent persons. 

On M.ay 31, 1·939, Seme.nov said: ''With Liushkov1s 

arrival the investi_gative staff of the dir·ectorate, 

including I, Semenov, use:d measures of physical 

action [torture - GF] against those arrested.') 
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''Chief of the investigative section .Malakhov gave 
the order to the investigators of the Secret ... Political 
Section to use measures of physical action· against 
those arrested. Tog·ether with Liu·shkov there 
arrived in the region a. brigade of operational. 
workers (Malakhov, Rysenko). They brought 
handcuffs which they kept .in the investigativ·e 
section .. Upon Malakhov's orders I, Semenov, put 
handcuffs on the arrested p.erson Ovchinni.ko·v (S.I. 
Ovchinn:ikov was the First Secretary of the Ussurii 
obkom o.f the VKP(b) and a delegate to the xv·11 
Party Congress).;' · 

Later Semenov stated: .''The whole investigative 
staff of the directorate took part in the beating of 
prisoners after handcuffing them. He personally 
used measures of physical action at the 
interroga.tion of the chairman of tll:e Ussurii 
pro·vince executive committee Mis.hinJ. and i.n th~ 
same way he compiled documents against the 
arrested Larin, Lukin, and Bragin .... " (Suturin, Delo 
249) 

Frinovskii claime·d tha·t Liush.kov was on·e of Ezhov's me·n for 
whom Ezho·v lied and covered up froni the Central Committee and 
Stalin. 

A second fact about which I bec·ame aware after I 
left th,e NKVD. Ezhov hid from the CC and from 
Stalin. confe·ssio·ns that were sent from the G·eorg.i.an 
NKVD on Lius.hkov a.nd other conspirators at the 

· · time of Liushkov's appointment as chief of the 
directorate of the NKVD in the DVK [Far Eastern 
Region]. · 

. 

Upon Ez.hov,s instructions I conducted a 
''verification'' of these confessions against Liushkov 
by means of interrogating Yagoda. The 
interrogation was deliberately ca.rried out in such a 
way that Yagoda did not co·nfirm these confessi·ons 
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against Liushkov, at a time w·h.en Liushkov had been 
one of the men closest to him. Liushkov, as is well 
known, fled abroad. ( 49) 

We have already quoted from Ezhov's i.nterrogation of August 2, 
19391 by NKVD investigator Rodas, where Ezhov admits that: 

Q: Did you send Liushkov there specially~ What 
assignments did you give him? 

A: At the beginning of 193 7. Frinovskii and I 
conferred with each other and decided that we had 
to have our own man in the Far East, through whom 
we could maintain contact with Japanese 
intelligence. In the event of an attack by the 
Japanese he was to let the counterrevolutionaries 
out of the camps, seize with their help the stores of 
arms and military supplies, and then head 'terrorist
diversionist work in the rear of the Red Army~ We 
thought about this and chose Liushkov for these 
purposes, whom I had already recruited to our 
organization in 1936~ Then I transferred him from 
the Azovo ... Chernomorskii region and made him the 
head of the NKVD in the Far Eastern Region. 

The evidence cited by M'erritt confirms. Ezhov's claim that Liush
kov was part of his conspiracy. Liush.kov's intense hostility to-
wards Stalin is evident from his press conference·s. 

Both Frinovskii's statement and Suturin's study confirm a fact ... 
claim made by Ezhov in one of his confessi.ons. 

The Military Conspiracy 
In an earlier chapter we analyzed Ez.hov1s confession of April 26, 
1939. There he outlines the military conspiracy and its close con~ 
nections with the German General Staff. The existence of the mili· 
tary conspiracy is confirmed both in the confession by Marshal 
Tukhachevskii that was published in the early 1990s and then re
classified, and by Marshal Budennyi' report to Marshal Voroshilov 
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two weeks after the trial and executions of Tukhachevski.i and 'his 
associates. 

The military conspiracy is also confirmed at length in Genrikh 
Liushkov's remarks to his Japanese ha.ndlers as uncovered by 
Alvin Coax. We have outlined and analyzed Liushkov's revelations 
in detail in The Murder of Sergei Kirov and won 1t repeat all this ma
te·r·ial here. · 

Both of these sources confirm Ezh.ov's testimony about the miJi .. 
tary conspiracy. Testimon.y at the Third Moscow Trial .also con
firms it. 

Testimony of Zinaida ·Glikina 
During the interrogation of Ezhov on May 11, 1939 b.y NKVD man 
Bogdan Kobulov the investiga·tor raised the question of Ezhov's 
knowledge of the adulterous .affair between Ezhov's wife Elena 
Solomonovna and the famo·.us Soviet novelist Mikhail Sholokhov. 

Q: What can y.ou te·ll us ·about her relations with the 
writer Sholokhov? 

A: I seem to reca.11 that, I think last spring, my wife 
told me that she had meet. Sholokhov, who had 
come to Mos·cow and dropped in at the journal 
''SSSR na stroike.'' There was n.othing surprising in 
this, Ezhova always tried to meet writers and n.ever 
missed an opportunity.to do so. I was very well 
informed about this. 

Q: Good. And what did y·ou do wh.en you found out 
about the intimate relations between Ezhova and 
Sholokhov? 

· A: I did not know anything about such relations;. 
·this is the first time I hav.e heard abo·ut them. 

Q: Don1t lie, Ezhov. In June and August of last year 
upon your instructions Alekhin arranged to . 
monito·r the letter ''N 11 at the phone nu.mber of the 
Hotel ''N ationale1'' where Sholokhov was· staying. 
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Ezhov denied knowing about this affair and 'beating his wife for it: 

Q: ... you did know that the inti.mate relations of 

Sholokhov with your wife were recorded. Here, 

take a loo·k at this~ 

[Here the investigator reads Kuz'min report of Dec. 

12 1938, a.ccording to Polianskii, 224-5] 

Do you ·admit that a few days after you received the 

transcript you brought it home and showed the 

document to your wtfe, .and then berated· her for 

b·etraying you? 

A: N·o such event happened. No o·ne ever gave me 

this transcript of the intimate rel.ations betw·een 

Ezh.ova and Sholokhov, and 'in general I never 

showed my wife documents from my work and 

never told her what they contained, 

Q: Of course you can deny this, Ezhov. But we have 

the confessio.ns of Glikina, Ezhova's close ·friend and 

a Germa.n spy, who is now arrested and is under . 

investigation~ Glikina confesses that Ezhova was 

beaten by you and complained to her and told her 

about eve.rything. Therefore let me remind you that 

lying will not help you!'' 

By chance we have that part of G.Iikin.a's confessions tha·t deals 

with this incident. It was published by Vitalii Shentalinskii, a fero .. 

ciously anticommunist and anti~Stalin writer who during th.e early 

1990s had access to certain materials from former Soviet archives, 

evidently including some investigative materials. that have since 

been reclassified and are no longer available to researchers. 

As a small part of t'his confession, which Shenta.linskii claims fills 

an entire notebook, Glikin.a wrote~ 

Aft.er dinner Ezhov noticeably drunk and nervous, 

got up from the ta·b.Ie, took-some document a few 

pages long out of his briefcase, turned to Khaiutina .. 

Ezhova (his wife] and asked: ''Did you cohabit with 

Sholokhov?'' She denied it, whereupon Ezhov with 
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bitterness threw it in h.er face saying, ''Take it, 
read!." 

Ezhov told Glikina to read it too. She described it thus: ''I under
s·tood that this docume·nt was a tran.script of everything that had 
happened between Khaiutina-Ezhova and . Sholokhov in his ·hotel 
room, and that this clandestine recording had been .organized at· 
Ezhov's order.1

' 

After this Ezhov finally lost control of him.self, ran 
up to his wife who was standing b.y the divan and 
began beating her with his fists on the face, in the 
chest, and in other parts of her bo·dy. Ezhov only 
stopped when I i.nterfered ... (Shentalinskii, Danos 
421-422) 

. 

r ·herefore, this part of Glikina's confession confirm·s the genuine-
ness of the M·ay 11, 1938, interrogation of Ezhov by Kobulov. It is 
signi·fica.nt that Ezhov lied to K'obulov, whereupon the latter had 
the transcript of Glikina's testim.ony ·to confront him. ·Nothing of 
the kind would b·e n.ecessary if the NKVD intended to beat, torture, 
or otherwise compel Ezhov to say what they wanted h.im to say. 

Therefore these two passag.es are eviden.ce that, although Ezhov 
lied ·for some reason, the investigation was genuine. E·z·hov was not 
beate·n into a .fal.se confession_ .Nor was he beaten ·in order to get 

. . 

him to tell the tru·th - in this case, about his· knowledge of his wife's 
a.dultery with Sholokhov and his beating her. 

On t'he contrary: th.e investigator utilized a conventional interroga-
ti.o.na·l tec.bnique familiar to investigators everywhere: to try to .get 
the prisoner to tell the ·truth. by confronting him with the testi
mony of others who have already named him. This is strong evi
dence that the investigation of Ezhov d·i.d not proceed by beating· 
him. 

. 

We note in passi.ngthat Glikina also confirms Ezhov1s g·u·ilt in ('anti-
party activity~'' Glikina lived with the Ezhovs and spent a great deal 
of time with them. In the very short passa·ge from her confession 
quoted ·by Shentalinskii she concedes: . 
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.. , However, I do not intend to present ·myself as 
completely innocent. I admit that 1 am guilty in that, 

though I knew all ab·out Ezhov's anti-party 
activities I hid everything I knew an.d did not 
report it to anyone because of my close relationship 
with his wife N.I. Ezhova and to him personally, and 
was completely devoted to them. (Shentalin.skii, 
Donas 418) · 

Confessions of lzrail' Moiseevich Leplevskii 
In a passage we have already quoted. in an earlier chapter 
Frinovskii iden·tified Leplevskii as on.e of Ezhov's ''investigator
.bone breakers'': 

·''Investigator-bonebreakers'' were chosen basically 

from among the conspirators or persons who were· 
comp·romis·ed. They had unsupervised recourse to · 
beating arrested persons and in a very short time 
obtained ''confess·tons'' and knew how to wri·te up 
transcripts in a grammatical and elegant fashion .. 

In thi·s category belong: Nikolayev, Agas, Ushakov, 
Listengurt, Evgen'ev} Zhupakhin, Min.aev, Davydov, 
Al'tman, Geiman, Litvin, Leplevskii, Ka·relin, . 
Kerzo·n, Iamnitskii, and others. ( 45) 

During his interrogation by NKVD man Rados of· July 8, 1939, 
Ezhov testified: 

At that time the leadership of our organizati·on 
decided to .move to active measures. There was ·a lot 
of evi .. dence again-st Leplevskii and Zakovskii 
showing that they were spies and enemies of the 
people. It was impossible to hide such matter·s, and 
we had to g·et rid of these peopl.e, we couldn't use · 
them, they could cause everythi·ng to fail. We · 
decided to replace them with Uspenskii and 'Litvin. 

Leonid N aumov reproduce.s a summary report on Leplevskii made 
in June. 1956. This was a peri·o·d w·hen, by Khrushc.hev's order, 
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many files of those executed for tre·ason duri·ng the 1930s were 
being reviewed. Th·e repo·rt in question is a summ.ary of Le .. 
plevskii's file. The report states in part·: 

Leplevskii confesses that when he worked in the 
Ukraine he did not struggle agains.t the 
organized counterrevolution but only exposed 
those whom, given the existing situation, it· was 
impo.ssible to hide any longer (Liubchenko, 
Khvylia, Poraiko). At the sam.e time in organizing 
the mass operations he would consciously 
arrest i·nnocent, honest So·viet citizens s·o as t.o ·be 
able to show large. number and a det.ermined 
struggle against counterrevolu.tion. (In the g.uise of 
liquidating the Polish und.erground more than 
30 thousand persons we·re arrested1 but the 
serious counterrevolutionary Polish formations 
remained untouched.) 

~·· From Kosior Leplevskii kne.w that de·spite the · 
losses suffered by the cons.piracy sign.ificant fo.rces 
of the plot remained untouche·d, but in. order to 
carry out. a coup d'etat succ·essfully it was_ 
ess.ential to have an orientation abroad towards 
the Germans and Poles, who were ready to 
cooperate on this questio·n. (Naumov, Stalin 541 ... 
2) 

Leplevs.kii does not mention Ezhov as a leader of the conspir.acy. 
This is con.siste·nt with what Ezhov himself testified in his August 

. - . 

8, 1939, interrogation~ 
. 

Question: Give more d·etailed information ab.out 
. . 

each ob last separately, and. report to the 
investigation thos.e facts kno·wn to you about 
provocational methods of repression that were . 
del.iberately carried out. 

Answer: I'll begin with the Ukraine, The P.,eople's 
c·ommissariat of Internal Affairs of the UkSSR 
was headed at the beginning by Leplevskii, a 
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member of the anti""Soviet orga.nization of 

Rightists, and then by Uspenskii, a conspirator 

whom. I had recruited. T'he mass operation had 

been begun under Leplevskii, but Us·penskii's share 

of repressed persons· was no smaller. 

Question: Was Leplevskii aware of your 

con.spiratorial plans? 

Answer: No, Leplevskii could hardly have known 

about our real conspiratorial plans. In any case I 

myself did not recruit him to our conspira·tori·al 

organization and did not inform him of ou·r plan to 

conduct the operation in a provocation·al manner .. 

None-of the leading conspirator.s told m.e that he 

was con.nected to Leplevskii in the conspiracy. 

(369) 

Ezhov then describes Leplevskii~s activity in suppressing honest 

Soviet citizens while leaving the real conspirators alone. 

In carrying out the mass operation Leplevs'kii, like 

most of the other chiefs of the UNKVDs who were 

not consp.irators, spread them out over a broad 

front whil.e leaving the most bitter and activ·e of 

the organize.rs from am·ong the kulaks, White 

Guardists~ Petliurovists, counter-revoluti.onary 
. . 

clerg.y, etc., almost untouched. At the same time 

he concentrated the whole force of his blow 

against the less active elements and in part 

among that part of the population that was close 

to Sovi·et power. (370) 

The 1956 review reports that Leplevskii fully confessed his guilt at 

trial. Let's consider this interesting question: 

*If Leplevskii had said that he was part of Ezhov~s conspiracy, then 

we could conclude that Ezhov was lying, as he lied about knowing 

about his wife's infidelity with S.holokhov. 
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* If Leplevskii ha.d not confess.ed he might have done so because he 
thought his best tactic was to de.ny his crimes or because he was in 
fact innocent. 

In fact the two ·Ezho·v c·onfes.sions a·nd the· 1956 report on Le
plevskii ·mutually confirm each other. 

Agnessa Mironova-Korol' 
In 'his book Stalin i NKVD hist.orian Leonid Naumov writes.: 

Interestingly, in Jan.uary 1939, S. Miro.nov-Korol' , 
[S.N. Mironov's full n.ame] was arrested} and almost 
immediately testified that· in July 193 7 in a 
private conversation Frinovskii told him of 
Ezhov1s intention to ·co·me to power. on the basi·s 
of their group in the NKVD. Of c·ourse, one might 
attribut·e this to th·e imagination of Beria1s 
investigators~ But here'.s an interesting. detail . . 
Mironov's wife Agnes Mironov in. her memo·irs 
says almost the sam.e thing: ''We thought that· 
Ez·hov had risen even higher than Stalin." These 
thoughts, according to the text of me·moirs, are from 
sometime in mid .. 193.8. But who is this ''we'' who 
were ·thinking such tho.u·gbts? Judgi·ng by the text ·of 
Mironova's memoirs, she was then talking only with 
the members of her family~ with M.i·ronov's brothe·r, 
the intelligence official David Korol' and his family, 
and with the Frinovs.kii family. (263) 1 

. 

Mironova .. Korol' did not in fact know much .of NKVD work apart 
from rumors. But this reflects what she thought, based on her per ... 
sona.1 contacts. She also reports that e.ven. the Politburo members 

. . 

were afraid of Ezhov, or at Je.ast wary aroun.d him, and that she 
witnessed this he·rself .. Her testimony .is consistent wit·h her hus"
ban.d Mironov's account of what Frinovs.kii had said to him. And 

t The a.utobiography of Agnessa Mironova-Korolt is available at the Russian online journal 
Pseudology. This passage is from Part 2 Page 25. See ,, 
http://·\vww.pseudo1ogy.org/GULAG/ Agnessa/ 06.htm Jt is a1so at 
http~ //\VWW .memo.ru/ history / agnessa/ Chapt1h.htm 

. 
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that is consistent with w·hat Frinovskii testified in his statement of 

April 11, 1939, to Beria, which we studied in a previous chapterJ 

Ezhov's renunciation of his confessions and his 
final statement at his trial 
Pavl'iukov describes the conclusion of the inv·estigation of Ezhov's 

case as follows: 

The last interrogation took place on January 31 · 
[1940], and on the very next day the assistant chief 
of the investigative. section of the NKVD of the USSR 
A.A. Esaulov composed a protocol of the conclusion 
of the inve.stigation, Ezhov was given for his perusal 

12 volu.mes of his criminal case. He re·ad through it 
and declared that he confirmed all the confe.ssions 
given by him at the preliminary investigation, and 
that he had no additions to make. (529) 

But the next day, according to Pavliukov, Ezhov received. a visit 

from Lavrentii Beria during which he informed. Beria that he 

would now deny everything,. that all the charges against him were 

a complete invention. 

- What was going on here? Pavliukov makes the fo·llowing surmise: 

Evidently Ezhov, having understood t:hat after the 
formal court proce-dure he wo·uid. have ·no c.hance·of 
remaining. alive, had decided to delay the trial, 
hoping that they would not bring to trial a . 
defendant wb.o. had renounced his confe.ssions. And 
any de-lay in such an important case might attract 
the attention of Stal.in wh.o, having learned ·what 
was happening~ might send some representative to 
find out what was ·happening, And then at last there 
might be a chance to tell the Vozhd' [leader, i.e~ 
Stalin] the truth about why and how his faithful 
pupil and comrade-in-arms had been forced to 
slander himse.lf. 
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However, Ezhov's plans - if suc·h t'heywere - were 
not succe.ssful. (530) , 

A transcript of Ezhov's tria.l must still exist. Pavliukov evidently 
had privileged access to it. or to a .summary of it" Evidently it is still 
classified despite the expiratio·n of more than 7 S yearsA 

Pavliukov describes the trial itself as follows: 

Then the protocol concerning the conclusion of the 
investigation was announced, in which Ezhov had 
confirmed the truth of his confessions with his o·wn 
signature. Ezhov stated that at that moment he ·had 
not retracted these confessions, but ·that he was 
retracting· them now·.· He had no connections with 
any intelligence services, had no·t planned any 
terrorist act on Red Square on November 7, 1938, 
and had never ta.ken p·art in any conspiratorial 
activity. 

It was necessary for the court to .set aside its 
preliminary intention to do without witnesses and 
to call into the courtroom one of them, Ezhov's . · 
former assistant M. P. Frinovskii. That same day .he 
·too was supposed t·o appear in court and proba.bly 
was somewhere. n·earby. 

Frinovskii stated that soon after his appointment as 
Commissar of Intern·aJ Affairs Ezhov had recruited 
him into the conspirator.ial organization in the 
NKVD organized by himself, At first they 
prevent:ed the exposure of the participants of the 
Right-Trotskyite b'loc as much as possible, and a·t 
the end of 193 7 they set to the creation of a 
terrorist group within the N .. KVD. 

B·esides that Frinovskii. discussed the falsification, 
in accordance wit'h Ezhov's directives} of the so .. 
called mercury poisoning, the murde.r on Ezhov's 
order of the chief of the _Foreign Di.vision of the 
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GUGB of the NKVD A. A~ Slutskii, and of the 
poisoning by Ezhov of his own [Ezhov's] wife. 

In answer to the questions of the chairman V.V. 
Ul'rikh Ezhov called eve·rything Frinovskii said to 

be vicious slander_ He did not poison his wife and 
did not send her luminal,. and in relation to Sluts.ki.i 
had had a directive from ''directive organs,, not to 
arrest him but to get rid of 'him by another means, · · 

''as otherwise our ·whole foreign intelligence service 
would have ·fled." T·he need to get rid of Slutskii was 
dictated, in Ezhov1 s words, by the fact that there 
were very weighty confessions of the forme·r 
assistant commissar for internal affairs I a~ s·. 
Agranov. 

Ezhov continued that he did not take part in the 
anti-Soviet conspiracy together with Frinovskii. 

Evdokimov, Dagin, and the other persons whom he 
had named in his confessions as participants in the 
conspiracy were in fact not such, or in any case he 
did not know anything about that. (531-532) 

.A text has bee-n pub.lished that purports to be Ezhov's final speech 
at his trial. I have translated it and put it onlin·e. (Ezh.ov, Last) 
Briukh·anov a.nd Shoshko:·v make the following co.mments ·on 

Ezhov's last words: 

Reading ;'the Last ·word'' it i.s impossib~le not to 
notice that Ezhov said nothing about the essence of 
the accusations lev·eled against him. H·e rejected 
them all, but spoke mainly about his services in 
exposing ''enemies and spies of various types and 
intelligence .services'' while stati.ng at the same 
time he had ''such cr.imes for which I could be 
shot,'' promising to discuss them, but admitted guilt 
only in that he ''did not purge enough', enemies~ 
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Ezhov denied his parti.cipation in a secret 
01 .. ganization directed against the Party and the 
government, saying that, on the contrary, he had 
taken all measures to expose the conspi·rators who 
had murdered S.M. Kirov. But was there a 

. . 

conspiracy in the organs of the NKVD? Or did 
those 14 thousand NKVD men whom Ezhov 
purged act individually - each one on his own? 

Judging from the transcript [of Ezhov's trial] such a 
question was not raised at the trial: Everything was 
clear to the court ·as it was. The ''sincere 
confessions'~ in his ''Last word'' did not ring truew · 
Ezhov was careful to avoid any sharp corners. He 
even distorted the episode that had a.lready figured 
in th:e trial of Bukharin, Rykov and the others, 
concerning the falsification of a terrorist act against 
himself. As it turned out the ''terrorist act;' was 
planned and executed - if we can even use that 
word .in this case - by Ezhov and by the former 
chief of the counter-revolutionary section Nikolaev 
in order to increase the authority of the ''iron 
commissar-'' Ha-ving consulted with specialists 
·about the conditions for mercury poisoning 
Nikolaev ha.drubbed mercury into the upholstery 
of the soft furniture in Ezhov's office and submitted 
a piece of cloth for laboratory analysis, In the 
''terrorist act1

' they blamed NKVD man Savolainen, 
on w·hom a vial of me1 .. cury was planted. After the 
necessary 1'working over'' Savolainen confessed to 
everything. 

And Ezhov>s attempt to deny the accusation about 
dissolution. in his morals and private life, to · · . . 

convince the court that he was supposedly loved for 
his modesty and honesty, seems al.together 
senseless. 
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.As a whole the ''Last word', creates an impression of 

something not thought th.rough, rambli.ng, 

incomplete, and dishonest. And yet Ezhov, in 

essence, had.nothing to lose. He could have spoke:n 

more frankly. (153) 

The last two sente·nces suggest that Briukhanov and Shoshkov be

lieve that Ezhov· had only acted upon Stalin's orders. If that h.ad 

been so then Ezhov would indeed have been a fool. not to ''speak 

more frankly." 

But we know that it is not true. Ezhov could. renounce his many 

confessions. But he could not refute them. For one thing the inves

tigators had interrogated those whom Ezhov had named in his 

confessions, and compared and collated the co.nfessions. Also, the 

court had the testimony of many others, and witnesses at hand to 

testify - not only Fri·novskii but others, perhaps many others. 

Pavliukov did not stat.e the matter as plainly as he should have 

do·ne. Given the voluminous confessions he had made, and the im

mense amount of testimony against him, the only thing Ezhov· 

could possibly gain by renouncing his own co-nfessions was to 

force the court to convict him on the testimony of witnesses. That 

is in fact what happened. 

As Nikolai Bukharin stated at his own trial in March 1938; 

The confession of the· accused is not essential. 

(1938 Trial, 778) 

T'his is indeed a feeb.le attempt at justifying oneself. v·ery few of the 

specific crimes to which Ez.hov had confes.sed are mentioned. Nor 

does a last .. minute retraction of confessio·n.s that the defendant has 

just finished affirming carry any convictio·n. Even a person totally 

unfamiliar with the .facts of th.e case would ask: Was he lying then? 

Or is he lying now? On top of wh'ich Ezhov admits, cryptically, that 

he had committed ''such crimes for which I should. be shot.'' Such a 

statement, lacking almost all specifics, calls into question not so 

much the confessions but the credibility of the person who makes 

it. 

* * * * * 
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Pavliukov tells the story about how in the 1990s Ezhov's daughter 
Natalia Khaiutina petitioned to have her father ''rehabilitated." In 
1998 the office of the Main Military Procuracy determined that 
there was no evidence that Ezhov had been a traitor (had con
spired with Germany or Poland), But it did c.o.nclude the following: 

The evidence gathered in this case confirm the guilt 
of Ezhov N.I. in organizing political repression 
against innocent citizens, illegal arrests, using 
physical means of compulsion against those under 
investigation, falsification of materials in criminal 
cases, all of which had irreversible consequences, 
which materially furthered the weakening of the 
power of the State. That is, he was guilty of acts 
aim.e·d at undermini.ng and weakening the .state and 
damage to its economic and military power. (545) 

Without saying so in so many words the Procuracy declared that 
Ezhov was indeed guilty of mass repressions. However, it said 
nothing about why Ezhov did these things: nothing about any con
spiracy. About treason. - the charges of collaboration with the 
Germans and Japanese and conspiring to overthrow the gov
ernment lead ·revolts against it, and murder Stalin and other lead .. 
ers ,.. .. nothing at all was said. 

Conclusion 
Whenever we are able to double .. check a fact .. claim made concern
ing Ezhov's interrogation .. confessio.ns or Frinovskii1s statement, 
we find that those documents are truet This is so even in the case 
where Ezhov was evidently lying in saying that he had not known 
of his wife's affair with Sh.olokhov. Therefor·e, we have no reason 
·not to use Frinovskii's and Ezh.ov'·s st·atements an.d confessions as 
truthful 
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In the dominant model of Soviet history of the 1930s the conspira,.. 

cies alleged by the Stalin government were all bogus. The co·n~ 

spiracy that led to Kirov1s murder, the conspiracies to wh·ich the 

defendant·s in the three Mose.ow Trials confessed, the Tuk·• 

hachevskii Affair m.ilitary conspiracy - all these never existed. All 

wer·e frame-ups of i:nnocent persons, and all are attributed to 

Stalin. Naturally, Ezhov's conspiracy never existed either. Mi.chael 
Ellman believes that the ''Ezhovshchina'' s·hould be called th.e 

''Stalinshchina'' since, he claims, Stalin planned it all, Ezhov having 

been merely a tool. Many convent.i.onal or ''mainstream'' anticom ... 

munist historians contend that the ''Great Terror'' began as early 
. . 

as 1936, or even 1934. 

This is not history. Rather, it is deduction from firmly entrenched 

but demonstrably false premises. If one believes a priori1 in thrall 

to the anti-Stalin paradigm, that none of the alleged conspiracies 

existed, it follows that all were fabrications by the Soviet NKVD 

and prosecution. If one believes a priori that Stalin was an all-

. powerful ''dictator'' it follows that everything that happened must 

have happened because Stalin wanted it .to h·appen. Likewise, the 

mass repressions must have stopped only when Stalin decided 

they were no longer needed and it could possibly become danger-

ous for th·em to continue. · · 

This whole line of thinking is bas.ed .. on a paradigm that flies in the 

face of an objective assessmen.t oft.he available evidence. It r.epre

sents the triumph of anticommunist ideology ·ov·er objectivity and 
. . 

is contradicted by all the evid.ence. We have an immense amount 

of evidence about each of these conspiracies. We know that Stalin 

was not a dictator and frequently could not get what he wanted, 

contested elections to the soviets being the clearest exam·ple in our 

discussion. 
. . 

In hewing to what we have called the ''anti-Stalin para.digm,, main .. 

stream Soviet histo·riogra.phy follows p_olitical, anticommunist im

peratives. Demonizing the Soviet Union serves the propaganda 
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function which re.mains the primary function of the field of Soviet 
history as ·it has always b·een .. . 

Historians are supposed to be objec.tive, to question their own 
preconceived ideas and the paradigm.s that inform those. ideas, 
shape them into expl.anatory narra·tives; to give a more generous 
reading to evidence that cont·radicts their preconceived ideas and 
read with an especially skeptical ·attitude that evidence that seems 
to reinforce their own biases. If a historian does not begin his/her 
research with determination to b.e objective, to discover the truth 
according to the best evidence and logic.al ·ind.uction from this evi .. 
dence, then that historian has no chance of stumbling -across the 
truth by accident an·d what he or she do·es ''dis·cover'' will not be 
the truth. 

This is w·hy mainstream .historians of the so-called ''great ·terror'' 
·have failed. t·o attain an account of th.ese mass repressions. that fits 
the evidence. Mainstream historiography has chosen not to do so. 

What Did Happen? 
. 

The evidence now a.vailable suggests that the repressions of the 
period 1934 .. ·193-s saw the following political developments in the 
B·olshevik Party. 

1. The gradual discovering of a w.id.e ... ranging conspiracy among. 
many leading Bolsheviks ·against the Stalin government, These 
conspira.cies developed out of ·the factional disputes of the post .. 
Revolution p·eriod and became p.articularly acute during the 
1920s. After the defeat of the· United Opposition in 1927, with the 
ensuing expulsion and then ''capitulation'' of most of its me.mbers, 
an.d Leon Trotsky's expulsion from the .USSR in February 1929, the 
opposition fact.ions, which al·ready had .a ·cl.andestine, underground 
exis·tence, endured a period of disorganization. 

They were regathered in 1931-19.32 as a ''bloc'' of Zinovievists, 
Trotskyist, Rights, and other oppositionists. This bloc ~ all .parties, 
includin.g ·both its participants and the Soviet prosecution., used 
this term - first planned to come to power when the Savi.et gov-
ernment collapsed under tb.e . strain of rapid industrialization and 
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opposition to coll.ectivization, or when the Stalin government 

failed to cope with an attack by capitalist powers. 

During ·1933 it bec·ame clear to the b.loc leaders th.at the Stalin 

government had come throug·h the crisis successfully and would 

not coll·a.pse, while ca.pitalist powers failed to inv·ade. The bloc then 

turned to the tactic of a coup d'etat and. assass.ination of the Stalin 

leadership as the only way to seize power. Canta.ct was made, and 

agree.ments .reached, wi.th at least Germany ·and Japan, ahd also 

with England and France, to gain recognition once their coup had 

succeeded. 

This plan began to be put into operation on December 1, 1934, 

with the murder of Sergei Mironovich Kirov, First Secretary of the 

Bolshevik Party in Leningrad, who was assassinated by a clandes

tine Zinovievist g·roup ~ Other groups within the bloc such as the 

Rights and Trotskyists knew that this assassination attempt was 

bein.g planned and were either planning their own attempt ·or h.ad, 

agreed not to interfere. The Zinovievist assassin Leonid Nikolaev 

was supposed to commit suicide imm.ediately afte.r killing K.irov. 

His· suicide atte·mpt failed and he was .captured and interrogated. 

Because he had no ''cove·r story'' prepared - he was not supposed 

to surviv·e - h·is att·empts to concoct a ~tory a ·n the sp.ot were full of 

·contradictions. The NKVD investigators kept Nikolae·v talking_ 

Within a few ·days, he had named a n·umber of his a·ssociates, who 

were arrested and interrogated in turn. Very soon the investiga

tors had enough testimony to convict the fourteen members of the 

Leningrad Zinovievist group} and to pro·ve that Zinoviev, Kamenev, 

and a few of their associates, all in Moscow, were aw.are of·the Len

ing-rad grou·p. The NKVD did not prove that Zinoviev and Kamenev 

were complicit in Kirov's murder, but only because Genrikh 

Iagod-a, the chief of the · NKVD, was himself involv·ed in the con-

spiracy. · However, they and some o·f their associates were con

victed of failing to report the Leningrad group a·n.d merely sen ... 

tenced to prison terms. 

During 1935 a conspi·racy within the Kremlin library was uncov

ered. This led to additional suspici.ons against Zinoviev and Kame-
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nevJ sinc.e some of the latter's relatives we·re involved. It also led to 
suspicions again.st Avel 1 En·u.kidze, who was responsible for the 
lib_rary staf~. 

In early 193.6 the investigation of the· Kirov murder was resumed,. 
resulting in more arrests and s-ome confessions. By July there was 
enough information from these confes.sions to infer the e.xiste .. nce 
of a m.u.ch broader conspiracy involving Zinovievists and Trotsky"' 
ists. In late July Zinoviev and Kamenev, confronted and accused by 
some of their followers, confessed to being directly i·nvolve·d in Ki .. 
rov's murder_ This resulted in the First Moscow Trial of A·ugust 
1936. Defendants at that trial identified o.thers who comprised a 
spare, or ''parallel,'' leadersh·ip group·,. including Ka.rl Radek, lurii 
Piatakov, a.nd Grigory Sokol'nikov. Bukharin and. Rykov were also 
named. On September 26, 1936 Ge·nrikh Jagoda was removed as 
chief of the NKVD and replaced by Nikolai Ezhov. The Secon.d Mos~ 
cow Trial of January 1937 led to the ex.ecutions of most of the de .. 
fendants·, inc.luding Piatakov, and prison for others. 

Meanwhil-e Bukharin and Rykov, as leaders of the Rights·, were ac--
• 

cused by many of their former supporters. The-evide.nce against 
them was the fi.rst item of business a .. t the February-March 193 7 

. . . 

Central· Committee Plenum. After three days o-f discussions and 
accusations Bukharin and Rykov were arrested and imprison.e.d. 

Stalin had be.en planning a redraft of the Soviet Constitution sin.ce 
at least 1935. In March 1936 he gave an interview to US news
pape·r magnate Roy Howard in which Stalin - over-optimisticall.y 
equating his view with the outcome of th·e CC vote ...... promised 
contested elections for the legislative bodies, the soviets. r ·he Con
stitution was drafted and adopted in -1936. But at the February-
March 1937 CC Plenu.m there w.as much opposition to it from the 
CC members-. Most ·of .. those who spoke warned· against ho·stility 
among the populati.on and about anticommunist group·s, including 
retu.rned kulaks, religious figure-s, former White Guardistsj an.d 
members of the now illegal Social-Revolutionary Party. 

It was clear that most CC members did not want conteste.d elec
tions under these circumstances. Stalin and his. supporters a-rgued . . 

the case .for contested elections but clearly did not convince many, 
if any. This is not to argue for ei.ther side of this debate, since both 
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·had valid reasons for· their respective positions. Rather, it is to em ... 

phasize that Stal.in's leadership was just that - Je.ad.ership. Stalin 

did not possess dictatori·al powers.:l 

On March 1, 193 7 Genrikh Iagoda was arrested. He ·had been im

plicated by ·testimony at the Second Moscow· Trial and, evidently~ 
by testimony of o·thers under interr·ogation. By April 1937 Jagoda 

had begun to outline his own involvemen·t in the Rightis·t con

.spiracy and his p·rior· knowledge of the plan to murd.e·r Kiro·v. 

In April and May 1937 NK·vo investi·gators had gotten enough tes

timony from military men involved. in the conspiracies already un

covered to arrest some of the leading military co·mmanders1 in

cluding Marshal Mikhail N. Tukhachevskii. When investigators 

came. to interrogate Ian Gamarnik, head of the Political Directorate 

of the Red Army, he committed suicide. In late May and early June 
r ·ukhachevskii and· others confessed to conspiring wi.th the Rights, 
with the Trotskyis~s and directly with Trotsky, and with the Ger

man General Staff in a plot to overthrow the Stalin government, 

seize power, and become ·an ally with Nazi Germany. On June 11-

12 Tukhachevskii and seven others were tried, confessed at trial, 
were convicted, and executed. 

During the first week of May 1937 the ''May Days'' re·volt broke out 
in Barcelo·na, Spain. Among its lead·ers wer·e longtime Trotskyists( 

At the Second M.oscow Trial in J·anuary, 1937 Karl Radek·· had. 

called upon the Trotskyists in Spain to stop their plotting against 

the Spanish Republic or face the consequences. The NK.VD had ob
tained intelligence that Ger.man and Francoist agents had bee·n at~ 

temptin.g to provoke just such a revolt. At a talk to military officers 

in early June Stalin ·said that the Tukhachevsk·ii defendants wanted 

to make of the Soviet Unio·n ''another Spain'' - to stab it in the back 

when it was attacked by fa·scist powers. 

1 See Stephen G. Wheatcroft} ({From Team .. stalin to .Degenera.te Tyranny." ln E.A. Rees, ed~, 
The Nature of Stalin 1s Dictatorship, The Politburo, 1924-1953. Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmil

lan, 2004, 79~ 1:07. Wheatcroft argues that Stalin was no dictator up to the early 1940s. 
Wheatcroft cites no evidence for his claim in the ti.tl.e that Stalin became a i{tyrant') or dicta~ 
tor during his last years. 
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From April 1937 on we have a number of interrogations of high
ranking Bolshevik. government and .Party officials in which they 
confess to being a part oft.he Rightis-t conspiracy. On. June 2, 1937, 
Bukharin broke his silence and began to give very dramatic con
fessions of his own gu.ilt in this same Rightist conspiracy. 
During the June 1937 CC Plenum 15 members of the CC a.nd 16 
candidate members were removed. from the CC. Earlier in 1937 5 
members and 5 candidate members had been expel.le-d, for a total 
of 20 membe·rs and. 21 candidate members since the beginning of 

. . 
1937. During the rest of 1938 18 more members ·and 15 more 
ca.ndidate members were expelled. In total, 38 m~mbers· and 36 

. . 
candidate members were expelled ·from the Central Committee. As 
far as we can te.ll - little informatio.n has bee·n released about some 
of them - all were expelled for being a part of the c.la:ndestine con-. . 

spiracy of the Right-T.rotskyist bloc. 

By the. ti.me the June 1937 Plenum ended both the Right-Trotskyist 
co.nspi·racy and the military conspiracy, which was linked to it} 
w·ere on the defensive. Ten more CC members were removed from 
the CC in December 1937 ·and two .more in early 1938 for a total of 
50. The Third Moscow Trial of March 19.37 Right·T·rotskyist T·rial 
of which Bukharin, Ryko·v, Jagoda, and Khristian Rakovskii are 
perhaps the best known defendants, was the culmination in the 
demolitioQ of the conspi.racy of the bl.oc. 

Elections 
A da_y before the -Octo-ber 19-37 CC Plenum began Stali:n and the 
Politburo withdrew their efforts to force competitive elections, 
requi·red under the new 1936 Constitution, It is po·ssib.le that the 
remainin.g CC members ·along with the NKVD had been repressing 
prospective-hostile voters, the lz'shentsy, up to this · point. It's im .. 
portant to realize, however, that we have no evidence that this was 
s.o . . After th.e Octo.ber 1937 CC Plenum it woul.d have made no 
sense to do this. 

There is no question that the CC members in February ... March and 
in June 1937 opposed competitive election·s ·to the· soviets. This . . 

opposition is firmly .documented. But repression - meaning mass 
murder and mass imprisonment - of hostile prospective voters to 
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prevent a. hostile takeover of the soviets makes no sense after 
October 1937, for after th·at there would be no contested elections. 

In January 1938 Pavel Postyshev was sharply criticized, then re ... 
moved from the Politburo, then in February· from. the CC, then ar
rested, and ultimately tried and convicted, for being a part of the 
Rightist conspiracy_ According to the evidence now available Po
styshev was indeed repressing Party members, especially Party 
o.fficials. The ·ma.in resolution of the January 19.38 CC Plenum was 
aimed at unwarranted mass ex.pulsion of Party members by higher 
P·arty officials . 

. 

Judgi.ng from the scanty documentati.on we have today, Postyshev 

was also terrorizing many others~ According to one account of this 
evidence, between June 1937 and Janua·ry 1938, when he was re .. 
moved from ·office, Postyshev ha.d 34,540 persons· prosecuted for 
cr:iminal o:ffe.nses and about 5000 shot. Stalin said that Postyshev 
was shooting the whole Party leadership and destroying the Party 
on tbi.n grounds or on no grounds at· all. z 

Postyshev's actions in Kuibyshev are consistent with his being 
both a part of the Rightist conspiracy and e.ngaging in the kind of 
massive, ille·gal executions of inno·cent peop~e on the fllm~·iest of 
grounds or on no grounds at all, that Frinovskii and Ezho.v agreed 
were part of their NKVD conspiracy( Postyshev agreed to this 
char·ge to which he co.nfes·sed in April 1938· and, evidently, was the 
reason Molotov and Voroshilov went to see him in prison to I.earn 
from his own lips that he was guilty. 

Postyshev may h·ave told the truth. Or he may have been fa.reed by 
Ezhov to confess, after he was already exposed at the January 1938 
CC Plenum. 

. 

Therefore it appe·ars that at least some CC members were repress-
ing Party members. It was after the failure of the Tukhachevskii 
conspiracy that, according to Ezhov, he began his massi.ve repres
si·ons of innocent Soviet citizens, of whom Party .me~mbers must 
have been a very small proportion. 

2 See aThe January 1938 CC Plenum," pp. 99 ff~ above. 



Chapter 18: Conclusion 

. 

The only conclusion supported ·by the evidence is that the mass 
murders of ma.ny tens of ~housands of .Soviet citizens was the re
sult of a co·nspiracy by Nikolai Ezhov·, .People's Co-mmissar of the 
NKVD. 

In the introduct·ion we stated the three pri.ncipal questions abou·t . 

the ''E.zhovshchina'' or ''Great Terror'' as follows: 
1) Did h·undreds of t:h.ousands of innocent victims meet their 
deaths? · 

' 

2) Was S·talin responsible for these m·urders, as ·i·s usually claimed? 
3) If - as the evidence demands us to . conclude ..... Stalin was inno
cent and was p-art of putting a stop to this crime against humanity, 
how could he and his colleague.s have been oblivious to what was 
happening for s·o lo·ng? 

The answers to the fi.rst two questions are yes, and no, respec
tively·. 

The answer to question three is more co.mplex. The evidence 
shows that it took .a long time for the Stalin leadership to reali.ze 
w·hat was going on, on a national level . . In the meantime Ezhov.was 
supplyi,ng Stalin and the leadership with voluminous documenta
tion of conspiracie.s, many of which ·were falsified but some of 
which. were genuine. · 
What happened ·was a kind of mirror image of the Big Lie tech
nique. As Hitler explained it in Mein Kampf, the ''big lie;' is a false
hood that is so big, so import.ant, that most peopl·e· will be unwill
ing to think anyone would. try to get away wit.h unless it were true. 
Parado.xica.lly, it t'hereby becomes. difficult to believe that it isn't 
true and is therefore accepted. 
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There were at least three reasons t·hat the Stalin leadership took so 
long to realize what was happening before they put a stop to it and 
executed those re.sponsible. 

*There were genui·ne conspiraci-es behind which Ezhov et al~ were 
able to hide t·heir unhidden trials and executi.ons (out in th.e open 
and well reported to the CC), as justified attempts to end the con .. 

. •· sp1rac1es. 

*· T·he Stalin leadership· was occupied with many v·ery complex 
tasks at the time - including preparing for a coming war that they 
well recognized was mainly designed to crush their revolution, 
ne:eding to re~educate an entire popul·ation to become class-. 
conscious co.-ope.rators rather tha·n the selfish individualists that 
cap'itali.sm had trained people to be for centuries, the need to or
g·anize and rule over a vast geographical area (the I·argest country 
in .the world in area). Because of these complex multiple tasks, all 
of which were abs.olute necessities, the. Stalin leadership was 
force.a to delegate tasks, around the immense country, to people 
they thought they could trust. 

*The natural difficulty of believing the h.ints that came in, slowly at 
first, that something awful was actually occurring at the hands of 
their trusted delegates. This must have been parti·cularly hard 
since such stories co·uld have been inspi.red _precisely by the very 
enemies they hoped to eliminate. 

Terminology 
<'Great Terror'' is a m.isleading name, but n·ot becaus.e no one was· 
terrorized( Certainly many people were~ It .is misnamed because 
Robert Conque·st. invented t'he term ''G·reat Terror'' to mean 
''Stalin's Purge of the '30s,'' and it was no such thing. Ezhov picked 
a great many of hts victims at random, a process that must have 
sparked great fear. But this was not t'he Soviet government, not 
''Stal.in.'1 The mass murders, the only events that could have spread 
''terror," were · perpetrated not by· th.e Soviet government but by 
t'he enemies of the Soviet government: E·zhov, his men, and some 
members of the political elite of the Party and state. · 
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The Soviet population was not ''ruled ·by terror," and the Soviet 
population generally was not. ''terrorized,', The term ('great terro:r'' 
is false in the way in which Conquest used it and in the. way it con
tinues to be used in the biased field of Soviet histo·ry .. The false
hood is located not in the assertion that there was terror but in the 
claim as to who the terrorists were .. 
Ezhov1s mass repressions were a continuation of the conspir·acies 
described. at the three Moscow Trials and the Tukhachevskii Affair. 
Ezhov= had long been a Rightist. He initiated his own NKVD con .. 
spiracy - the mass murders - after the military conspiracy had 
been discovered ·and, in the main, destroyed. · . . 

. . 

Ezhov acted together with at least one of the milita.ry conspirators, 
Marshal Egorov. He fool.ed Stalin and the · Soviet leadership· with 
false repo·rts, many of which h·ave survived. 
When, finally, news of massive illegal repressions reached a cer~ 
tain level Stalin and Politburo reactedy First they removed 
Frinovskii as Ezhov's deputy and put Lavrentii Beria in his place. 
Later Ezhov was persuaded, or fa.reed}' t·o resign. Th.e rep·ressions 
immediately stoppe·d. Investigation began to disclose th.e eno·rmity 
of Ezhov's crimesk . · 

Duri.ng 1939 Ezhov ·and many of his me·n were arr·ested an.d made 
confessions~ Ez·hov and Frinovs.kii gave the· general outlines, and 
much of the detail, of their massive crimes. The small number of 
thes·e confessions that have been published constitute an im.port
ant body of evidence. Source criticis-m shows th.at t'here are n·o o·b
jective grounds to dismiss them, 

A great many innocent persons had been murdered. From 19·39 
into the war y·ears Beria, as head o.f the NKVD·, and the .soviet Pro~ 
curacy revlewed hundreds of thousands of cases and released 
hundreds of thousands of_ persons whom they judged had been 
wrongly imprisoned. 

At the same time they co·ntinued to inve·stigate, uncover, and pun
ish persons who really were involved i'n anti-Soviet cons·piracies. 
Re·al conspiracies did exist. Ezhov's and Frinovskii's -confessions 
make it clear that n·ot everyone repressed under lagoda and Ezhov 
was innocent. These i.nvestigations continued into the war years. 
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Tokaev and sv·etlanin testify to the fact t.hat some conspi.rators 

were never identified. 

This is the only version of the mass repressions tha·t can be sup

ported by the evidence. It is confirmed by the converge·nce of a 

great many individu·al piec·es of evide-nce. The ''mainstream'' ex~ 

planation for the E"zhovshchina is that Stalin intended and planned 

it- But there is not now, nor has there ever been, any evidence to 

support this conclusion, Rather1 it flows from the a priori accept ... 

ance of the anti ... Stalin paradigm~ 

It will be rejected by those who are incapable_, or contemptuous, of 

objectivity. The false sto-ry that ''Stalin the dicta.tor,) planned and 

carried out these massive repressions, just as he had fabricated all 

the alleged conspiracies is the only accou·nt tolerated by main

stream Soviet historiography. Bu·t there is no evidence to s·upport. 
it· and a great deal of evidence that it is wrong. 

Leaders of the CPSU and their researchers have long known the 
truth ab-out the repressions and conspiracie-s. Khrushchev and his 

m·en had to lie deliberately to put forward their false version that 

the repressions were Stalin's doing. Gorbachev's me·n continued in 
this vein. They kept the truth a .secret while inventing falsehoods 

to blame Stalin_ 

The version set forth here absolves Stalin ·of guilt for the massive 

repression.s. This is what is unaccepta.ble to m.ainstream Soviet 

history. But it was certainly Stalin's responsibility, as the principle 

political leader o.f the country, to take decisive action to stop viola

tions· ·of justice, h-ave them investigated, and make su·re those re

sponsible are punis.hed. Stalin did th:is. Tragically, it took him many 
months to fully realize what was really going on, by which time 

Ezhov and his men had murdered hundreds of thousands of inno

cent Soviet citizen.s. 

In a 1976 review Roger Pethybridge wrote the following about the 

fixation on the ''evil Stal.in'' in the historiography of the Soviet 

Union: 

If one considers all the weJ} .. k·nown biographies of 

Stalin, a common feature emerges: the volumes are 
a quite accurate reflection of biographical method. 
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current at the end of the nineteenth and the 
beginning of the twentieth centuries, when 
historical. biographies dwelt on so-called ''good~' 
and {'bad'' kings. The personality who reigned 
appeared to dominate not only the political but the 
social and economic life of his kingdom, so that by a 
sneeze or a yawn he could magically change the 
whole socioeconomic pattern of his reign. This 
method of historical biography has long been 
discounted in the treatment of a·uthoritarian rule in 
earlier history. It has also been discarded with 
regard to the stud.y of Nazi Germany. U.nfortunately, 
it still remains as a specter from the past in the 
study of Soviet personalities in high politics( 

The anti--Stalin paradigm resem.bles the ''great man theory of his .. 
tory'' that was already abandoned by serious historians in the 19th 
century, The problem was not that the Soviet syste.m put into 
power a paranoid or psychopathically murderous person as, fol
lowing Khrushchev, so many anticommuni·st and Trotskyist his
tories claim. Rather, the problem - the failure - was systemic. 

Most Bolsheviks, like most Soviet citizens, were honorable, hard-
working, and. devoted to the cause of socialism and communism. 
But a sn1all num.ber of them were not honorable and devoted, or 

. . 

began that way but were corrupted, so that immense injustices 
were perpetrated and enormous harm wa.s d.one. 

The Bolshevik Pa·rty promoted people to positions of power who 
used that power to commit massive crimes. Ger·man, Japanese, and 
other foreign intelligence services made use of some of these per
sons.· But the basic corruption came from within: not only from 
intelligence agents of capitalist countries - though they certainly 
played a role - but from the retention, or insufficiently t'horough 
rejection, of the ideas and values of exploitative, capitalist society. 

Unresolved Issues 
There are some issues that are not clear. One of them is the ques
tion of the relationship between Stalin's push for contested elec .. 
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tions and the Right-Trotsky·ist conspiracy involving First. Secreta

ries and the NKVD. 

Stalin's push for competitive ·elections was defeated, and competi ... 

tive election·s taken off the table, just before the October, 1937 CC 

Plenum. Therefore m·ass repression cannot have been aimed at 
lishentsy, at I·east not after mid-October 193 7. 

0 .ne hypothesis is that Stalin. wished to break up the ''family 

.groups 11 of leaders and their followers who dominated the Bolshe-· 
vik. Party local leaderships, and therefore had them killed on some 

pretext or other. It is certainly true that almost all o·f the First 

Secretaries elected -at the XVII Party Congress in 1934 were con

victed and executed as part of t'he Right ... Trotskyist c·onspiracy, 

But the evidence now available sugg·ests ·that, on the contrary, it 
was these powerful local Pa.rty leaders, the ''Soviet pre.fects_,,, who 

wanted to get rid of Stalin! Getting rid of Stalin an.d those loyal to 

him, and putting in·to power a leadership with a Rightist ·economic 

and political agenda, was the go·al of the Rights in the ·bloc~ 

The .other purported e.xplanatibn of the mass re.pressions is that 

Stalin himself wanted to suppress - kill or imprison - any potential 

''Fifth Column'' in a way with Germany or Jap·an. As it h·appens, t.his 

is true - but not in the way· it has ·been understood by mainstream 

anticommun·ist historiography. Thi.s ''fifth · column explanation,. is 

false in that the exagg·erated application of death sentences to 

hundreds of thousands of innoc.ent persons was not Stalin's doing. 

Rather, Ezhov did this under the guise of rid.ding the nation of its 

actual and undisputed ''Fifth Column'1 of conspir·ators. 

We know that these c·onspiracies existed and we know the mecha
nism by w·hich Ezhov conceale·d from S·talin and ·the central leader .. 

ship just wh·at he was up to. There is no evidence whatever to sup

port the version that E.zhov's mass murders were Stalin>s doing. 

This version contradicts all the evidence we do ·have~ It surviv·es 

because it ''saves'1 the anti-Stalin paradigm. 

Resolution 
The evidence we now have supports two hypotheses. First, that 

many First Secretaries and other Party leaders were involved in 
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the Right-Trotskyist conspira.cy. Second, that some of ·them were. 
also directly involved with Ezhov's NKVD conspiracy. Jansen and 
Pe·trov cite evidence that Robert Eik.he was involved with Ezhov1s 
conspiracy~ Eikhe is als.o mentioned by Frinovskii in his statement 
to Berla of April 11, 1939. 

Pavel Postyshev, who confessed to being a member o·f the Right· 
Trotskyist cons.pi.racy, was involved in massive repressions against 
innocent people, both Party members and others, in Kui.byshev. 
Ezhov a"nd Frinovskii did exactly this. It appears likely that Pasty-

. . 

shev too was involved in both conspiracies. 

Ezhov's conspiracy was a spinoff of the Right-Trotskyist con ... 
spiracy. Ezhov testified that he bega.n his m.assive executions after 
the ex.ecutions of Tukhachevskii and other le-aders of the military 
cons.piracy_ This is c·onsistent with w.hat we know of Eik.he1s and 
Postyshev's mass repressions~ It was a very dangerous moment for 
th.e s.oviet state and Ezhov took advantage of it . 

. From the beginn.i·ng the Right ... T·rotskyist conspiracy was a bloc of 
. 

different op·positi.o·nal groups, ori.ginating as anti-Stalin factions, 
with somewhat different programs and different leader·ships~ The 

. . 

Trotskyists did not trust the Rights, nor di.d the Rights, like Jagoda 
. . 

and Bukharin, trust the Trotskyists or agree with Trotsky in some 
respects. Tu-khachevskii was aligned wit.h b.oth but saw himself as 
the eventual Je.ader of the state, Ezhov too aimed to be the next 
leader of the S.oviet Union. E·ach faction in the bloc. was willing to 
sacrifice the othe:rs to save the"mselves. 

Defeatism and as-s·assination were common threa.ds in all the con .. 
spiracies. The former oppositionists, and many former Stalin sup ... 
porters too, could not believe that the US·SR would succeed. Either 
the pressures of .crash industriali·zation a.nd collectivization would 
cause the Stalin govern·ment to collapse, perhaps in widespread 
r~bellion, or a combi.nati.on of capitalist states would attack and 
defe·at the R·ed Army. su·ch ·fears, admixed with pe·rsonal ambition, 
sparked and fueled the conspiracies. 
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Objections 
. 

The principal objection to this explanation is that it does not find 

Stalin guilty of them. It will be claimed that the confession state-

ments on which i't is basec;l are false, fabrications. Rejection of this 

evidence is essential if the genuine nature of the anti-Soviet con

spiracies i·s to be denied~ 

But t 'his is wrong. We have tested the confessions in the Moscow 

Trials and those of Frinovskii and Ezhov by source criticism .. There 
is no legit.imate basis at all to reject them as ·fabrica·tions. The real 

reason they are rejected or ignored is that they are incompatible 
with the anti .. Stalin paradigm. 

It is sometimes claimed that Ezhov was tortured. But there no evi· 
dence that Ezhov or Frinovskii were tortured. 

It appears that the Right ... Trotskyist consp.irators had a kind of 

code of omerta: a prac·tice· of not identifying other members of the 

conspiracy whose ·identity was not yet known to the NKVD, even if 
it meant their ow.n execution. Stalin drew this· conclusion from Pi

atakov' s behavior and expressed it at the December 1936 CC Ple

num. 

. .. we questioned about 50 people, at least. They 
really turned ·riatakov inside out. It turns out that 
he'·s a monster of a pe.rson! So why did he agree to 
b·e the public prosecutor? Why did he agree to 
shoot his comrades himself? It turns out that they 
have a rule like this~ If your fellow Trotskyist is 
arrested and has begun to giv.e up the names of 
others., he must be destroyed. You can see what 
kind o.f hellish joke this comes to. Believe after this 
in ·the sincerity of former opp·ositionists! We can't 
take former oppositionists at their word even when 
they volunteer to shoot their friends with their own 

hands.1 

1 Extract from J.v·. Stalin's presentation (Dec.1936 CC Plenum). Voprosy lstorii 1, 1.995, 9-1.1. 
At https://msuweb.montclair.edu/ ,....furrg/research/stalinonoppsvi11995.html 
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It appears that Sta.lin was c·orrect. As Frinovskii poi·nts out, Buk ... 
·harin, Radek, Iagoda and others did not identify Ezhov as part of 
the conspiracy even though t·hey went to their deaths. Zinoviev 
and Kamenev did not identify la.goda or Ezhov, At the January 
1937 Moscow Trial Karl Radek swore that Tukh-ach·evskii wa.s a 
loyal Party man. H·e had to have kn.own t·he truth: Bukharin did, 
and he and Radek were close. 

. 
This ·code did not function perfectly. Some conspirators did in fact . . . 

. name others. No doubt some falsely inculpated innocent persons 
while remaining silent about guilty ones. o·thers did ''name 
names_,, Many conspirators were arrested and punished. But not 
all. Tokaev's and Svetlanin's accounts suggest that some co·nspira .. 
tors r·emained unidentified. Nikita ·Khrushchev may ·have been 
among the conspirators who escaped detection. Such a hypothe.sis 
wou·1a help to account for his massive falsifications about Stalin 
and his insistence on '(rehabilitating'' and declaring innocent a 
great many persons whom we now know we.r_e in fact guilty. 

Denial 
This explanation for the mass repressions offered here is the one 
that best fits the evide-n,ce we now have. It is also utterly i·nco.mpat
i.ble with mainstream Soviet historiography, which demands that 
Stalin be the mass .murderer ar;id Ezhov his '{loyal executioner." For 
this reaso·n it w,ill be rejected by :mainstream anticommunist Soviet 
historians and by Trotsk.yists. It does n.ot fit the Procrustean bed of 
t:he anti~Stali-n paradigm. 

There are numerous other examples of mainstream Soviet histori
ography i.gnoring or rejecti·ng the truth a.bout Savi.et history. 
* Khrushchev1s Secret Speech i·s virtually 100% false. This has 
been known for years but .i.s never acknowledged. (Furr, Khru·sh ... 
chev) 

. . . 

* Serg·ei Kirov was indeed murdered by an underground Zino-
vievist gang linked through the bloc of oppositionists with Right
ists, Trotskyist.s, an.d others, Since the mainstream interpretation 
is that no such conspiracies existed and were a.11 fabricated by 
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Stalin and the NKVD_, the Kirov murder continues to be falsi.fied in 
spite of the evidence. (Fur·r, Ki.rov) 

. 

* The Katyn Massacre could not possibly have occurred in the way 
described by mainstream anticommunist historiography. But this 
massacre is far too useful as a cudgel to beat Stalin and the S.ov·iet 
Union with to be abandoned simply because has been proven falseK 
Therefore, ·the evidence is ignored. (Furr, Katyn) · 

*Timothy Snyder's book Blood Lies contains not a single true accu ... 
sati.on against Stalin or the USSR. Ye.t this completely meretricious 
book won ·many pr.izes and continues to be widely quoted. (Furr, 
Blood Lies) 

* Evidence from the Harvard ·Trotsky Archive proves that a politi
cal bloc of clandestine oppositionists including Rights, Trotskyists, 
Zinovievists, and others did in fact exist in the USSR. This proves 
that th.e Khrushchev- and Gorb.achev-era ''rehabilitations'' are 
false, since they claim no such bloc existed. This fact is ignored. 
(Furr, Amalgams) 

* T·he testimony of the defendants in the three . publ.ic Mos.cow 
''Show1

' trials of August 1936, Ja·nuary 1937, and March 1938 was 
not fabricated or forced on them by the NKVD, the Pros.ecution, or 
Stalin. Rather, it .represents what the defendants chose to say. The 
conspi.·racies alleged in the Trials really did exist. This is denied, 
the evidence that supports it ignored. (Furr, Amalgams) · 

A recent example of the .falsification that is tolerated in the field of 
Soviet studies comes from the pen of the widely respected histor.~ 
ian of Soviet science, Loren Graham. In the spring of 2016 G.raham 
wrote in Fo·r·eign Affairs: 

-·~thousands of biolo.gists were sent to pri·son or 
killed for criticizing Stalin's favorite· scien.tist 
[Trofim Lysenko] ... 

2 . 

2 :L-oren Graham, ·~what the :R.eappraisal of Soviet Russia1s ·Top A.gricultural 
Mastennind Says .A.bo·ut Putin.ts Russia.'~ .Foreign Affairs 
http :/1;tinyur 1. c.om/f a-agric.ulture · 
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The truth is that not a singl.e Soviet biologist was either killed or 
sent to prison for criticizing Lysenko .. J.-n his 1970 b·ook. on the 
Lysenk.o af(air anticommunist scholar David Joravsky has a list of 
all the biolo·gists he could find out about who were ''repressed'J 
(impriso.ned or executed.). Joravsky was unable to show that any of 
them were repressed because of oppositton to Lysenko.3 A non-. 

Lysenko ·plant. biologist even w.on the Stalin prize in 1950. (Elina, 
. . 

Lysenko) 

Lies about Stalin not only toler·ated but promoted 
. 

In the ac·ademic field of Soviet history of the Stalin period false 
statements, so long as they are c.ondemnatory of Stalin, are seldom 

. . 

criticize·d or ·refuted. 

Fo·r example, Arch Getty continue.s to point out that ''limits'' are 
consist.ently· mistranslated as ''quota.s." This is an obvious, deli.ber
ate falsification. But this flagrant mistranslation continues to be 
repeated by promin·ent scholars in the . field such as Oleg 
Khlevniuk, Khlevniuk has consistently falsified Soviet history for 
decades. In another field of his.tory - say, Amert.can history - he 
would ·have be.-en exp-osed and both his credibility and his career 
cut s.hort long ago. 

Only .in the field of Soviet histo.ry of the Stalin period is suc·h bla
tant falsification virtually ignored and, in fact, rewarded, as long as 
it is anti-Stalin. The Soviet studies field will continue to spread 
falsehoods about the mass repressions of the 1930s. 

Objectivity and the Truth 
What is badly neede.d in t.he field of Soviet history of the Stalin pe
riod is a devotion to discovering the truth. Objectivity can only be 

3 David Joravsky. The Lysenko Affair. Harvard Unive·rsity Press, 1970. Appendix A. Repressed 
Specialists, 317 ~360. More recently a noted researcher and fanatic anti-Stalinist claimed to 
have proven that Stalin and Lysenko \vere responsible for the arrest and _prosecution .of 
Nikolai 1. v:avilov, a famous Soviet geneticist. ·Despite the title of his article. he is unable to 
cite a single shred of evidence that either Stalin or Lysenko had anything to do with Vav
ilov's case. See IA. G. Rokitianskii, i{Stalin - initslator, Lysenk.o - glavn.yi podstrekatel' ubi-. 
ystva -akademika Nl.I. Vavilova.>1 lzvestiia TSKhA 4 (2012) 150-163. Again, despite the title 
of this art.icle, Vavilov was not jjmurderedl) (ubtystvo_) either. 
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approached by a determination. to question one's own precon

ceived ideas, to seriously entertain the possibility that they may be 
mistaken_ 

Li.ke a detective w:orking to solve a crime by finding the real cul
prit1 the historian must go wh.ere the evidence lea.ds, and .n·ot 

where he/she would prefer that it leads. And if the evidence can 

only be s·atisfied by a hypo·thesis that rejects the· historical models 
that are popular - so be it. · 

In this study we have attempted to be objective. The truth is not at 
all to the liking of powerful people. It nonetheless remains the 

truth. 
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